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The
" CONNOISSEUR "
high fidelity pick -up is now in

production

Faithful

and

limited

supplies are available.
reproduction of all recordings

from 12,000 C.P.S. to 30 C.P.S.
New type damping material working in
gap direct on to armature does not affect
bass resonance point.
is
required
downward pressure
The
ozs. which' has been achieved without
counter- balancing or springs.
Being a constant velocity device, Bass
compensation is required in the amplifier
and alternation of high frequencies to suit
individual recordings.
Output direct from pick -up ... .1 volt
... .5 volt
With transformer coupled
Apply to : -Albion Electric Stores, 125, Albion
Street, Leeds, I, or to Lawton Brothers (Sales),
Ltd., Henry Square, Ashton -under -Lyne.
1

I

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. (ENGINEERS) LTD.
BRIGHOUSE, YORKS.

Il Ems 1150M 1)1'R L'EitSATILE STO(K1)I 1111,- iOaxi -Q plut-in coils (see our advert. In February
Sao
issue for full details). Coil Turret CT6, 5 ranges 30 nice.
150 kc s., complete with 2-gang condenser. slow -motion drive
and wins
and illuminated glass scale calibrated in frequency
465
kc's.
I.F.
suction names. For superhet receivers using
Complete with circuit of modern 5 -valve A.0 .a1! -wave receiver.
64 MOs. Thie i: the best tuning assembly we know.
Ei)DS /41'O14í.-Mrdget short -wave tuning condensers :60 5F for screwdriver trimming. 8,11 582 60 PF.
58015 pF, 6586 (Bandset)
7:604 34 +34 PF, S 4
583 25 -. 25 p0', 81
90 pF', 78
140 pF. 8 8. Low -Loss nficrodeneers :-20 pF. 7 100 PF. 9 8
160 PF. 8,11. Super slow motion dial.
60 PF. 8.3
(black finish),
vernier
indicator
:
with
ratio
10
1
diem,.
ros. 3iin.
(silver), 15 -.
176. 635 2in. slow motion dial 10 1 ratio
and
tsA% aAe'1.-Cernirle valveholders. English type :-4 B9G
7 pin and Mazda Octal, 1,1 .
yin. 1
glazed. 1.11
glazed,
4, 5 and 7 pin, l'8
FF50 type), 2'-.. American type
Acorn.
8/8.
1;6 International Octal. 18
44-St VV.-Slow motion dials Sor individual calibration :BMDA 8 1 ratio. 1518.
Super 50 1 ratio. 416;1.A41(iEA1t.-'R.F. chokes :-Receiving type RFC3 1.2 mH.
80m A. 22 ohms. 2R. TX Trees -RFC24 m11.350 mA. 7 ohms. 7,8
RFC1 1 mH. 350 mA. 4 ohms, 5/..
('OLVERN. -3 -watt wire -wound volume controls. Without
switch -25, 50 and 100 0160,5, 541: 250. 500, 1.000. 2,500, 5.000,
100.000 ohms,
10,030. 15,000. 20.000, 25,000 and 50,011 ohms, 54
6 /8. With S.P.'switch : =25, 50 and 100 ohms. 717: 250 to 50,000,
as above, 7.1 : 100,000 ohms. 82.
Please include po=tage and packing for orders tinder E2.
SYtI'I)IEN
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SOUTHERN RADIO & ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
85, FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.
Telephone

:

Salisbury 2108.

Small But Highly Efficient

Transmitter-receiver for short waves 40 metres.
Uses standard
Provision for crystal control.
headphones and microphones. Battery operated,
requiring standard 120 volts h.t. and 2 volts I.t.
Includes 9 valves standard English types. Six
valves in receiver and three in transmitter.
Circuit Rx, 2RF., Det., 2 Audio and Power.
Tx, Osc. PA.and modulator.

£6
199

carriage paid.

THE STAMFORD RADIO CO.
Stamford St., Ashton -U -Lyre, Lancs.
Telephone

:

ASHton 1964

Maximum

s

Efficiency, Minimum Size 3)"x2 "xl
The "Q pack is a certain signal booster. Will
improve the sensitivity of any superhet, and its
compactness greatly facilitates construction of
midget receivers. Employs six high "Q" coils on
polystyrene formers, with adjustable iron cores.
One hole fixing and only-five connections. Three
models : L.M.S., M.2.S, L.M. Trawler. Special
terms to set makers, wholesalers and export.

Sole

Manufacturers:

goss.

MORGAN OSBORNE & CO. LTD.
WARLINGHAM, SURREY LPPL ',,),g)1-7:Gill
mieffwrameramm.
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LONG RANGE LISTENING
with any Set !

The Famous B2 Receiver

-

Complete with Power Supply
superhet covering 3 frequency bands,
3.315.0 mcls., 5.019.0 mcls., 8.0115.0 mcls., valve line -up. 7R7
mixer- oscillator, 7R7 1st I.F:A.V.C., 7Q7 -2nd I.F. and 1st
L.F. 7R7 Dec. and audio output.
Provision is made for 'phone or C.W. reception, output being
taken through a matching transformer for headphone operation
but can be easily converted for loudspeaker operation.
Controls are : bandswitch, volume, B.F.O. control and S.M.
tuning. A dial magnifier is fitted for easy readability.
The receiver is built in a substantial metal cabinet, finished
This receiver is

a

4 -valve

Throughout the
house, if necessary

-certainly for the

;

in black crackle.

Size

9in. x

kitchen and by the
bedside for hearing
all your favourite
programmes when
ibis not convenient
to be where you
keep your receiver.
This is something
you should have in

4?yin. x 4in.

Power Supply is self-contained in black metal cabinet,
x CM. x 4in.

133

size

Suitable for operation on any voltage between 97 and 250

volts A.C. or D.C. ; or alternatively direct from a 6 volt
source. Additional output of 500 volt and 6.3 volt.
Goth units are supplied complete in a black metal container with
lid and fixing clamps, measuring Illin x 10., in. x
Complete with the following accessories :
Mains cord with 5 amp. 2 -pin plug, plug to B.C. adaptor, B.C.
adaptor to Edison Screw ; Pair of Headphones, spare fuses,
two screwdrivers, Battery leads with clips.
Absolutely Brand -new and unused. Very limited quantity.
Price : £9. (plus 5s. post and packing).

this
age

-it

modern
can

be

obtained easily by simply plugging a superlative
Stentorian Speaker into the receiver. In handsome wooden
cabinets of acoustic design.
Prices from 3916d. with Sin.
speaker, to £5 15s. 6d. with 9in. speaker and matching transformer.

Goods con be sent C.W.O. or C.O.D.

VALLANGE'S
144,

-

BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I.

the finest extra SPEAKER for any set

'Phone: 29428/9.
Staff call signs

:

WHITELEY

G2HHV, G8SX, G3ABD, G3AHV.

ELECTRICAL

RADIO
NOTTS.

CO. LTD.,

MANSFIELD,

Amazing BARGAIN
i

Ex- R.A.F.

MOTOR

GENERATOR

COMPLETE WITH GEARBOX & BLOWER
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED. PACKED
IN SEALED CARTONS
Motor revs., approx.,
Input 9 volts, 500 mills.
1,500. Gearbox, approx. 12 r.p.m. plus I r.p.m.
May be made into an efficient A.C. motor by
removal of D.C. brushes and putting field in

series with H.T.
Brushes and Mains.

30f

POST

FREE

ALSO
E

Rotary Transformers Type 79. Input 26
Output 300 volts, 200 mills, plus I50
L
6'm.a. New and Unused, in
Sealed Tropicalised, Packing.

' 6/-

volts.
volts,
POSIFREE

Send stamped, addressed envelope for Illustrated List.

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS (LEEDS) LTD.,
54 -56, THE HEADROW,

LEEDS.

SPECIAL

HANDY CARTON

Tel. 22262.

ENOUGH FOR
300 AVERAGE
10INTS

INULTIGORE SOLDERS LED.. MEELIER
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'Avo' Instruments
available from
stock :

Th: Mode: 7 Universal AvoMeter is the wbrld's most
widely used combination_ electrical testing instrument. Fuliy descriptive literature available from the
Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

VALVÈ TESTER
TEST BRIDGE
D.C. AVOMINOR

:-

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd.,
'Phone : VICtoria 3404 -9.
Winder House, Dougl ss Street, London, %W.I.

The

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER

1

L

t

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

List C.4.
List C.2.
2-Band
3-Band
erret Goi1s
marY Goils
List T.1.
erbet
..
sup
Pea
...
T1.
L¿st
Nigh
7.R.F.
transforEtter
Output
...
List C.I.
Un¿versai
Tram
List C5.
cp Transformer
Ma¿n s 'Transformer

3

.

PreQuen
n:ermeds5moothinB Chokes
intermediate

L.L. and

^.

Ay,,.

.

,l'd1! rt>a+anP
LTD.
TEAM
VALLEY; GATESIhIEAD,u
ELECTRIC
h!.
R.

*We
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16th YEAR

VArg

OF ISSUE

and PRACTICAL TELEVISION

APRIL, 1343.

&iÍ4L

E.J.CAMM

BY THE EDITOR

COMMENTS OF THE MONTH

Interference Suppression
When we discussed this problem before, we pointed
out that a good deal could be done at the manufacturing end, and We felt that the manufacturers had a
measure of responsibility in seeing that their
receivers incorporated suppressor circuits. We are
glad to note that several manufacturers have
adopted this suggestion in their current models.
This arrangement considerably reduces interference, even though. it may not entirely eliminate it.
Of course, suppressions is best carried out at the
source. The fitting of a resistor of from 10,000 to
15,000 ohms in the H.T. lead connecting the ignition
coil with a distributor is usually effective in reducing
interference by at least 90 per cent. This method
is in accord with the B.S.I. code of practice CP1001
entitled " The Abatement of Radio Interference
Caused by Motor Vehicles and Internal Combustion
Engines."
Several manufacturers are making suppressors,
and at least one of them does not entail the cutting
of the H.T. lead, because it is screwed into the
standard distributor cap after the H.T. lead has
been disconnected. The lead is then refixed into the
top of the suppressor.
This does not apply in every case, so another
type is available in which the lead to the centro of
the distributor cap is cut, the two ends being screwed
into the opposing ends of the suppressor. Dealers
should take steps to carry a stock

THL interference caused by automobiles and
by other apparatus is one of the greatest
drawbacks to television reception. Now is

r

the time for measures to be introduced, either by
co, operation with manufacturers of the offending
apparatus or by legal compulsion, to eliminate
such interference. At present 30,000 viewers at the
most are affected, but as the television service is
developed to provide a national service the problem
will assume national proportions.
Before the war there was a great deal of diseussion upon this problem, and component. manufacturers produced suppressors which could be fitted
to the sparking plugs and effectively eliminate it.
The campaign now being conducted by the
Radio Industries Council, and which has as its
object the suppression of car ignition interference
with television reception in the area at present
served by the television service, is meeting with
success. The National Road Transport Federation,
the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders,
the railways, the London Transport Executive,
and the Home Office, have pledged their support.
All the vehicles owned by the B.B.C., the D.P.O.
and the police are suppressed.
Radio dealers could give a lead by suppressing
vehicles owned by them and by drawing local
attention to the problems in the Press and by means
of window displays, including
diagrams showing the simplicity f
Editorial and Advertisement Offices
,. Practical Wireless,"
and the cheapness of suppression.
George Newnee, Ltd.,
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
The scheme at present, however,
W.C.2.
'Phone
Temple Bar 4363.
relies upon the voluntary coTelegrams
Newnes, Rand, London.
operation of the publie, and we
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Port.
are not hopeful that it will be
The Editor will be pleased to consider
wholly successful. A motorist who
articles of a practical nature suitable
for publication in " Practical Wireless,"
does not own a television receiver
Such articles should be written on one
is unlikely to be persuaded to
side of the paper only. and should cortain the name and address of the sender.
spend money buying suppressors
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
to enhance We enjoyment of those
responsible for manuscripts, every effort
will be made to return them if a stamped
who own ' television receivers,
and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for the
human nature being what it is.
should be addressed : The Editor,
`It seems inevitable, therefore, y Editor
"Practical IVireless," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton i
that sooner or later legislation
Street, Strand, W.C.2.
will be introduced making the í Owing to the rapid progress in the i
of wireless apparatus and to our I
fitting of suppressors compulsory. yy design
efforts to keep our readers in touch i
the latest developments, we give i
At the present time there is no yo with
warranty that apparatus described i
end to the making of laws and o no
in our coitmmns is not the subject of
patent.
regulations, but we cannot see yy letters
Copyright in all drawings, photo- i
any other solution to this problem. o
in t
Practicalnd
Wireless " is
'
Firms are being invited to have y reserved throughout
the countries
to the Berne Convention and .
suppressors fitted, and this will o signatory
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations i
help, but unless suppression is I the
of any of these are therefore expressly i
' Practical
Wireless " '
general the campaign can only tI forbidden.
incorporates " Aviateur Wireless."
be partially successful.

-

of these.

:

:

:

y

{

y
y

'

t

-

.
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Service Charges

A contributor elsewhere in this
issue comments on the extravagant charges often made for

repairing comparatively minor
defects in receivers. He rightly
says that it is difficult to eliminate
this form of ramp, whiçh is often
practised by really competent
service engineers who yet have a
streak of dishonesty in their
make -up.
The standardisation of charges
gives -no assurance to the public
that those charges will be adhered
to. The appointment. of selected
agents in particular districts is
similarly not a safeguard either.
The Radio Retail Trade seems
to be following the same lines
as the dishonest garage proprietor and the dishonest watch
repairer, all of whom take advantage of the untechnical public.

ROUND THE

Ti

April, 1948
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Br oadcast Receiving
Broadcast
Receiving Licences

U.N.O. Live Transmissions of Debates

following statement shows the approximate
numbers of licences issued during the year
ended December 31st, 1947.
Number
Region
.
2,069,000
London Postal
1,445,000
Hone Counties ..
..
.. 1,572,000
Midland ..
.. 1,710,000
North Eastern ..
.. 1,449,000
North Western ..
951,000
South Western ..
.. 635,000
Welsh and Border

LIVE transmissions of discussions in the General
Assembly, one of the Councils or one of the
Committees, with running-commentaries in English
and French, are beamed direct to Europe every
day (except Sundays), usually from 16.00 G.M.T.
(or exceptionally from 15.00 G.M.T.), and from
20.00 G.M.T. on the following wavelengths
19.83 metres 15,130 kilocycles

Total England and Wales 9,831,000
.. 1,050,000
Scotland
176,000
..
Northern Ireland

These live transmissions are announced
advance at 14.30 G.M.T. on 16.84 and 19.75 metres.

.-

GRAND TOTAL

..

11,057,000

Pictures by Wireless

:

16.526
13.88
20.00 G.M.T. only 25.47
30.93

18,160
21,610
11,780
9,700

First Director of Radio Research

THE Lord President of the Council has approved
the promotion of Dr. R. L. Smith -Rose, D.Sc.,

Ph.D., M.I.E.E., to the new post of Director of
Radio Research in the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research.

service between Britain and
Next Radiolympia in 1949
PHOTOTELEGRAM
Barbados (West Indies) was opened on
THE Radio Industry Council is planning to hold
Monday, January 19th, by Cable and Wireless, Ltd.
National Radio Exhibition
the next
Empire rates will be charged : £5 per picture
measuring up to 24 sq. ins., and proportionately for (" Radiolympia ") in the autumn of 1949, and is
larger sizes up to 90 sq. ins. The London -Barbados discussing arrangements with the management
picture circuit is the eighth to be opened with of Olympia.
An official, of the Council said recently " This
oversea Empire countries.
Sixteen phototelegraph services are now open date has been chosen in preference to a date in 194$
to enable the industry as a whole to concentrate on
between Britain and destinations overseas.
production for its export target and to allow thé
manufacturers of radio and television receivers More
Council
Industry
Chairman, Radio
time for the development and production of
of the Edison new sets."
{{R. J. W. RIDGEWAY, O.B.E.,
lvi Swan Electric Co., Ltd., has
been elected chairman of the Radio
Industry Council for the current
year in Succession to Mr. G. Darnley
Smith, of Bush Radio, Ltd.
:

Mr. C. O. Stanley, C.B.E., of Pyc.

has
chairman.

Ltd.,

been

elected

vicr-

Television Licence

OWNERS of television receivinc
sets are reminded that
special comprehensive licence cost
ing £2, covering both sound and
television, is required for the use ul
television receiving sets, and such
licences should be taken out immediately a television set is installed.
£1 (sound only) licences may he
surrendered when the £2 comprehensive licences are purchased, and
a rebate will be allowed at the rate
of is. 8d. for each month of the
unexpired portion of the surrendered licences.
-

Loading a consignment of 25e Airmec receivers- to satisfy a recent
urgent order from the Middle East. The cost of sending the receivers
was over £1,00o.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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" Engineering House " Reopened
SIR STANLEY ANG'iVI V, chairman of
COL.Cable and Wireless, Ltd., represented the
British Institutions of Civil, Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers at the reopening recently of
Engineering House," Copenhagen home of the
Danish Institution of Civil Engineers.
Sr Stanley is a past-presiclent of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and a member
of the Council of the Institution of Civil
Engineers.

137

Radio in Egypt

Danish

The

THE Telegraph and Telephone Department of the
Government of Egypt has submitted plans to

Yarliament for the setting up of a chain of broadcasting stations in the provinces, and thereby
bring radio to about 2.000 Egyptian villages. It is
reported that stations will be built f,n groupt or

British Institution of Radio Engineers

A

"

LONDON Section members meeting washeld on February 12th last, at which a
paper by J. R. Brinkley, Esq., on s" A Multi carrier V.H.F. Police Radio Scheine " was
read and discussed.
Multico,°e at. R.C.M.F. Exhibition
the whole of the Ersin
PRACTICALLY
Multicoré Solder exhibit on Stand 77
will he shipped immediately after the close

of the Exhibition to the U.S.A. for display
at the Chicago Parts Exhibition.
New Record Licence Total

end of December last the number
AT ofthebroadcast
receiving licences in force
in Great Britain and Northern Ireland reached The
the new record total of approximately
11,056,900, which is an increase of 278,950
in the past twelve months. The total included
.32,7'00 television licences.
Unlicensed wireless receivers are still being
used and, during 1947, 4,821 offenders were convicted. Fines up to £10 were inflicted, and in at
least five cases, in addition to the fines, the Court
ordered the confiscation of the offenders' sets.

test card at present being used by tt:e French Tels: is:o ;a
Service for lining -up and testing receivers.

-

agricultural,
technical, sanitary and social questions are to bu
broadcast by these subsidiary stations at tintes when
the main Cairo station is not on the air. To overcome the fact that many villagers do not possesssets, the broadcasts will be relayed by P.A. equipment in public squares and other public meeting
places,
^n
B.I.F. Appointment
view of the increasing responsibilities of the Director of the
British Industries Fair (Mr. R. F. J.
Moore), the Export Promotion Department of the Board of Trade
lias appointed Mr. W. H. Young,
who has been associated with the
organisation of the B.I.F. in London
since 1922, to be Depfity Director
of the fair.
50 villages and varied programmes on

s

Television Newsreel

THE B.13.í'.'l'elevision Newsreel,

.

.

...

.

.

....

d

.
.

.

...

wa3sy

ro-é

The popular "svic.rceni Geep " cr T.r155 being adjusted by members
of the " Air University " which has trained almost $oo pupils from
all parts of the world since it opened in April of last year.

which began with a change of
programme once a week, is already
intrinbicing bi- weekly changes. A
iotipletely now edition is now televised every Monday at 8.30 p.m.,
with a repeat at 9.45 p.m. on the
following Wednesday. In the third
weekly showing -on Fridays at
8.30 p.m. -half the items will be
new. The last transmission of the
week is on Saturdays at 9.45 p.m.
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Modifying the Wartime A.C.
Utility Receiver
How

to Convert This

Receiver for All -wave Reception
By

E.

LAST month we des jibed how the popular
A.C. war -time utility receiver could be
modified to enable long waves to be received.
However, quite a number of listeners find great
interest in short -wave reception, and it has been
found that it is not a very difficult matter to convert the receiver in question for all -wave working.
There are on the market at the present time quite a
number of all -wave packs, and the idea was considered of utilising one of these. It was found on
examination that there was only one pack which
could conveniently be mounted in the available
space and this is the " Osmor " pack, Type H.O.
It is a three -band model gix'ing the following ranges :
Short, 15 to 52 metres.
Medium, 200 to 590 metres.
Long, 800 to 2,000 metres.
This particular pack will be found to fit in with
the minimum of displacement of components, and
-will give the receiver a new lease of life.

K.

N.

As was shown last month, the circuit of the
utility consists-ofa frequency -changer, I.F. amplifier
feeding a metal rectifier which provides A.F. and
A.V.C. for the first two stages, and a pentode output
stage. The frequency- changer in the original
model has its oscillator section series -fed, and the
new coil pack calls for shunt- feeding (see Figs. 1
and 2), so an additional resistor of 50K and
two capacitors of 100 pF. and 200 pF. (one each)
are required. The 200 pF. should be suitable for

200 volt working as it is a voltage stopper

;

I

found silver mica jobs suitable.
Construction

Reference to Fig. 3 will show that the components
in the receiver are mounted on a sub -panel running
the length of the chassis underneath and, to make
room for the coil pack, capacitors C.fi and C.7
and resistor R.14 must he moved. The dotted
lines show the original position, the full lines the
final position. CM and C.7 are merely unsoldered and
resoldered to the same tags
on the opposite side of thé
H.Tt
panel. The resister 11.14 is
R4
removed, fitted with longer
To Top
leads and the bottom lead
Of
62
Cap
A2
A/
replaced on the same tag on
the bottom of the panel,
leaving the top end free.
Oscillator coils L.3, L.4
(Fig. 1) are removed together
with oscillator tracking
To S.G. Of V2
capacitor C.5 (.0005,uF), and
oscillator grid resistor R.3
(47K, Fig. 1). R.3 was
refitted by soldering direct
Grid
Sup
between pin 5 of V.1 and
M/xer
Osc
chassis. The A.V.C. de/
Anode
,Anode
capacitor may
coupling
Grid
Oso
Mixer
Coil
require to be disconnected
and refitted by screwing one
103 4 °d1.
end down under one of the
A A
tuning gang holding -down
A\2
L
7°-/8Q,
L/ó ;op L2
screws so that it lies close
Ci
to the underside of the
C2l
sir
chassis. Coils L.1, L.2 (Fig.
Met.
0
20
Qg
which are mounted
1),
above deck between the
Valve Bass
tuning gang and mains
transformer, are removed.
A careful note of the
4erial
C5
R3
connections should be macle
Co /
OOOSNF
°4a000n
as the coils are removed,
R
Chassis
for the receiver is the
product of the combined
C7
radio industry and connecAl/C;
tions will probably vary
Orignal circuit of the F.C. stage of the Wartime Utility Receiver. as between manufacturers.
Fig.

/

e

i.-

+

/

T
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necessary, as room is decidedly cramped and it
Mounting the Pack
Directly below the tuning gang will be found a would not do to burn any of the coils in the coil
hole in the chassis front member which should be pack.
The new 200 pF. capacitor is joined between tag
made into a slot so that the coil pack can be slid
6 on V.I, then the new 100 pF.
into position. A small hack -saw will do this job 5 on the pack and pin
is joined between tag 4 on the pack and
in a few minutes. Next, two wires about Sin. capacitorV.1.
The 50K. resistor is joined betweeri
long are soldered to the tuning gang connections pin 5 on
where they protrude through the chassis and their tag 12 on the sub -panel (where the oscillator anode
free ends placed so as to coincide with tags 3 and 4 coil of Fig. 1 was removed) and pin 5 on V.1.
on the coil pack when fitted. The coil pack is Tag 1 (aerial) on the pack is joined direct to tag 15
-panel ; tag 2 (coil pack A.V.C.)
then taken, the soldering tags bent up a little and bottom, on the subon
sub -panel. The top lead of
the nut of the wave- change switch slacked off, to tag 11 bottom
the coil pack placed in position and the nut resistor R.14 is then replaced on tag 16 top, on
tightened up, thus making the pack firm to the set sub -panel.
This completes the work of conversion to the
chassis. The sub -panel may have to be sptung a
very little to let the pack chassis pass the top runner new coil pack.
A careful check of all work should now be made
of the sub -panel. It may also be that one or two
of the resistors may have to be refitted on the other and if all is in order the set is switched on. If all
side of the sub -panel in the particular model has been correctly done stations will be immediately
in hand, but this was not necessary in the original heard on the medium -wave band.
The receiver is designed with a 460 ke,s I.F. and
model.
the coil pack with a 465 kc;s Lli'. ; therefore the
I.F.s will require to be realigned to the new
Wiring
frequency although in the original case, when this
The free ends of the wires from the tuning was done, no difference was detectable by the ear.
gang can now be soldered in, and this is important
However, if you are, as you should be, on good
a soldering iron with a'small pencil type bit is terms with the local service -man you may be.ajble to
-

-

s0000n
(New)

>

/OO,upF

(New)

2O0pyF
(New)

Padders In
Pack

Note:

OO

Indicates Connections

To

Soldering Tags On Pack.

Switches Integra/ With Pack,

Fig. 2. -Final circuit with new components and coil pack fitted.
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have him realign the I.F.s or maybe borrow his (slight rocking of the tuning gang is required
signal generator and do the whole job yourself. throughout this setting -up). The long wave
Having got the I.F.s up to the mark the next range is treated in exactly the same manner but
thing to be tackled is the different wave bands, and set up for maximum output on 1,500 metres.
The short -wave band can be adjusted at both ends
this is quite a sithple matter.
of the scale on actual signals if a signal generator is
Calibration
not available.
As a further refinement the set may be fitted
Proceed as follows. Set wave- change switch in
medium wave position. Tune in a weak station with a new volume control with switch as shown
round the 210 metres mark and adjust trimmers for (Fig. 3), leaving the original switch (Sw.1, Fig. 3)
maximum output, then travel to the top of the dial permanently in the OFF position.

1

Resistor

New
Volume Contro/
With Switch

C2

R,O Is

( Under

New
Dial

Coil Pack)

E

t

I

rT-Tl
l 11

Pointer.

Leads Under
Coil Pack To
Tuning Gang

71

L1-L2

R/4

R/O

witch

L5

Ì no
(

L6

2 /

/,

C14

(Over Switch)
Ra

U

U

U

U

2,. 3

4

(¡

,

Ut
5

6

'RC

CIO

R7.,.,iiú

U

U9IJ

7

B

R4

n.

50000

lFT1

V2

J

Top

C/8

Lead
L7
L8

I

I`-Bottom
Lead
I

I

I

;

U

II'

l

C/6

New
Position

I

Thin
ii

1i E
Sockets

Left In

.41.A2

Fig.

Mica

C/7

UU_U/2U
/3

New
Position

MR,

314

Tinplate Clip
Insulated With

LJ----LJ

'Off Position
Dotted lines at tags 9, 14 and 16 on

3.- Under- chassis

view showing coil pack in position.
sub -panel show original position of C.7, C.6 and resistor R.14.

and tune in a weak station near the 550 metre
mark and adjust the cores for maximum output
(a broken bone knitting needle of about gauge 9
filed like a screw-driver is ideal for this). Repeat
this process until no further gain is noticeable

New Dial
A new dial will be required, and can easily be
drawn on paper, stuck over the old dial and calibrated- either in degrees or just those stations

which can be tuned and heard.

U.N.O. Daily Bulletins
OFFICIAL programmes of news, interviews and background talks on the work of the United Nations
and Specialised Agencies are broadcast to Europe every clay except Sunday, as follow :
Time-G-11.

Langua
9 f/ e
English

French
French
French
French

(Programme)
(News)

,

.

,.

..

..

(Relayed by Radiodiffusion Française)
..
(News and Programme)
(News-Re-broadcast by Dutch Radio)
..
..
..
..
Arabie ..
..
..
..
..
..
Turkish
..
..
..
Hebrew (Fridays only)
Arabic (Repeat)
..
..
..
..
Turkish (Repeat)
Russian

.

...

22.00 -22.15
221.35
1 . 3 5 -2
-21.45
1 . 45

16.91
19.62

..

..

21.45 -22.00

{25.58

..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

18.30- 18.45
19.30-20.00
18.30 -13.53
19.10 -19 20
19.20- 19.:30
18.40 -18.50
21.15-2_1.25

..

..

..

21.25 -21.33

..

..

,.

15.30 -16.00

..

Dutch

..

..
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Frequency

(metres)

..

,

..

IVaceleny/ha

-

(kilocycles)
17,750
15,290
-

11;725

17.88
16.53
19.83

1,610
18,180
15,130

16.91

17.750

19.62
25,58

15;

11,725

16.83

17,820

10.75

15,190

90
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Dual Purpose Signal Tracer
Constructional Details of

THERE

is no doubt that the princrtple of
signal tracing is the simplest and most'
direct method of fault finding in radio
receivers, using as the key factor -the signal itself.
The signal tracer to be described incorporates
a valve voltmeter and also the means to check the
signal qualit* audibly, either by loudspeaker or
headphones. The power supply can bo either A.C.
or, if a portable outfit, all -dry battery power.
Unlike many signal tracers of the diode type,
this improved model offers high sensitivity and also
a- very high input impedance so that there is no
loading of the circuit under test up to frequencies
above 111 Mc/s.

The Circuit
The basic circuit consists of a grid -leak valve
voltmeter and a single stage of audio amplification.
The detector circuit consists of a 1T4 or 0001 valve,
connected as a triode, with a .0002 pi coupling
condenser and a 20 megohm grid lcák. The 1T4
valve is for use on battery supplies.
A switch in the anode circuit provides for
operation either as a valve voltmeter or an audio
amplifier stage. When there is no signal applied to
the grid, current flows in the anode circuit because
there is no bias on the grid. When a signal is

a

Handy Service Aid

applied to the grid, rectification takes place and the
current flowing through the grid leak biases the
valve, causing the anode current to drop.
In order to make the meter give positive readings
for decreases in anode current. the meter is connected in reverse (positive side to anode) and a
" bucking " voltage applied aerciss the meter to
bring the reading to zero when there is no signal.
1

Probe
Contact

_Earth

-

Fig.

T

2.-Details

Clip

of the Probe.

Meter current is adjusted to zero by means of the
potentiometer. Then, when a signal is
applied to the grid, the meter reads " up scalo " in
the usual manner. The calibration is not in volts,
but in relative signal strength.
500 ohm

Probe Caso

r

T4-9001

X X is

á3v^

Phonos

N4

Motor

or
V

DL.

n,C,

Fiis-

l
A

V

2001!
C4

500
RI
112
113
114

RS
116.
117

R8

V.1
V:2

20 meg.fl !, w.
20 k.
w.
1.0000- I. w.
5000 1 w.

5000 rheostat
50 k. !. w.
meg.51 pot.
1

Bias resistor to suit
A.C. 9001 Batt. 114
A.C.r-6F6 Batt. 3Q5

Cl
('2

('3
C4
ML

St
II

T.I
L.S
I'

.0002 c'i mica
.01

25

/A1

1,1

002

25v. elce.
111.

0-1 D.C. m /ammeter

D.P.D.T. switch

Closed circuit jack

O.P.T.

Sin. p.m. LAS.

Metal probe

Fig.

1001/

r

T

-

HT.
For Battery Only

1.- Theoretical circuit of the

Signal Tracer.

With the switchh in time 'phones or speaker position
the 1T4 or 9001 acts as a stage of audio, amplification,
which drives the 3Q5 or 6h'0, feeding either the
speaker or the 'phones through the jack.
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lead with

A flying

Construction
The 1T4 or 9001 valve is housed in a small
torch case, together with the .0002 ,uF mica condenser and 20 megohm grid leak, and is connected
to the main unit by shielded cables.
In the all -dry operated model the only departure
from the circuit as shown will be to omit the cathode
bias resistor from the 6F6, and to place a 500 ohm
resistor in the negative battery lead to the common
earth point ; a by -pass condenser should be fitted
in the usual manner.

a clip is used for an

earth connection, joined to the set under
test.
The whole can be mounted in a small case with
the controls on the front panel, and the " probe "
can be connected via a multi -way plug connector
if desired.

It will be seen that, with this tracer; the
signal can be checked for relative strength and
quality right from the aerial circuit to the
speaker.

Aids for the Deaf
Details of the New -type Mullard Midget Valve

MAJESTY'S GOVERNMENlhave placed
an order with the Mullard Wireless Service
Co., Ltd., for 400,000 valves for use in the
state -sponsored hearing aid, known as " Medresco."
This device is to be made available to all persons
suffering from defective hearing, and will be
distributed through Ministry of Health clinics when
the National Health Service Act comes into operation on July 7th next. It is stated that 400,000
units are to be produced, together with 100,000
annual replacements, and that the whole scheme
will cost £5,000,000 a year.
The " Medresco " unit is a wedge -shaped instrument of very small dimensions. The maximum
width at the top is 2-in. and at the bottom l ¡in.
The overall length is 3Tin. and it is lin. thick.
In this confined space is housed an amplifier using
two of the new Mullard sub -miniature voltage
amplifying pentodes DF70 and either a DL71 or
DL72 output pentode. These valves are similar
in basic design to the American types CK505AX,
CK502AX and CK506A, but have the very important
advantage of a marked reduction in power consumption.

Construction
The electrode structure is built up on a flat glass
disc, in a manner basically similar to that employed
in the well -known all -glass technique which has
been perfected in this country in the Mullard
laboratories. This method of construction ensures
a high degree of rigidity, and consequent freedom
from microphony. The lead -out wires are tinned
to facilitate soldered connection into the circuit.

HIS

Filament Ratings
Reference to the chart below will show that the
filament current ratings of the Mullard sub miniatures are extremely low. This advance will
be apparent when it is considered that the three stage amplifier in the hearing aid consumes a total
filament current of only 50 milliamperes as compared
with 75 milliamperes for a similar circuit employing
American sub -miniatures. This represents a saving
in current of over 30 per cent.
Anode Ratings'

Taking into consideration the high performance
obtained with the Mullard sub -miniatures, the
anode current ratings are also extremely low. The
nominal anode voltage rating for the DF70 is 30
volts, whilst the voltage rating for the DL71 and
DL72 is 45 colts.
The DL71 output pentode is intended for use with
the hearing aid circuit designed to work with a
crystal earpiece of the insert type, and delivers a
power output of 6mW. at a distortion level of not
more than 10 per cent. An alternative circuit

Size
These valves are lOmm. (0.4in.) in diameter,
the lengths being 30mm. (1.16ín.) for the DF70,
and 38mm. (1.5in.) for the DL71 and DL72 output
pentodes. The extremely small size of these valves

can be gauged from the fact that three DF70
voltage amplifying pentodes placed end to er(tl,
approximate the length of a standard cigarette.

PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS

If

Va

Vg2

25

30

30

1.25

2¡i

4,i

1.25

25

45

Type

Vf

Mullard DF70

0.625

Mullard DL71
Mullard DL 7'2

1-

Vgl

.i

i

(n A/V)

\ \'

(mA)

(mA)

o

0.375

0.125

1S

-1.25

0.6

0.16

0.55

Dt='

45

-1.5

1.25-.

0.4

O..i

23m\\'.

(mA)

I.

0.22

6mW.
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British
is-available for use with an external magnetic -type ment represents a marked advance in Mallard
earpiece. This incorporates the higher -powered valve -manufacturing technique, and enables
to enter a world market previously dominated by
output pentode DL î'?.
American 'alvo manufacturers. There appears to
be every hope that this achievement in sub- mihiaThe Total Power Consumption of the Hearing Aid
all
The choice, of earpiece is governed by the particu- turo valves will opon up new possibilities in sire
lar needs of the deaf subject, but in either ease the kinds of electronic design applications where
total power consumption of the
hearing aid is extremely low. For
-example, the circuit for use with
a crystal -type earpiece normally
consumes not more than 1 j lOth
watt, whilst the total power consumption of the circuit intended
for use with a magnetic -type
earpiere is not greater than
wet t. ih' way of comparison, it
may Is' well to consoler that 600
amplifiers of the first type éon
smnc less electrical energy than a
single 60 -watt electric lamp.
Conclusion

"\'"`Ç47...K..
Commander H. St. A Malleson,
of the Mollard Wireless Service
the
new valves.
size
of
idea
of
the
This view gives an
Co., who conducted the negotiations with the Ministry of Supply
in respect of the provision of these new British is the limiting factor. Moreover, there is every
sub- miniature valves, at a recent interview possibility that, faced with the acute dollar position,
the manufacturers of commercial hearing aids in
said
" The development of special sub- miniature valves this country will cease using the American sub by the :Nullard Valve Co., for use in the new hearing Miniatures, in favour of the corresponding Mallard
This develop- types."
aid, requires particular empha -i
.

:

Test Instrument Design -4
This

Month the Cathode -ray Tube

is

Described and Its Uses Explained by

PERHAPS the most versatile of all pieces of
electronic gear-tire cathode -ray tube -is
the answer to a radio engineer's prayer.
Its uses are too numerous to describe in detail.
As an inertialess meter it will check D.C. or A.C.
volts, show distortion in any R.F. or AA'. circuit,
or check for ripple, leakage. etc., in D.C. circuits.
It is one of the most act'uiate sources for checking
frequencies and for calibration purposes. In fact,
it lias an infinite number of uses, limited only by
the ingenuity of the person using it.
A brief .description of the C.R. tube at this
stage will not he amiss, then from that can be
built up a complete picture of the instrument
known as the " oscilloscope."
The cathode-ray tube, or the C.R.T., is itself
based on the principle that a high -speed electronic
stream ithpinging on certain chemical compounds
Will cause these compounds to emit light, or glow.
The method of making this effect do useful
work is shown in Fig. 1. A heater and cathode
circuit produces the electronic cloud in the normal
way. A positive potential on the plate attracts
the electrons but with this difference. Instead
of having only one plate, several are used, two or
three in fact ; also, each plate has a small aperture
in the centre. Now the chemical screen is coated
;

P.

E.

TOOKE

on the inside of the bulb opposite the final plate.
If increasing voltage is put on each plate, the
electronic stream will get faster and faster as it
passes through each plato in turn and finds a
higher potential to attract it. It will be found that
by the time it passes through the final plate, and
hits the screen, it has quite an appreciable velocity.
If the above arrangement alone were used, all it
would succeed in producing on the screen would
be a large, irregular blob of light, which for our
purpose is useless. In the diagram you will notice.
a further set of electrodes between the final plate and
the screen, consisting of four plates, two horizontally
and two vertically mounted. After the cathode
a grid, and then a round cylinder called the " gun."
The purpose of the grid is to control the quantity
of electrons passing to the gun, and it works exactly
as in a radio valve, the only difference being that
as it controls the quantity of electrons passing
through to the screen, it also controls the brilliance
of the resultant image. So by connecting up a
suitable circuit whereby we can Vary the negative
potential on the grid, we can control the brilliance
of the spot. The spot, however, is still a blob ;
although we can make it bright or dull at will, it
still needs focusing. This is the function of the
gun.),
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If a negative voltage
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This, then, is one of the principal uses of the

The

is

putt into the gun the oscilloscope- examining waveforms.

Further to

this, if the frequency of the X plate voltage is
known and can he varied, a means of checking
frequency is at hand.
The saw tooth waveform of the thne base is
generated in many ways. One used in the first
tjpo of oscilloscope- and still
used for special gear is the
J_
mechanical method
potentiometer being tuned by a motor
of some sort and so increasing
the
voltage and suddenly
Screen
bringing it hack to zero again.
Electronic methods are, however, mostly in use now. The
simplest is a neon tube with a
suitable condenser and resistance, the voltage charging the
condenser until the striking
point of the neon is reached.
X"Shift
then the charge is discharged
w"Shift'
across the resistance.
Then comes the " hard valve
time base," where a condenser
v
conWVW- is charged and discharged.
tinually by a valve in similar
Brilliance
Focus
fashion to a multi- vibrator.
The thyratron, or gas -filled
O,<
triode, also makes a good sawFig.
C.R.T. shift network, showing method of arranging
tooth generator. This valve
X and Y shift controls.
acts as a relay which resets
itself, so that quite a range of
which can be focused and of which we can control time base frequencies can be had with this circuit.
the brilliance, time next stage is to make it work
As time voltage applied to the Y plate has to
usefully. This is where the horizontal and vertical be fairly large to give a suitable deflection, an
electrodes come in. These electrodes are. called amplifier is needed for most work to pre -amplify
X and Y plates, and a tube which has these is the voltage before it is applied.
called an electrostatic tube. (Another type of tube,
It is important that this amplifier has.timo nriniwhich is not used for test gear and therefore does. mtim of distortion And a high voltage gain, not an
not concern us here, is the electroanagnetie -so easy combination. For it, a largo valve should
called because the deflections of the beam are by a be used with a high platy load, and great care
magnetic -field made by coils mounted round the taken in the lay -out.
tube's neck.)
By means of a voltage on the X or Y shift plates,
A
the beam is deflected either updown, or right and
left of the screen. So by suitable voltages on each
shift plate the spot can be made to go anywhere on
the screen thus, we have complete control ever it.
If the C.R.T. is fitted into a circuit such as just
described, so that complete control is had over the
beam, it is then the oscilloscope in its simplest
form.
Starting from this elementary circuit and building
O
Ei C
Time
up, the first thing to be added is a time base.
Fig. a.- Linear time -base waveform, where OA
equals the sweep, and BC is the flyback time.
The Time Base
if desired, a switching circuit can be arranged
Now if a voltage is built up on the' X plates (the
plates which shift the beam horizontally) and so that, the output of the amplifier can be switched
suddenly discharged, the beam moves across the to the X or Y plates at will, as sometimes it is
necessary to amplify the signal on the X, as well
screen and flies hack again to its starting point.
Such a voltage recurring over and over again is, as the Y plates.
That then is basically an oscilloscope circuit.
of course, A.C., and its waveform would be in the
For some reason the amateur who builds transform of Fig. 2, called a saw tooth.
Now if another A.C. voltage is fed to the Y plates mitters and eomrpleex gear with impunity fights shy
and the speed of the L plate voltage adjusted to of the oscilloscope. There is no reason why he
the same frequency as the Y plate voltage, a picture should, however, as, except for the high voltages
of the waveform of the voltage fed to' the Y plates used, its circuits are no harder to construct than
any other.
will appear on the screen.
electrons speeding through it to the first plate are
epelled, and, as the gun is a cylinder, the farthest
they can get from the charge is the centre ; thus,
the electronic stream is concentrated into 'a fine
beam, and focused. Having now obtained a spot

-a

i.-

.

;
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By

THERMION

Get a Square Deal ? "
ON several occasions I have commented on the
sharp practice adopted by some service
" engineers " and have exposed many of the
rackets practised by incompetent rogues. Like a
watch, the inside of a wireless set is a completo

" Do You

mystery to millions of listeners -those, of course,
who are not readers of this journal. The non technical are thus an easy prey to the charlatans
and mountebanks who exist in the radio trade.
The industry itself is most concerned about
the problem, and has made. attempts to purge
the trade of such people, not, however, with much
success. Some of the larger firms will not grant
agencies for spare parts to unapproved firms,
whilst others have training schemes so that their
dealers can methodically check a broken down
receiver for faults, and service it quickly.
This, however, does not go far enough, for some
of those who practise the rackets to which I refer
are not incompetent, but dishonest. It is not only
the unskilled who make fantastic charges for
simple repairs.
It is difficult to see what system could be devised
to eradicate the trouble. A list of standard charges
does not go far enough since the dealer could always
charge for defects which did not exist in the receiver,
and the customer has no means of challenging
overcharges made in this way.
I was therefore interested when Alan Tomkins,
of the Sunday Dispatch, in a feature article, explained
his . efforts to get a, wireless set repaired. He
had a wireless set repaired six times in 26 days in,
as he says, an attempt to answer a question which
bothers most radio set owners -is the non-technical_
listener. cheated when his set is repaired 1
So he chose a second-hand four -valve portable
as a test set and broke a wire which any mechanic
would be able to spot at once as the reason for the
failure of the set. The wire in question was the
one, 3in. long and covered with insulation,. which
is connected between the variable condenser and
the on -off switch. He then took the set to an
East End radio dealer, who told him to corn back
in a few days, which he did, to be told that the
repair would cost 27s. Gd. He asked what was
wrong with the receiver without satisfactory' reply.
No receipt was offered for the 27s. 6d. Examination
showed that the free end of the wire had not been
soldered to its appropriate point but had been
wrapped round a small bolt sticking through the
metal chassis.
Tomkins again disconnected the wire and took
it to a West End dealer, who gave him a receipt
for the set with the request to call back the following
afternoon for an estimate. He was then told that
the repair would cost 10s. The following morning
he collected the receiver and was told that as the
accumulator had also been charged the price would
be Ils. The assistant did not know what the
trouble was, as the " Works " were elsewhere.

Again the wire was broken, and the receiver
taken to a Brighton radio shop. Five clays later
the set was returned with an itemised bill- for
17s. (id. for " Dismantling, tracing through, locatirg
faults, repairing faulty wiring. cleaning switching,
adjusting, assembling, testing, etc." The wire
had been correctly soldered.
Then the receiver, with the wire broken again,
was taken to a well -known establishment in Windsor, where he was told that the receiver would
be ready the following day. It was, together with
a bill for. 22s. for " Dismantling set, to testing
through, anode fixed resistance faulty -replaced,
break in neg. wiring made good, recharge
accumulator, and tested O.K."
Tlavelling to Richmond, having broken the
wire again, he was told that the job would be
ready in three days, and so it was, with a 15s. bill
for " Test out valves and components and repair
as required, repair on and off switch." Asked
what was wrong, the dealer said that it was a
very complicated switch
The receiver was then transported to Bradford,
Yorkshire, and the dealer there had the set ready
the following day with a bill for service -12s. Gd."
The reason here given was that there were a few
wires and bits and pieces underneath
It will be seen that the cheapest price was in the
West End, namely, 1 ls.
As there are over 11 million licence holders
it is easy to comprehend the vast possibilities of
exploiting the non -technical listener.
In view of this exposure I think that the trade
might renew its efforts to find a solution, although
I am not hopeful of the results. My own experiences
on the few occasions when I have returned a receiver
to the manufacturers because I was unable to
obtain spares have not been very happy.
One very large and well -known firm kept the
receiver for a fortnight before demanding an
" examination fee " of 30s., and stating that upon
receipt of this they would proceed with the work
and send me a further bill for labour and materials.
I therefore had the receiver returned to me and by
substituting components of anther make, at a total
cost of 8s. and half an hour's work, had the receiver
:

:

:

!

!

working again.
On another occasion, and under similar circumstances, the receiver came back to me with certain
components missing entirely. Apparently owing to
the shortage of components they were robbing
Peter's receiver to repair Paul's. As I had declined
to put the work in hand I got my receiver back
without the parts. Correspondence followed, and
I was assured that the set had been returned to
me exactly as they had received it
I was having none of this, and upon threatening
to take action and to expose them I was supplied
with the missing parts -plus an admission that some
assistant must have forgotten td replace them.
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A Load -corrected Output Meter
Making

a

Valuable Test Instrument for Experimental and Laboratory Use
By

E.

N.

BRADLEY

THE measurement of power output from a radio that the voltage developed and measured for
receiver or an amplifier would appear, on 2 watts output will be .by transposition of terms.
first consideration, to be a simple matter.
V'=
.4,000
Provided that the impedance or resistance in which
or
V =89.4 volts approximately.
the power is dissipated is known the power can be
If now the voltmeter is used to measure an
stated in terms of either voltage or current, the output
of 2 watts delivered by a 6L6 into the
two well -known formulae being
correct load for this valve, 2,500 ohms under one
set
P =I2.R
of working conditions, the voltage is given by
V

or

P

=-R

172

or

-

P is the power in watts, I is current in
amperes, V is the voltage and H is the resistance.
Since the audio power derived from an output
stage is actually in the form of an alternating
wave it would, of course, be more correct to state the
formulae using the term Z (for impedance) in placo
of the term R and making any necessary correction
for power factor, but the simpler D.C. equations
for power are commonly used for all ordinary
applications.
In a normal output stage such as shown in Fig. 1,
then, the power may be measured either by connecting an A.C. voltmeter across the primary of the
output transformer, an isolating capacitor being
used to prevent D.C. flow through the voltmeter
circuit, or by connecting an A.C. ammeter in the
secondary circuit in series with the speech coil.
In the first place the power will be given.by dividing
the square of the voltage by the load resistance of
the valve, and in the second case the power will be
given by multiplying the square of the current by
the impedance of the speech soil, and it will' be
realised that in either case the voltmeter and
ammeter may he transposed -the voltage across
the speech coil may be measured or th A.C.
through the transformer primary (as distino from
the D.C. flow through the winding and valve).
The first methods are, however, the more convenient.
There are several obvious disadvantages in the
use of an A.C. ammeter--the voice coil circuit must
be broken, a thermo- electric ammeter must be used
in order that frequency error may be avoided, the
current is fairly low and thus not easily measured
on such an instrument-and so the voltmeter
method is the one most often chosen.
If the isolating capacitor is made large the error
due to its use is negligible, whilst modern instrument
rectifiers have practically no frequency errors up
to as high a frequency as 100,000 cycles and
certainly no error that natters at 10,000 cycles or
so, and the accuracy attainable by the voltmeter
method of power measurement is therefore quite
good. There is, however, one serious drawback
not immediately obvious -the voltmeter cannot be
calibrated in terms of power, for " R " in the

where

.

V'=

V

:<

\/2 x 2,500.

70.7 volts approximately.

Thus in each ease the power output is 2 watts,
but the two voltage readings differ considerably,
and not only is it impracticable to calibrate
Conversion Chart
the voltmeter in terms
25w
5w
of watts, it is also
mAi
impossible to prepare a Range Range
.

series of

o

correction
charts to cover all the
valve -loads and powers
which may be met.

An Improvement
It was to improve

upon this state of affairs
that the load -corrected
output meter, shown

0S

25

/

.5

/S

/

.75

,2

2

diagrammatically
in

Fig. 2, was designed.
The meter reads out-

put powers over two very
useful ranges, 0 to 5 and
0 to 25 watts, and is

4

2

6

3

3

4
Fig. i (below).- Method
of measuring Output
Power.
Fig. 3 (right).
-Conversion Char t',
nt A - Ira t t s (correct to
scale).
Ç. Voltmeter

HTt

i

`A

J
A.C.

Ammeter

/2

6

/4
/6
/8

7

2.0

'0

2-2

/
/2

2.4
2-6

output power.

HT-

9

/3
/4
/6

4b

20

44

22
23

46
48
SO

6

7

IS

18

42

5

ß

3.4
36
3.8

V'=
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equation P =H varies with the valve supplying the
Using the.. PX4, for example, R
(which is of course the optimum load into which
the valve should be matched) is 4,000 ohms, su

PO

B

/7
/9

2/
24
25

.9

/n
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correct for 12 different loads chosen to cover as
well as possible the load impedances of present
day_ output valves both in single -ended and push pull output stages. The principle underlying the
method of working of the meter is simple the
voltage range of the meter is changed to suit the
load across which the power is to be measured.
As an example of the manner in which this is
accomplished two further sets of figures may be
studied, the voltage produced across a 10,000 ohms
load by 5 watts, and the voltage produced across
5,000 ohms by 5 watts.
In the first instance V is given by
;

so

147

resistances are needed, 12 for the 12 loads at a
maximum power of 5 watts with a further 12
selectively added in series for the 12 loads at a
maximum of 25 watts. As might be expected the
multiplier resistances do not work out conveniently
to round figures, and a total of 44 resistors is
required. These are all standard values with 5
per cent. tolerances as taken from Messrs. Erie's
standard value list, and no difficulty should be

V =V5 x 10,000
V =223. volts approximately,

and in the second instance,

V=/5 x 5,000

V =158 volts approximately.
To make an output meter with a maximum,
range of 5 watts which could be calibrated in
terms of power, therefore, and covering the two
stated loads, it would be necessary only to make a
double range voltmeter, the instrument having a
maximum .reading of 223 volts when measuring
power across the 10,000 ohms load and a maximum
reading of 158 volts when measuring power across
the. 5,000 ohms load. These two ranges might be
controlled by a two -position switch and the switch
coded as " 5 watts, 5,000 ohms " and " 5 watts,
so

10,000 ohms."

The instrument would, in other words, be a simple
load corrected output meter. Not only would
the full scale reading_ of 5 watts be correct at the
two loads for which the meter was designed, but
all the intermediate scale points would also be
correct. The much more complicated circuit 6f
Fig. 2 works on the same principle. The meter
is arranged as a voltmeter with a number of series
resistances, each calculated to give the correct full
scale and intermediate readings across the load for
which ,it was designed.
To make this possible 24 series or multiplier

Fig 4. Measuring Output of a Push -pull Circuit.

encountered in obtaining the values required at a
good store.
The switching is extremely simple. The 12
loads are selected by rotating a 12- point, 2 -pole
switch, the switch positions being coded as loads,
and the full scale power of either 5 or 25 watts is
selected by a single -pole, single -throw toggle
switch.

SIA

S/ B

Ct

Input V

Fig.

2.- Circuit

Diagram of the Output Meter described in this article.
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Measuring the Power
To measure power, therefore, the correct load on
the valve under test is found from the makers'
figures, the load corrector is turned to that load
figure, the 5 or 25 watts range selected, the meter
is connected across the primary of the output
transformer with the stage working normally and
the power read off either from the meter scale
direct or from the conversion chart shown in Fig. 3.
The indicating instrument may be any 0 -1 m/A
moving -coil meter with an internal-resistance of not
more than 500 ohms, and the scale of this meter
may be calibrated, if .desired, from Fig. 3, but the
amateur is not advised to carry out this operation.
A moving coil instrument is very easily damaged
once the cover is removed, whilst to draw all-the
points given in the conversion chart would be a
very difficult task to accomplish neatly and legibly.
A duplicate chart cemented to the panel of t.hs
completed meter and varnished over with clear
lacquer is much more satisfactory and as simple
to read since the current shown on the meter scale
is immediately read off as a power.
All resistors 1 watt rating, 5 per cent. accuracy.
One per cent. resistors are to be preferred, but are
difficult to obtain.

chart drawn (or the chart of Fig. 3 may be cut frein
the page and used), the meter is ready to operate.
The conversion chart shows the current indications
for the full range of power covered, and since clear
readings are given for all powers between the two
standards of 50 inilliwatts (0.05 watt) and 500
milliwatts (0.5 watt) up to 25 watts there are few
tasks which the meter cannot carry out.

Construction
The output meter may be built up in any type of
case. Layout automatically follows the circuit

I

diagram, and the best method of mounting the
resistors will be found to be radially, as shown in
Fig. 2, each resistor or series combination being
wired between the appropriate switch point and
a ring of stout wire.
The resistors should be gripped by long-nosed
pliers on their wire ends, when being soldered into
place, to conduct heat away from the bodies of the
components.
The switches should be coded as follows
Sla, b. " Load Selector "
Position 1
2,500 ohms.
Position 2
3,000 dhms.
Position 3
4,000 ohms.
Position 4
5,000 ohms.
Position 5
6,000 ohms.
Position 6
7,000 ohms:
Position 7
7,500 ohms.
Position 8
8,000 ohms.
Position 9
9,000 ohms.
Position 10
.
10,000 ohms.
Position 11
12,000 ohms.
Position 12
15,000 ohms.
These 12 loads are those across which the meter
will give correct readings. To take a reading of
power in any other load two readings may be taken,
one at the nearest figure above, and one at the
nearest figure below the actual load, when a mean
of the two readings will generally give a very goon
indication of the actual power.
S2. " Rango Multiplier "
Position 1 (or " On," contacts closed), 5 watts
full scale.
Position 2 (or " Off," contacts open), 25 watts
full scale.

r

COMPONENTS LIST (Fig. 2)

I

R1
R2

100,000 ohms.
110,000 ohms.
R3, R21
120,000 ohms.
R4, R26
6,800 ohms.
R5, R23
130,000 ohms.
R6, R30
12,000 ohms.
R7, R25
150,000 ohms.
R8, R24
6,200 ohms.
R9, R11, R27
160,000 ohms.
R10, R32, R40
8,200 ohms.
R12
13,000 ohms.
R13
1,000 ohms.
R14, RI5, R29
180,000 ohms.
R16
11,000 ohms.
R17, R31, R33
200,000 ohms.
R18, R35, R37
220,000 ohms.
R19, R39
240,000 ohms.
R20
5,100 ohms.
R22
4,700 ohms.
R28, R38
16,000 ohms.
R34
15,000 ohms.
R36, R42
2,000 ohms.
R41
270,000 ohms.
R43
300,000 ohms.
R44
4,300 ohms.
6 or 8 µF 1,000 volts working.
Made up of 3 or 4 2pF
"

o

I

I

j
S

i
1

i

Cl

capacitors in parallel. Paper
or oil -riot electrolytic.
1
m/A instrument rectifier,
Westinghouse.
0 -1 m/A moving -coil meter.
2 -pole, 12 -way selector switch.

Rec.
I

i

M

I

S2

:

Sla, Sib

Single -pole,
switch.

i

I-

i

i
I

single-throw

Wire, sleeiing. Suitable containing case.
control knob. Leads and test prods, screws, etc.

i1

,

The Conversion Chart
A,great advantage of the output meter is that it
requires no setting or calibration when first built.
As soon as the wiring is completed and the conversion

'l'o supplement t he chart of Fig. 3 the figures
are given in Table 1, by means of which it may be
duplicated or enlarged.
Sjince the power scale is set and correct for all
ranges the output meter may also be calibrated,
if desired, in terms of decibels. Different constructors will have different requirements but by the
use of a decibels reference table any zero decibel
level" may be chosen and the decibels conversion
chart made up from the reference table.
One example nfay be given using the 25 watts
range and with 1 watt as zero decibel level. The
decibel calibration of the output meter then.becomes
as in Table 2.
For use with all single -ended output stages the
output meter is connected directly across the output
transformer primary ¡List as is the voltmeter, with
its capacitor, in Fig. 1. The capacitor is contained,
of course, in the output meter circuit.
.
It is of seine importance that the stage should
be working correctly both before and after thee
output meter is connected into circuit; switching
off the output stage with the output meter con nected, or connecting the output meter in before
(Cenclialevl on page 156)
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GALPINS
403,

STILL MORE BARCAINE

ELECTRICAL STORES
HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM

LONDON,

Phone

Selected from our wide range.
RELAYS. Siemen's High Speed lab., relays
in brass case on ebonite circular base with

S.E.I3

LEE GREEN 0309

:

contacts, £3 each. G.P.O. Polarized relays
fitted contacts, in brass case with glass
top and terminals, 451. Few relays with
coils 'in good condition but less contacts,
and soiled, 201 -,
SPEED METERS. By A.T. Speedometer
Co., 1,500 r.p.m., 4in. dia., black dial,
white figures and scale, 201 -.

CASH WITH ORDER (NO
C.O.D.)
EX-GOVT. (GEC) ELECTRIC FANS,

TERMS

:

volts A.C.ID.C. laminated field, complete
with 5in. impellor. New boxed, 251- each,
II- post. Transformer to suit 230 volts
input 10116 volts at 4 amps. output, 3216
12

each.

MAINS VARIABLE
Ex -Govt.

RESISTANCES.

(new) slider type, 450 ohms to

4,000 ohms,
301- each
.25 amps., 351- each. Worm wheel control
,
2716 each ;
I
amps.,
to
carry
slider type, 60
Dimmer
5.7 ohms 8 amps., 32(6 each.

carry 0.7 amps.,

resistances stud switch arm type
ohms to carry .27 amps., 301- each.

2,700

EX -GOVT. (NEW) MAINS TRANSph.
FORMERS, 200(250 volts 50 cys.
input 525101525 volts 150 Mlamps. 6.3 v.
5 a., 5 v. 3 a. output standard rating, 351 -,
I

p sc 21 -. Mains Smoothing Choices, 10 Hy.
150 Mlamps. 180 ohms D.C. Resistance, 816
Ditto, 100 Mlamps. 516 each, post 9d.
Smoothing Condensers ¿oil filled), 4 M.F.
1,000 volt working, 316 each. (All the above

each.

can be offered in large

quantities.)

Please

write for special 'quotation.

EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS

(new). These consist of a. FERRANTI 0 to
450 Microamp 2 ?in. scale meter shunted to
I iMIA
incorporated Westinghouse Rectifier, the whole encased in polished teak
case calibrated at present 0 to 10 volts,
3216 each.

SPECIAL OFFER METERS, ALL NEW

BOXED. Moving Coil First-grade Instru-

ments 0 to 20 volts, 101- each, or 3 for 251-.;
1216 each ; 0 to 10 amps.,
0 to 40151- each ; all tin. scale. 0 to 25 volts A.C.
calibrated 50 cys., 251- each ; 0 to 4 amps.

volts,

Thermo Coupled,
volts Electrostatic,

251- each ; 0 to 3,500
351- each, all 21in. scale.

EX -NAVAL CATHODE RAY RECTIFIER UNITS. These units are new and

Meters
NEW AND INDIVIDUALLY
CAR TONED IN MAKERS' BOXES.

EX- GOVERNMENT STOCK
AT A FRACTION
OF TO -DAY'S PRICES

Flush Mounting
External Flange 24 "square
-

Flush Mounting

round type meters
External Flange 3

tput,

v. 4 a.

C.T. 6.3 v. 4 a. C.T. 5 v. 3 a., 37:6 each,
post 116 ; ditto, 500101500 v. 151 'e a. 4 v. 4a.
C.T. 6,3 v. 4 a., CT. 5 v. 3 a., 4716 each,
post 116 ; another tapped 6, 12 and 24 volts
at 10112 amps., 451- each, pest 116. Auto

wound Voltage Changer Transformers,
tapped 0, 110, 200, 220, and 240 v. Its
350 watts, 551- ; 500 watts,
252 watts, 45(701- each, carriage 116. (Please note, these
Transformers can be delivered 10 days
from receipt of order.)
EX-R.A.F. MOTOR GENERATORS.
Good condition, 24 volt; input D.C.,
output 450 volts at 50 Mlamps., complete
with automatic carbon pile resistance,
gear box, etc., can also be easily converted
to run as motor off A.C. mains, h.p. approx.
1, price to clear, 251- each, carriage paid.
;

SEND -RECEIVE Hand Coins

All -metal Field Hand Coms. for
portable or fixed stations. The
famous No. 16 Govt. type, used
Fixing hole, round 2r° diameter :
in field telephones ; mike and
519 each
0,'S milliamps
.
earpiece with damaged finger
with
amp.
R.F.
07.5
switch easily repaired, 51 -.
self -contained thermo(No cords supplied_)
519 each
couple ...
...
TRANSFORMERS. Auto type, 2301110v.
be
disThe
couple
can
internal thermo85 watts 251-, 100 watts 301-, 150 watts
connected, when the fundamental movement 351 -, 350 watts 65!-. I K,W., £7 10s. Double
deflection
full
-scale
sensitive
milliameter,
is a
wound transformers 230v.120v. 2 amps.
between 1.5 and 3 m /A.
B.T.H. Trans301- ;
12 v. 3 amps. 3216.
input 2 volts
Four of the above meters (2 of former, 20012301250v., 50 cy.
20 amps. and 75 volts 6 amps. output
0/5 m /A. and 2 of 0/.5 amp. R.F.) with IS taps, 701 -. Carriage paid England
at special rates.
and Wales.
DYNAMOS. D.C. 12 volts 10 amp.
Four for 211 C.A.V., new condition ; shunt wound,
(Post free 221 -.)
carbon brushes, £4. 50170 volt D.C. 10
shunt wound. ball bearings 1,000
0/150 milliamps ...
,.. 616 each amps.,
r.p.m., £14 ; 30 volts 5 amp., £5 ; 24 volts
... I0!- each 40 amps., £10.
...
0/I milliamp
LAMPS. Neon lamps miniature, s watt
233 volts, 216 each ; letter plate Neons

weigh 90 lbs. Consisting of high voltage
condensers, 15 volume controls, chokes,
approx. 100 resistances and condensers all
coloured, coded or marked, valve and
tube holders (no valves), transformers, are
included but are for 500 cys., price to
clear, 4216'each, carriage paid.
EX-R.A.F. IFF UNITS. As new, these 2.',"
units contain IO valve S.P. 41s, Ef 50s,
EA 50s, etc., also approx. 100 resistances
" DIA.
and condensers, also complete with motor
generator, 12 or 24 volts input, 450 volts
Fixing hale, 2ñ" diameter :
To clear, 24 -volt
at 50 Mlamps. output.
type,, 351- ; 12 -volt type, 4216, carriage 316. One- milliamp Meters, scaled 0;100
EX-R.A.F. RF UNITS (new) packed, =ideal as foundation instruments.
containing 6 valves, all 6.3 heaters, including Internal resistance 75 ohms marked
grounded grid triode, also a miniature
... 161- each
24 -volt motor (universal) and approx. 80 on each meter ...
resistances and condensers, all Mounted 0,'1
with
amp.
R.F.
on silver- plated chassis, to clear, 451- each,
self -contained thermocarriage paid.
... 716 each
couple ...
...
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW).

Input 2001250 volts 50 cys. I ph.
350101350 volts at 180 Mlamps. 4

6 volts D:C.,
input 230 volts 40 m.a. D.C. output, for
Radio receivers, 5lin. x 3)in. x 3)in., ball
bearings, model finish, 551 -.
TELEPHONES. Wall type constructors'
parts, ex- G.P.O., comprising cabinet Bin. x
Sin. x 3in., bracket mike, transformer and
condenser, mag. bell, switch -hook and
contacts, hand mag.. ringer .P.O. type
receiver terminals and connection diagram,
351- per pair.
MOTORS. D.C. 1112th h.p., 110 volts,
shunt wound, 251 -. A few similar machines,
Iloe. or 220v. needing repair, 1216,
carriage 116.

BATTERY SUPERSEDER.

0'20 volts A.C. (moving
8)6 each
iron) ...
0,15 volts A.C. (moving
... 816 each
iron) ...
...
POST CUSTOMERS, -Please' add 11extra on orders (except special 221- offer
of four specified meters).
WEBB'S RADIO, 14, SOHO ST.,

OXFORD

ST.,

LONDON,

W.I.

Note our SHOP HOURS : 9 a,m, to 5.15 p.m.
Sots. 9 a.m. to I p.m.
Telephone : GERrard 2089

fitting Standard size, 216, postage 9d.
Osgiin Beehive Neons. 230 volts, 311,
postage 9d.
E.S.

MOTORS.

Electradix
Micro Motors for Instrument work and models
tin. x l ¡in., weight only

10 oua., 12124 volts; work
from dry cells or A.C. Mains through
transformer, laminated fields, ball bearings,
totally enclosed, small vee pulley, centrifugal relay speed governor,on shaft removable for second shaft drive. Precision made
ex W.D. stock. Worth 45/.. Price 21/- each.
Ironclad A.C. voltmeters,
METERS.
G.E.C. 4in. switchboard, 0-60 volts, 451 -.
0 -40 amps., 451 -.
Ammeters to match.
Frequency meter 40160 cy. Crompton F.G.
Ironclad switchboard, 50 volts 61 in. x 63ín.
x 4in. with lamp on top to illuminate dial,
transformer for 230 volts A.C.,
£S Ss. ;
3S1- extra. Ammeter to match, 0 -50 amps.,
Voltmeter to match, 0-75
A,C., 751 -,
volts A.C., 651 -. D.C. moving coil. Elliott
voltmeter, 31in., panel with back connection, 1301260 volts, 30f-.
PARCELS. 71b. useful oddments for the
All clean, dismantled from
iunk box.
Government and other surplus apparatus,
(Not for Overseas buyers.)
free.
716 post
Please include postage for mad orders.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214,

Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone
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--CLYDESDALE

"

The Radioman's Shop
for Bargains in ex- Services Electronic Equipment
BRAND NE%V MIN)! i. ti 1;1.17,
Half -wave DIPOLE
ith reflector and crossarm
for approx. 6 metre,
rrrtical or horizontal mounting
.

: : -:

2'i

(non -returnable)

281

Carriage Paid.
.a
Carriage
each.
Paid.

l'O- AXIAI. CABLE
Coll (12 yds.) first -class co -axial cable, approx. 80 ohms., at
special price, 7í6d. per coil, post free.
BRAND NEW R1224A RECEIVER
Battery superhet. with 5 valves, 2/ VP23s, FC2A, HL2, 220PA.
3 Wavebands. 31 -300 metres (9.0 -1 -J mes.), R.F. Stage, Muirhead
dials, 2 Outputs choke capacity and 600 ohms line. In grey
finish wood case, 14;in. >: O!in.' 81M. with circuit.
Batteries required. HT 120 Volts. GB, 9 Volts, LT, 2 Volts.
'Y
I
l L PR
each.
Carriage Paid.
Circuit and data for R1224A at 1 :3d. post paid.
HIGH VOLTAGE l'ONT)ENSERS
'l'ransndlting Ceramic flanged Pot Type
750 pf. 15 K.V. D.C. Wkg. 3 :in. long, Din. dia. max.
750 pf. 15 E.V. D.C. Wkg., 3(in. long, 171n. dia. max.
500 pf. 15 K.V. D.C. Wkg., 31in. long. 17ín, dia. max.
500 pf. 15 K.V. D.C. Wkg.. 21ín. long. 1(10. dia. max.
0.0015 mfd. 4 K. V. P.K. Mod. max. 3in. long. 3in. dia.
25 pf. 4 K.V. D.C. Wkg., 21ín. long. 1(ín. dia. max.
All at 3.11d, each.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY
per dozen. Post Paid.
TUBULAR WAX CARTON
Paper die 350 V.D.C. Wkg., .5 mfd., .25 mfd., .1 mfd.. .01 mfd.
and .001 mfd.
At 6d. each or 4.8d. per dozen. post free.
1,000s of other capacities available.
See our lists.
STAFF "HAMS" GM3ASM, GM3BL.

`ó

£5I

c
3ói-

Send now for new illustrated lists

;

please

print name and address

CLYDESDALE SUPPLY CO., LTD.
2, Bridge Street, Glasgow, C.5

'Phone South 270619

Visit our branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

.

R.A.F. 5 -V A LVE SU PF.RIIET BATTERY
CO3ISIUNICA'r IONS RECEIVERS. Type
R1224A. 3 band,. covering 1.0 -10.0 me /s.
lias Muirhead slow motion dial, aerial
trimmer and sensitivity control. Circuit
employs R.F. stage. Requires 2v. L.T., 9v.
G.B. and 122e. H.T. Supplied with valves
as follows 2 type VP23 and 1 each FC2A,
HL2 and PMIA Cabinet size. 15in. x 91 in.
x 811n. A battery euperhet of the highest
order. ALL BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL
PACKLNG. ONLY 99:'6 (carriage etc 7 6).
AMERICAN AIR FORTES COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 11U,34811. A fresh
purchase of these famous sets. Made to
operate from an internal Dynamotor, there
has in the past been some apprehension
regarding the conversion to A.C. mains, as
the manufacturer's wiring has had to be
altered slightly. We have now the correct
power pack which St; into the space
occ,iaie' by the Dynamotor, and does not
require any other alterations whatsoever.
Our saving on this new purchase enables
us to offer these at the sámeprice, £32 /10s,
but CONVERTED TO OPERATE ON A.C.
MAINS, or in original forai at 528 /10's.
Fuller details supplied on request. ALL
BRAND NEW IN ORIGINAL CARTONS
(carriage costs, etc., 10-).
R.A.F. 7'1154 TRANSMITTER En's
The complete M.O. and P.A. units (the
R ight- hand " and " Left -hand " panels) of
the 'f1154. Circuit details supplied, enabling
the valve section to be added to complete
the Transmitter covering 10.0-5.5 me /s..
.

'

hear they're

fidelity

judging

,

to existing wall bracket or mast. Robust construction. Dipole
Oft. 3in. Crossarm 41t. 111lin. Reflector 9ft. 7in., with 39ft. of
r o-axial cable and co -axial plug.
C'LYDESDALE'S
l'ItICF: ONLY
each.
Or packed in a stout wood case

I

by

IT

l BAFFLETTE

standards

...

"

4.

OT surprising, when its standard is so high
For
sheer purity of reproduc_ion, there's never been
anything to touch this newest of extension ;speakers, the
!

" BaffUette "
by

Lltadd4l61
The design

is entirely
different -new, modern,

makes
shapely -and
" box " resonance just
plain old- fashioned
!

Walnut veneer

4

Regd.
Design

Gns.

No. 851509

(Mahogany 54.10.0)

Reputable Retailers have it

RICHARD ALLAN
CALEDONIA
Tel.

:

ROAD,

RADIO
BATLEY,

'Grams

Batley 1123.

:

LTD.,
YORKS.

Acoustics, Batley.

604.-44,..41t,...10.-ses.-eoregrb

CLEARANCE LINER

MISG-Metway .3 amp. 750 ohm,
shrouded, mains droppers, 4/3. Mallory,
12 v. vibrators. 7: 6. Metal rectifiers, small
type, 250 v. 80 m.a., 543. Smoothing chokes.
80 ma., tropicalised, 4/9 :
40 m,a. 12
henries, 3 9. 2 gang 0005.mfd. condensers,
with feet and epicyclic drive, 8/9. Transformers, 250 v. A.C. input, 9 v. output; 66.
Instrument screwdrivers (Maul. handle;,
best quality, 6in., 6/9 doz. Midget vol.
controls, 1 meg . L /S., 30)- doz. T.R.F.
'coils, combined medium and long wave,
with reaction winding and circuit, boxed,
X6'6 pair.
T.R.F. RECEIVER KITS, LONG AND
;MEDIUM
200-2.50 v. A.C. /D.C.
TEST INSTRUMENTS. -Tile entire range 3 valves andSVAVES.rectifier. Complete in every
of Taylor instruments now available on detail and including
P.M. speaker,
Hire Purchase. S.A.E. for Catalogue and Weymouth coils, drilled5In.
chassis, and handTerms.
[some polished wood (walnut) cabinet 121 x
Rims.
17
x
Price.
including
detailed wiring
SPEAKERS. -For " Hi -Fi " enthusiasts.
Goodman 12in. double cone, £8 Ss. diagrams postage and packing and P.T.
Wharfdale 12in., £6 15s. All makes in '56 16s. Nothing else to buy.
SUPERIIET Errs, LONG & MEDIUM
stock from 2lin. to 15in.
WAVES. 200-250 v. A.C. /D,C. 4 valves and
PICK -UPS.-The famous Connoisseur rectifier. Including cabinet
as above, drilled
Lightweight, complete with transformer, aluminium chassis, and absolutely
every£4 4s. 7d. Rothermel Piezo crystal, thing required to last nut. Price, including
New model U48. £1 14s. 4d.
detailed wiring diagram, postage and
'packing
P.T.
and
£10 Is. 10d. Either kit
MA INS TR A.NSFORMERS. 250 -0 -250 6.3v. supplied
less cabinet it required.
la. C.T. 5v. 2a. 70 m /a., 25/- : 250 -0 -250
DIAL AND DRIVES, -Complete with
4v. 3a. C.T. 4v. 2a. 70 m /a., 251-.
attractive full- vision, 3 colour,
fullystatlonSAPPHIRE NEEDLES:
named, 3 wave dial in ivorìne, handsome
Straight. 12, -. Trailer, 15/, Rothermel
Ministyle, bronze escutcheon, 8 x 51ins.approx.,pointer,
16/
Sapphox Straight, Trailer, and glass, and S.M. drive. 11/6.
Ministyle, 14/ -.
LINE CORI).-3 way, .2 amp.
-100
ohms per ft., 8d. per ft. 3 way, .3 90
amp.
STROBOSCOPES. -Single speed, 76 r.p.m., 60
ohms per ft., 7d. per ft.
50 cycle, ßd. each. Eid. post free.
VOLUME CONTROLS. -5,000 10,000,
SOLON SOLDER IRONS.-Shopsoiled, 50.000 ohms., .25, .5 and meg., less switch,
but new and unused, 65w. 200 -220v. 218 with switch, all values, 5/8.
P. \I. SPEAKERS. -Rola, 5in. L/T.,
65w. 230- 250v., Straight bit, 146 : Pencil
17/8. Goodman's, 8in., with transformer,
bit, 15/6. State voltage when ordering.
Rola, 10in,, L,'T.. 37'6.
Under 20/- C.W.O. only C.O.D. or C.W.O. x,26/6.
gauge aluminium, 10 x
over 20/ -. When ordering C.W.O. please 5i CHASSIS.-16
x2ins,.3,'9.; 11x6x2!.ins.,46' 12x8x
allow sufficient for packing and postage. _mils.,
5;6 :16x8x2lins.,6, 6 :16x8x2iins.,
I

,

-

5.5 -3.0 mc:s., and 500-200 kc /s
BRAND
NEW IN ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS'
CARTONS. ONLY 49'- (carriage
either unit at 2418 (carriage 3/6). 6,6) or
R.A.F. 10- VALVE TX-RX PLAITS. A
complete unit used by the R.A.F. in conjunction with Radar. Operates between
155 -115 me /s.
Complete with 10 valvas
2 Type RE34, 1 Type EF50. 4 Type SP41, and
t Type Dl. Contains a host of gear. including
2) watts rotary transformer. 24v. input,
480v. output. ONLY 396 (carriage, etc.. 5/ -).
C.W.O. please. S.A.E. for lists.
U.E.I. CORP. THE RADIO CORNER
MODERN ELECTRICS
138, GRAY'S INN ROAD. LONDON,
164 Charing Cross Road, London
SV.C.1.
('Phone : Terminus 7937,
Tel: TEMple Bar 7587

1

:

LTD.

7

6:

20 x 8

x 2lins., 8 /6.

PERMS,-C.W.O. or

extra. Trade
10.C.2 Postage
S.A.E. all enquiries.
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Frame Aerials and U/F

By E. J. HARTLEY (G2FBI)
-Interesting Details of the Directional Type of Aerial.
ments of the frame in a uniform magnetic field
WE are liable to forget in these days of multi,
valve receivers, regular transatlantic and by counting the number of lines linked. From
communication, television, etc., that some the diagram, in position a a', them are no lines
of the very earliest experiments ever carried out linked : at b b', there are 10 ; at c e' there are
in radio were conducted by Hertz in 1888, using á 18 ; and 20 at d d', after which the linkage begins
wavelength of two -thirds of a metre, or, if you like, to fall off. There are 18 lines at e e', 10 at f f1
and none when the frame reaches a' a. The growth
450 megacycles!.
.

-A

d

Fig.

1.-A

typical frame aerial and the field plotted
round it.

One of his famous experiments was to show that,
when a loop of wire with a spark gap fitted to the
open ends was placed in certain positions with
respect to a source of radiated wireless waves, a
spark would pass across the.gap, but if the loop were
orientated, and with the distance from the radiating
source still maintained, a spark would no longer
be produced. Here then was one of the first
experiments in direction finding, for it is upon this
property that all loop direction finding is based.
Fig. 1 shows a typical frame aerial and it is
assumed that the frame is so small in comparison
with the wavelength that the flux in the neighbourhood of the frame may be taken as uniform. It
will be seen that the maximum number of lines are
linked with the frame when it is pointing. in the
direction of travel of the wave. Also that when it
is rotated so as to be broadside on to the direction
of travel, no lines are linked and therefore no signals
received. The conditions existing at intermediate
positions can be found by taking successive move-

figure eight
Fig. z.
Polar diagram, showing
the normal distortion
which is experienced.
Compare this with the
Polar diagram in Fig. Y.

in linkage and hence the induced e.m.f. now recommences reaching a maximum at d' d and falling to
zero again at a a', having taken the frame through
one complete revolution. It is important to notice
that although the same number of lines are linked
at f f' as b b', the lines dD not pass through the
frame in the ,same direction. The e.m.fs. induced
will be in opposite directions round the frame.
The results can be plotted as shown and when this
is done, the points will be found to lie _on the circumference of two circles, one which is Of positivo
linkage value and one of negative linkage value.
The diagram is the well -known figure eight and is
characteristic of the simple frame aerial when the
dimensions of the frame are small compared to the
wavelength. This figure eight diagram is very
largely used for direction finding and two methods
are open to use, one using the frame when loudest
signals are an indication of direction, the other when
the minimum signal is received. Glancing at
Fig. 1 the loudest signal position will be very
" flat " as far as the true direction is concerned.
The other method using the minimum signal position
produces a far " sharper " indication of the true
direction since a small change of angle brings about
a' large change of signal strength. For this reason
it is common practice to use the minimum signal
position with the pointer and scale of the frame

suitably arranged.
Not

a

Solution

From the theoretical polar diagram one would
surmise that the frame aerial principle is a completo
solution of the problem of direction finding, but a
number of serious defects are discovered when
such an aerial is used in practice. The most
common of these is the distortion of the normal
figure eight diagram in the manner shown in Fig. 2.
This distortion is characteristic of the frame aerial,
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and applies to all types of loop D.F. systems.
Re- radiation or quadrature effect is most
This distortion is due to many causes, the chief ones prominent when the frame is used near metalwork
being :
which itself is energised by the electro -magnetic
(1) The tendency of the aerial to oscillate direct field. The solution consists of finding a site for
to ground through the capacity of the receiver. the frame where the quadrature field is small and
This is known as aerial effect or vertical.
then neutralising the remainder by the introduction
(2) Direct reception of signals by the receiver of an e.m.f. from an auxiliary aerial.
circuits. This is known as pick -up.
(3) Due to misphased re- radiation from nearby Phantom Loop
conductors in the vicinity of the loop. This is
When a solenoid frame is placed in the minimum
known as quadrature effect and is not actually a reception position the vertical sides of the successivo
dôfect of the loop but has to be considers when turns are spaced in the direction of propagation
correcting for the loop.
of the waves and will have e.m.fs. of varying
Fame
tir
I

i

IL

(b)

(C)

Fig. 3. -Three methods of correcting a circuit to avoid what is known as the "vertical effect."
(4) Displacement currents- due to the capacity intensities induced in them. Between each turn
of the solenoid form of loop.
there is also a capacity and so a phantom loop is
Vertical has been seen to be due to the unbalanced formed which has its plane at right angles to the
capacity to earth of the receiver. A possible method plane of the actual frame aerial. Therefore, when
of correcting this is shown in Fig. 3a by connecting the frame is set for minimum reception this phantom
a small condenser from grid of the first valve to loop is in a maximum reception position. This
earth, which is equivalent to putting a condenser effect can be minimised by. using a pancake form of
in parallel with S. This is adjusted until the total coil but the capacity to earth may be greater.
value of S and the extra condenser is equal to C. Multi -turn frames are sometimes constructed with
When there can be no potential induced across Cf a combination of box and pancake design:
except due tp the loop, because the two parallel
The effective height of a frame aerial represents
paths have equal impedance. Fig. 3b shows a the factor which, when multiplied by the field
practical arrangement using a differential condenser. strength in micro -volts per metre, gives a measure
In certain cases better results are obtained by of the e.m.f. generated in the loop in micro -volts.
connecting the moving vane to an open aerial.
23nA
metres
Still another method is to connect an earth to the It is given by :
mid point of the frame, as shown in Fig. 3c. This Where is = number
of
turns.
is very effective and performs a double function
A =area of each turn in square metres.
of a fino adjustment on capacity balance and also
A= wavelength in metres.
of a quadrature effect zero cleaner.
In passing it will be noticed that by
the
The oscillatory circuits of any receiver consist of horizontal top of a single turn -loop removing
we have the
inductances and condensers which can be con- familiar Adcock "U " aerial with unscreened
sidered to be tiny aerials and will receive signals lower section and this reduces the effective height
weakly, this reception will be independent of the by 60 per cent. of the value, given above.
frame. The figure bight diagram will be modified
(To be continued)
according to the strength of the received signals
on the components and connecting wires. In the
case of a very small loop, the pick -up by the comNEWNES SHORT -WAVE MANUAL
ponents may be large compared with that from the
6/ -,
6/6 by pst from
frame and large distortions will result. This effect
GEORGE NE\^'NES, LTD.
::
Tower
can be minimised by screening the coils, leads from
House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2
the frame and, if necessary, the whole receiver.

h-
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Practical Aints
New Form of Tuning Dial
THE tuning dial on a medium
and long waveband superhet.
was modified to take the form of
a map of Europe. Dots, representing tille stations tuned to,
lighting tip in the approximate

THAT DODGE OF YOURS
Every Reader of
LESS

'

also the bulbs may be lacquered
so that the dots show up in
H. J. lt. TOWNSEND
colour.
(Newport, Mon.).

-

!

PRACTICAL WIRE-

" must have originated some little

dodge whit would interest other readers.
Why not pEes it on to us? We pay hall -aguinea for every hint published ou this
page.
Turn that idea of yours to account
by sending lt in to us addressed to the
Editor. "PRACTICAL WIRELESS," George
Newnee, Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton
Put your name
Street, Strand. W.C.2.
Please note
and address on every item.
that every notion sent in must be original.
Mark envelopes "Practical Hints."

A Milliamp Meter

NYONE with the average tool
geographically correct position.
kit will find it quite easy
to make the milliamp meter
The sketch gives the general
described Itere. All one needs is
form of the device.
a piece of wood' or ebonite for the
The map of Europe was drawn
SPECIAL. NOTICE
baseboard, two terminals, some
on thin white card about 'bin.
All hints must be accompanied by the
resistance wire of a gauge suitable
square and held by a frame of
ioff cover.
coupon cut from
for the strength of current with
aluminium as shown. A rotating 4 .
which the meter is intended to be
disc of thin brass soldered to
used, a balance wheel and an old clock and some
The sketches explain themselves.
patience.
Measurements are not given because all measurements depend on the size of the balance wheel.
The resistance wire is soldered to the two terminals
as well as at the junction at Figs. I and 5.

A

j

A novel and serviceable
tuning dial with illuminated station position
identification.

a boss with a grub screw was mounted on the
tuning condenser spindle close up to the map.
The hack of the disc is illuminated brightly by
four dial lamps shining on the white- painted

surface of the frame.
The centre of the spindle must be opposite a
portion of the map where there are no stations,
such as the English Channel.
Small holes are punched in the map (about the
size of a pin head), where stations occur, care being
taken if two stations are punched at the same
radius marked from the centre of the dial, for the
station may light up twice in some circumstances.
The names of the stations should be printed near
the holes.
The stations should then be accurately tuned in
one by one, and the hole corresponding to each
station marked through on to the brass disc, after
which the disc may be drilled er punched.
If the spindle is allowed to project through the
dial, the usualdouble ended pointer may be mounted
thereon and a wavelength scale printed around the
edge of the map.
It is advisable not to be too ambitious and to
keep the number of stations marked on the map
down to about twenty well -received ones.
Finally, the map may be coloured as desired and

-{

/

+1, 7

- 40

Gauge Resistance
w,,

2 - Fine Silk Thread

3-

4-

Fine Spring
Clock Balance Wheel

5- Wire Nails
6- Terminals
7- Brass Retaining
8- Wire Pointer

Clip

Making an efficient meter

With a main length of resistance wire of No. 40
gauge between terminals it is surprising what a
wide swing of the pointer can be obtained using
a practically worn out single cell battery two years
old.
The pointer is a piece of No. 18 gauge wire. It
is advisable to have the pointer as long as possible
where fine readings of small currents is desired,
T. ANDREWS (Old Trafford).
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the 'circuit in Fig. 1 shows, this receiver
is quite straightforward and no difficulty
should arise in any stage of the wiring.
Switching is provided to select either of the four
wavebands. This is more convenient than plug -in
coils and makes the receiver more compact, because
the extra loose coils which' would otherwise be
necessary do not require keeping nearby.
The receiver is designed for short -wave reception,
but long- and medium -wave coils may be added.
If this is done, the low maximum capacity of the
tuning condenser will curtail the wave -range,
although a useful band -width can be covered
and the scope of the receiver thereby increased.
To simplify switching the R.F. stage is untuned.
It provides some amplification and removes hand capacity and tuning -drift introduced via the aerial
system. There are only four battery connections,
bias being obtained automatically from the voltage
drop across a resistor. The output valve is resistance- capacity coupled. This gives complete stability and ample volume for headphone reception.
Satisfactory speaker reproduction will be obtained
from. the more powerful stations, including U.S.A.
transmitters when conditions are good.

,siill1M1.11.MElNM.

A Four -ra

S

A Short -wave Receiver Covering

a

Wide

Banc

The chassis may be made from plywood, with
rein. thick' wood for the side runners.
It is 7in.
by Sin. by _tin. deep. Three holes for the valve-

Long

&

Medium Wave,

H,F, Choke

S.W.

HF

Choke

The Chassis Layout

None of the components is critical and they may

be obtained from advertisers whose announcements
appear in these pages. The switch is a 2 -pole

component, two sets of contacts being
ignored furless additional ranges are added. The
two high- frequency chokes should be of good
quality or some slight loss of volume will arise.
(i -way

Tuning

Winding{

Fig.

Reaction
Windings

z.- Theoretical circuic

holders should be drilled near
the rear; as shown in Fig. 2.
The holders may be fixed to
either the top or bottom of
the chassis. Low -loss holders
are used in the R.F. and
detector positions.
When wiring, there are only
t hive
eve leads to take through
t he chassis. One goes from the
H.F. choke to H.T.+. Two
go from the tuning condenser,

IuOeOue
t

e

v

&

Earth
Line

Long And Medium Wavy

M

H.F Choke

_'I

Grid

Switch
.000/6 pF

:=1f?

c

'

Tuning Condenser
.

1i

"mmSir

1

s

m_nmwNE:

Fig, 2.-Above-chassis wiring details.
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.00015 or .00016 liF tuning con-

Condenser

II_
=11

To

J
'

To

F

1

flJ 1

1

i

denser with reduction drive .0002 ,uF reaction condenser with
knob.
Resistors : 500 -750 ohm ; 5,000
and 50,000 ohm ; two .5
megohm grid leaks ; one 3
megohm leak.
Condensers :.005 liF. ; .02 pF. ;
.0002 pF. ; .1 µF- ; 25 µF.
25 -volt working biasing condenser. Two .0001 lig pre -set

condensers.
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ei
choke should not rest too near the metalli-sed
covering of the valve.
I

age Three

I

Sub-chassis Components and Wiring
Fig. 3 illustrates the position of all the parts
I
the moving plates being connected to the earth below 'the chassis. If good reception on 9 to 10
return line and fixed plates to the switch and metres is desired care should be taken to keep the
grid
apode leads of the detector ,(including
grid condenser.
The tuning condenser and those and
from the switch to the coils) as direct as
possible. On wavelengths near 20 metres a little
extra length in the leads is of less importance, so
it is best to wire the smilllest short -wave coil first
(coil 1), following by coil 2 and so on.
Speaker
The junction of the 25 /IF condenser, bias resistor
or Phones
and .5 megohun grid leak is supported by a tag
screwed to the side runner of the chassis. A
screw may also be used to secure the junction
of the 5,000 and 50,000 olmi resistors with the
I
.03 yF condenser.
Battery leads are taken out through a hole in the I
rear runner of the chassis. As shown in Fig. 2,
the on -off switch is connected in the L.T.+ lead
so that it can be mounted on the side of the cabinet.
A stand -off insulator is used for the aerial connection. Earth and speaker connections may be
taken to terminals mounted directly on the bael:
p0016 pF
runner, which may be of plywood or ebonite.
Tuning

Without Coil Changing

By

F.

G. RAYER

.

Condsr

Switch Wiring

The switch connections cannot be shown in full
in Fig. 3, but Fig. 4 shows them, and they are
very straightforward. An examination of the

'0002pF
Reaction

Condsr

f the

switch, or test with a meter or batpery and bulb,
will show which of the outside contacts are connected in various switch positions. The coils
are then wired to the switch so that at each switch

Four -range Three.

reduction drive are supported
on a component mounting
bracket.
A.s shown in Fig. 2, the
.0001 1iF pre -set coupling the
R.F. stage to the detector is
suspended in the wiring
directly between the R.F.

Speaker
Or Phones

-

005pF
-

t

HT.

G.T.

t2

t

HT#I

Via

Switch

Earth

*p

B

valve cap (anode) and fixed
plates of the tuning Condenser.
The S.W. choke is connected
from the valve cap, and this

e eee

SWISS

el

Coil 4

NENTS
o 4-pin valveholders.
r5 -pin ditto.

One

W. choke. Long- and mediumFwave choke.
pole 6 -way rotary switch with
knob.
tand -offinsulator ; on -off switch,
etc.
Calves : 210VPT (or similar type
for R.F.) ; HL2 (or similar type
for xletector) ; 220HPT (or
i
similar type for output).
oils : Wearite, etc. (see text).

,vueo. How

e1

e e1 ,e e wïee1

25,uF

Cá/3

00p'P
Reaction

.1M..0

,

Venial/

,eI

Fig.
/SW i 'ass

To

Reaction

Windings

3.- Below- chassis

o ,,ee...I

,

wiring details.

Het ,etke
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SG- II)
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I

Aerial

i

HF Choke

I

iiljWaveband

Switch

(See

Fig.4)
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Long- and medium -wave coils may be mounted
in the space to the right of the tuning condenser,
if desired. They should be connected to the spare
contacts on the switch.
Operational Notes
The setting of the .0001 µF
pre -set condenser on the top of
To Detector
Anode
the chassis will to some extent
Coil 4 Grid Winding
govern the ease with which the
i
Coil 3 Grid Winding
detector oscillates. For average
Coil l
results a mid -way position is
Winding
Grid
2
Coil
To
¡B
Opening
generally suitable.
Coil 2
A
Reaction
this condenser will reduce
Grid Winding
Coil l
Windings
Coil 3
volume slightly and increase
` Coil
selectivity.
And
Fixed
Condenser
Grid
To
The pre -set under the chassis
Rates Of Tuning Condenser
should also be set to about half
capacitance, unless the aerial is
Fig. 4.-Details of connections to the switch.
very short, when it may be clósed
up. For a long aerial a lower capacitance is
Lions are necessary with the coils which will operate
used for
applies to recommended. If the receiver is to be condenser
at the higher frequencies. Theto same
this
reception,
-wave
medium
and
longfixed
plates
the
the reaction windings, returned
Of the reaction condenser.
A)
To Switch (Section
The Tuning Coils
Suitable small tuning coils may be obtained
iron ready made. For the higher wave ranges
cored coils can be used. If coils are to be made,
the connections are shown in Fig. 5.
To LT- Line
band,
The smallest coil, for tuning the 10 -metretinnedTo Reaction Condenser
can be made from six turns of 20 s.w.g.diameter.
copper wire wound on a former ¡in. in
Ten
necessary.
To Switch (Section 8)
For reaction five turns will be
former
turns of 20 s.w.g. wire on a ¡in. diameter
for
reaction.
turns
can be used for coil 2, with eight
used for
Fig. 5. -Coil winding and connection details.
Eighteen turns or 22 s.w.g. wire can be
of 24
coil 3, with 12 turns for reaction. Thirty turns
to should not be sot at too low a value, or volume
s.w.g. wire on a lain. former will be required
will fall.
tune the 80 -metro band.

position the grid and reaction
the coils are connected. Fig. 4
All the earth ends of the
line,
returned to the L.T.

-

windings of one of
makes this clear.
grid windings are
and short connec-

r

'

METER
LOAD CORRECTED OUTPUT
148).

(conclude :I frame page
stage is switched on or warmed up to

the output
operating temperature may result in surges which
could damage the rectifier.
push -pull
When the output meter is used withthe
whole
stages it must be connected across
Fig. 4.
transformer primary as shown in power
is required
If a true reading of output
oscillator.
the stage should be fed from an audio
amplifier,
A' programme signal or, in the case of an
of output and
recorded music, gives wide swings(unless
transient
no useful reading will be obtained
performance, etc., is under survey).
Table 1.
25 watt ranges.
Conversion Chart Figures for 5 and Power,
25
Power, 6
Meer Reading
Watts Range. Watts Range.
m¡A's.
0.25 watt.
0.05 watt.
0.1 m /A.
0.5
.,
0.I
,
0.14
0.75
0.15
.,
0.17
>,
1
0.2
0.2
0.28
0.35

0.4
0.45
0.49
0.53
0.56

2

0.4
0.6

,>
,

-

0.8

3
>,

1.2
1.4
1.6

4

5

1
,>

6
7

19

--

8

>,

Table

1

0.6 m; A.

1.8

0.63

2

0.66
0.69
0.72

2.2
2.4
2.6

0.75
0.77

2.8
3

3.2

0.8
0.82
0.85

0.87
0.89

3.4
3.6

,

3.8

o,`

0.92
0.94
0.96
0.98
1

Of

dbs.

--fi

-

+
+
+

3

(continued)
9
watt.

watt.

10

I1
'

12
13

14
>,

15
16
17
18

19

,.

4

20

,>

4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5

21

22
23
24

25

,.

Table 2.
m /A's. and Watts to Decibels.
mjA's. scale
Watts.
reading.
0.1 m, A.
0.25 watt
0.14
0.5

0

1

3

2

6

9

+12
+14
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'0.2
0.28
0.4
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0.8
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Practical Tefevision Construction_-3
In This

Concluding Instalment the Question of the Layout
By W. J.

is

Consc!ered

DELANEY (G2FMY)

SO far we have covered the main features of the

principles of the practical television receiver,
and all that now remains is to decide upon
what style the finished set is to be built. Although
the type of circuit will play a ,part in this final
consideration, it is not an important one, and,
generally speaking, practically any of the modern
types of circuit can be accommodated in any desired
form of layout. Probably the only main consideration in deciding upon a layout is the question
of accessibility. After being constructed the
receiver has to be set up, by which is meant that
the time bases must he adjusted to give the desired
type'of output, and tîìi,receiver(s) must he accurately
lined up. Together with this main question is
that of daily adjustment, or, to put these two points
into one phrase, one might say that the
layout
must be arranged to have manual and pre -set
controls.
c

Screening
The only other point of importance in deciding
upon the layout is that of screening. It has
already been pointed out that interaction between
the line and frame time hases cannot he permitted.
Similarly, on the receiver side it is imperative to
keep vision and sound signals in their respective
channels. So far as the latter point is concerned,
much may he done with circuit design, al-al-screening
is not quite so important as it is with the time bases,
where circuit filters are not easily arranged. The
next point is that of housing the complete equipment.
There are no ready -made cabinets available to the
home constructor, and the total layout of a modern
television receiver (including the power pack(s)
and loudspeaker) takes up quite a hit of space, so
that the ,cabinet will be on the large side. As the

question of accessibility of certain controls is
hound up with cabinet design, our task is simplified.
Experience with a home -built receiver has shown
that although certain controls may be put
at the
back of the set, as they are theoretically only needed
for the initial setting up, ageing of valves, resistors
and other components call for their
adjustment at somewhat frequent. /nter- connecring
intervals.
Like many wireless P/,g Socket.
receivers, however, slight deterioration from week to week is not
noticed, and it is only by comparison
or re- adjustment that one realises
that there has been a falling -off
in results. To avoid removing the
back of a cabinet or the use of a
mirror when snaking adjustments,
therefore, it is recommended that
ALL controls be on the front of
the chassis. To avoid an unsightly
appearance in the finished receiver,
however, it is possible to hide t hose which
come under the heading of pre -sets, and in the
experimental model which has been built, only

two controls are visible en the cabinet front.
Controls and Layout
Among the pre -set type of control are all the
time-base adjustments. all the radio circuit trimmers
and, in most parts of the reception area, the
sensitivity or " contrast " control. It has been
fopnd that once this has beets adjusted for the
particular aerial system in use, and local reception
conditions, there is no need to touch it unless some
change in these conditions takes place. It will
thus be seen that the only panel controls arc those
associated with the C.R. td be itself, and are the
bias or " brilliancy " control and that which
adjusts the focus. There is no means of mounting
these on the tube so that they are in effect "floating,"
which is all to the good, as they may then
put
at any convenient place on the cabinet hefront.
In general the lengths of the leads to these two
controls are not critical and they may be up to
three feet long, whilst those feeding the tube base
may also be up to that length provided they are
of suitable size where current is passed, and, in
the case of the E.H.T. lead, are
adequate
insulation. 4 length of 'standard of
car ignition
cable is ideal, and may be bound up with the rest
of the leads without risk of breakdown., It will
therefore he seen that the final layout resolves
itself to a C.R. tube assembly which may be
at a suitable height in the cabinet (or if mounted
sdflieient
height is not forthcoming, at an angle to make
viewing comfortable) and below that the rest
of the equipment, setting it back from the
front and providing on the cabinet front a cabinet
or easily removable flap which conceals all hinged
of the
controls. The two tube controls above referred
to may then be placed either one on each side
of the tube mask, or below it as individual tastes
dictate. The tube should be mounted in n wooden
cradle, using for the front one of the special rubber
masks as supplied by Messrs. Long & Humbly, the
front of the mask being covered with a sheet
of
plate glass, at the corners of which suitable
chimps
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it .as a self-contained unit. Thus the final assembly
will consist of eitlier four chassis, arranged side by
side with vertical screens separating them, or two
doubld-hank chassis, a power pack or double pack
if it is decided to keep vision and sound separate,
an
a loudspeaker unit, and a C.R.-tube unit, Suchtest
arrangement is ideal for laying. out on theeasily
bench for test and initial setting up, is
and
arranged in a normal type of console cabinet,
may easily be modified at any future date should
it.
changes in the transmission system call for
All that remains is to decide what circuits to
adopt for the time base. There arc the two main
alternatives already mentioned, i.e., gas -discharge
or hard -valve circuits, and there are so many
schemes that constructors will no doubt have their
own ideas as to what is most suitable.

may be mounted to hold the tube rigid and safe
from damage.
.

Chassis Arrangements
The two time bases may be built on standard
receiver chassis which can afterwards be placed
side by side with a vertical screen between them,
as shown on p.157, or on a single large chassisonwith
the
a vertical screen running along the top and
advanunderside to separate the two sections. The
saving of
tage of the latter arrangement is the the
disadinter -connecting plugs and sockets, and
vantage is that of making separate modifications
to either base. An e*actly similar state of affairs
again
exists with regard to the receivers, although
the vision section being'so critical and so adaptable
for experimental schemes that it is preferable to have

Home -made Pick -up
Carrier A
Constructional Details of an Efficient Instrument with
By

R.

m

G.

L.

the simple arm, full dimensions of the latter being
THE gramophone pick -up about to be described
given. Fig. 1 gives full dimensions of the pick -up
a
from
materials
simple
with
was constructed
parts as made by the author. Sketch No. 1 in Fig.
to
equal
results
Whilst
box.
radio spares
2 shows how the Eclipse magnet and two keepers
or
anticipated
not
were
commercial instruments
obtained, this little pick-up gave a
very good performance indeed and
took but a few hours to construct,
with the added thrill of something
home -made that works really well.
As will be seen from the illustrations the instrument was built around
that excellent little Eclipse pocket
magnet, now readily obtainable from
most ironmongers or electrical supThis magnet, although so
pliers.
small in size, retails at 2s. and is
exceedingly powerful, and is supplied
as usual with a short, soft iron bar
" keeper." It was noticed that two
of these keepers could be utilised as
extension pole pieces between which
an armature might be arranged to
produce a pick-up.
Full details are given in the drawings of both construction of the parts
and assembly of the pick -up head,
and the simple swivel arm for using
the pick -up with any normal 9in.
turntable.
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are arranged to give two extended poles approximately 7 -8in. long. These keepers might, of course,
have been substituted by short lengths of mild
steel bar material Of suitable cross- section. As it
Was not found possible to arrange for any fixing
screw holes without resulting in injury to the
magnet a bottom supporting base and top spacing
plate were made to keep the magnet assembly
perfectly rigid. This was found very necessary, as
the magnet is a very powerful one am i the extension
pole pieces naturally tend to come together if
suitable support is not provided.
The base plate (Sketch 2) was made from fairly
stout gauge sheet brass (non -magnetic) and was
arranged with two side pieces, bent up, to act as
outer supports for the pole pieces. Also, a small
lug was bent up at the back. This was to keep the
magnet itself positioned, but it was found that when
the whole assembly was clamped together by the
fixing set -screw the magnet was quite firm and the
lug was really unnecessary.
The side supports were arranged to be short by
in. at the front to allow for the armature end -plate.
The Armature

159

The coil tube, or cylinder, was next constructed.
This consisted of a lin. wide strip of the thinnest
brass foil obtainable, the foil used being not much
thicker than ordinary writing paper. A rod, of
similar diameter to the shank of the needle-holder,
was chosen and the foil wrapped around it until a
tube lin. long by not more than -'gin. external
diameter was obtained. The foil was then cut off
and the seam carefully soldered, the resulting tube
being then slipped off the rod.
The needle -holder was then passed through both
rubber buffer and the brass end -plate, the end of
the coil tube pushed on to the shank and sweated
thereto. Care was needed to avoid the solder
running on to the end -plate, and to prevent this a
thin piece of aluminium, arranged with a small slot.
was inserted, being 'withdrawn after the soldering
operation was completed.
The Winding

consisted of two layers of 38 s.w.g. enamelled
wire, close Wound, with thin tracing paper both
over the brass tube itself and between the two
layers of the winding. No holes were drilled for the
ends of the winding. The start was Merely anchored
by lapping back one turn. After completing one

The two keepers were next placed again st the
side pieces. and two short lengths of 16
s.w.g. tinned copper wire were placed
SPACING COLLAR
against the inside bottom faces of the
keepers and soldered to the ease plate.
These space the keepers at the bottom.
it was found that with the keepers
assembled on- the magnet (as shown in
Sketch 1, Fig. 2) the distance between
faces of side supports required was ;in.
inside, and the pieces were bent up to give
this required measurement.
FIXING
A clearance hole for the 4 B.A. setSET SCREW
screw was drilled' )in. from the top
TOP PLASTIC
circumference of the base plate, and the COVER. WITH
sirnilar holes in both top cover and spacing SOLDERING TAGS
plate were made to coincide with this.
AND HOLES FOR
The several parts made for the armature COIL WIRES.
ECLIPSE
are shown in Sketch No. 3, whilst these
MAGNET '
parts are shown assembled, complete with FLATTENED END-A
AND TWO
the winding, in Sketch No. 4.
KEEPERS
The construction for this important putt WINDING
TRACING
was as follows : A brass end -plate was RUBBER
PAPER
first made from stout sheet brass having BUFFERb
a countersunk hole in its exact centre and
BRASS
0.END
with öin. flanges, gin. apart. The hole
PLATO., WIRE
was intended merely as a centring bole,
SPACERS
the shank of the needle holder passing
NEEDLE
through jt, but by means of the rubber
HOLDER
buffer and countersunk hole free play was
BRASS FOIL
'possible for the armature.
The yin. thick rubber buffer was out COIL CYLINDER
from a rubber tap -washer, the hole in it
being arranged to present a tight fit on the
SOFT
shank of the needle holder.
IRON

PERSPEX
SPACING PLATE

BRASS
SUPPORTING
BASE PLATE
FOR MAGNET

ASSEMBLY.

WIRES

Needle -holder

For the needle- holder the metal part
of an ordinary battery plug was utilised
with the pin cut off to tin. long. Although
the hole in this type of plug was found
slightly larger than required for the normal
gramophone needle the original set -screw
was found effectively to grip the needle without the necessity of fitting any sleeving.

HOLE IN END

\PLATE CiSK.

NEELE
D

MADE FROM BRASS
BATTERY PLUG. WITH
SPLIT PIN CUT SHORT.
TTOM

CYYLLIIN
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PLATE AND TOP
COVER REMOVED.

Fig. a. -Maio assembly details.
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and the dimensions in Fig. 1. The spacing collar,
Sketch 5, was made front the plastic casing of the
battery plug and was cut 5116ín. high, this bciii
the thickness of the magnet. A top cover was
next cut out of hakelite sheet, as shown in Sketch 7,
with holes for the coil wires and fixing set-screw.
The simple form adopted for the soldering tags
is shown in this view. Two saw cuts were made
at each side and two strips of brass foil passed
thrdlugh, bent over and soldered on top.
The magnet assembly was next mounted on the
base plate, together with collar, and with one
of the wedge -shaped rubber damping pals in
correct position. These rubber damping pads
were cut from very soft india- rubber.
The complete armature was then carefully pushed
on to the pole pieces. and the remaining damping
pads placed at the sides and top respectively.
The top spacing plate was next placed in position,
taking care that the lug projection fitted between
the pole pieces. Finally, after carefully threading
the wire ends of the coil through 'the holes in the'.
top cover, allowing seine slack for the wires inside,
this cover was placed in position and the fixing
set-screw passed through the whole assembly and
securely fixed by its nut. The two ends of the
winding were then bared and soldered to the tags.
Quite a simple swivel arm was constructed; as
shown in Fig. 3. The arm was made from thin sheet,
aluminium,' the sizes given being for a 9in.
turntable.
ROUNDED
t/2 DIA. BARE
The small wood block was shaped to
--1
n
give the pick -up an angle of 45 dogs..
2 8.A.
with the turntable. This block was drilled
O
with a countersunk hole to accommodate -.
23"
2'/4
the fixing nut of the set- screw, a further
'/z
nut being used to clamp the pick -up to
INSIDE
BRASS
the block in the arm. The 4 B.A. fixing
FOI L
set -screw was found to be 1 jin. long.
/DISC
Two short lengths of paxolin tubing
were used to make the swivelling pillar
support for the arm. The inner tube was
a nice sliding fit to the inside of the
'outer tube. This inner tube was forced
into the end of part of a wooden bobbin.
eut to size with the hole itself enlarged
.
for this purpose. Three fixing holes were
" '/2
drilled in the flange.
45°
The outer tubo was drilled right
through at the top to take the short
pivot, this being made from a 1?çiIL length
HOLE C /SK
/4
FOR SET SCREW NUT
of 2 B.A. screwed rod.
A thin disc of brass foil was inserted
45°
between the bottom of the outer pillar
SHOWING PICK -UP
and the base in order to give. a smooth
MOUNTED ON SWIVEL ARM.
2 B.A.
swivelling motion.
When tested and found quite satisfactory, the brass end -plate of the armature
was soldered to the base plate for added_
t /z"
45
rigidity: A length of flex was then solL1NE
FÚLL
BEND ALONG DOTTED
/z'FULL
21/8
dered to the two tags and passed through
Zc
two holes in the front end of the pick-up
.1 45
arm and through the inside of the rear
pillars, for internal connection to the
amplifier. It was found preferable to use
s s
714"
r,
a -matching transformer of' approximately1-50 `ratio with this pick -up, and a loud9"
speaker matching transformer was utilised
for this purpose, the flex from the instru:
ALUMINIUM SWIVEL ARM, CUT FROM ONE PIECE
ment going to the primary.
Carrier arm details.

the
layer some shellac varnish was brushed over thin
turns and allowed to dry. A piece of the
tracing paper was next wrapped round and the
second layer of wire wound on, this layer also
being treated with shellac varnish. The varnish
was found effectively to keep the turns in place,
and no binding for the end was found necessary.
On completion of the winding, a small bundle of
soft iron wires, each 11 /l6in. long, was pushed into
the coil tube and the end of the tube carefully
flattened by use of a pair of flat -nosed pliers.
This procedure not only sealed the core hut, when
sandwiched .between the top rubber damping
blocks, prevented the possibility of rotation of the
armature when fitting a needle, and the resulting
part
severance of the wire ends of the coil. Awhich
section of the armature is shown in Fig. 1,
shows the iron wires of the core partly inserted.
The spacing plate was next made from 1116in.
thick Perspex. It was made with a small projection, the purpose of this being to lock the pole
pieces at the tep. The pole pieces, when assembled
as shown, were found to be 1 /16in. higher than the
the
thickness of the Eclipse magnet, which- was The
reason for selecting 1 /16in. thick material.
lug piece could hava been made to the full length
of the pole pieces if suitable holes were drilled for
the coil wires.
The spacing plate is shown in Sketch 6, Fig. 2,

i
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Article DYNATRON Concludes His Discussion on the Load Impedance
Ccnundrum

THE details given last mouth show that we but Ohm's Law, in fact.
Moreover, it had nothing
cannot consider the valves separately. A to do with push -pull,
or any auto -transformer action
sine -wave of E.M.F. is induced in the whole in the output
circuit.
primary. Since it is a sine -wave it must be cc
To get the problem into its simplest terms, I
continuous function of tine -there is nothing made
use of a single valve, in R.F. Class B, as in
" intermittent " about it. When we make a detailed
,2e. As said earlier, with a resonant load of
analysis of the circuit and current waveform on Fig.
this
the output voltage developed across the
this basis, nothing like auto -transformer principles L.C.- type
exist. Each valve is not supplying A.C. power half circuit will he sinusoidal, the valve delivering
-wave pulses of ourrent.
intermittently. The whole circuit has to be con-

sidered, when it boils down to a case of two
resistances in series.
Every push -pull arrangement must he the
equivalent of a series circuit, where the true A.C.
resistance in each half is one -half of the total anode to -anode resistance, exactly as in Class A. The mean
power supplied by each valve is one -half of the total
mean power from two, and, at half of the total
primary voltage, this demands an A.C. load
resistance per valve of half the total.
Whence, then, the quarter value which each
valve actually sees ? My last piece of argument
seems to contradict flatly the main thesis we set
out to discuss. I started by saying it is perfectly
true that each valve in Class B feeds into one quarter
of the anode -to -anode load (see .the text- hooks)..
Almost in the same breath I am now apparently
saying the proportion is one half
It is a little confusing-because both statements
are true. From the point of view of a pulse current
(but sine -wave voltage) a pulse load of one quarter
of the anode -to -anode load has to be considered
we shall see in a moment why. But in reckoning
the true A.C. power (note carefully the qualification
" A.C. ") output, only one load value can possibly
give the correct answer -one -half, and not one.
quarter, of the anode -to -anode resistance.
You can .use the pulse load value in calculating
power output. If you do, you will have inserted
various substitutions in your formulae which
bring you back to the proper A.C. load value all
the time You are using expressions for the power
content of a sine -wave, not a pulse, and you will
really be using one -half, and not one- quarter, for
resistance.
For calculating average A.C. power output, we
must use the fundamental load, not the pulse load,
otherwise we will arrive at queer results such as the
conclusion that each valve is supplying the same
output as two
!

-

!

!

The Solution
'l'luts, for all practical purposes other than
when we are dealing with the valve pulse, a load
value .of one -half the anode -to -anode load must be
taken in Class B push -pull, exactly the same as in
('lass A. Yet, a valve load line will exhibit the

one-quarter value
-1Vhen arguments were raging concerning this
one- quarter figure, I observed a curious fact which
had been entirely missed in the search for involved
explanations. It was remarkably simple -- nothing
!

Vmax

Sin' Wave
Voltage

Sine Wave

Current

(b)

In(a)

Fig. 4.
an ordinary A.C. circuit, (a), VI=
a Resistance, R = Vnrax¡Imax, where V and I
are R.M.S. values, and Vmax and ¡max peak
values. If the voltage is a sine -wave, but the
current intermittent half-waves as in (b), does
Vmax!Imax still mean the resistance R ? Actually,
it is- a pulse load value.
Now, it is well known that a resonant circuit
has a certain dynamic A.C. resistance, as measured,
for example, by suitable gear supplying a sine -wave
current. Suppose this is 1,000 ohms, in Fig. 2a.
Mince this 1,000 ohms is a pure A.C. quantity

(existing only with respect to a sine -wave voltage
and current), there is no reason whatever for
supposing the resistance to bo 1,000 ohms to a
pulsating current In fact, a little reckoning showed
it was utterly impossible.
Thus, suppose this Class B stage was supplied
with H.T. at 200v. The output from the particular
stage I have in mind may be taken as 10 watts
approximately, which requires a peak emission
frein the valve of something like 280mA., i.e., the
peak instantaneous value of the pulse supplied by
the valve must be 280umA.
For 10 -watts output, load resistance 1,000 ohms,
we require a peal.; sine -wave voltage of 141v.
across the tank circuit, which is some 70 per cent.
of the available H.T. For higher conversion
efficiencies, it would be possible in many cases to
drive the stage harder to utilise 80 to 90 per
of the H.T. as peak alternating volts acrosscent.
the
tank load. But, the available peak
volts cannot
exceed the H.T. -we can only drive a stage
to
convert as much as possible of the D.C. volts into
alternating volts across the load.
Yet, if the load looks like 1,000 ohms td a pulse
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Lai.
current peak of 280mA. (0.28 ampere), Ohm's peak
tells us there must be 0.28 x 1,000 =280v.
of
across the load-exactly twice the true figure
141v., and 80v. more than the total available H.T.
It cannot possibly be true, of course. In relation
be
to the pulse peak of 280mA., the load cannot
1,000 ohms, but exactly half this resistance =500
out
ohms. The peak A.C. volts will then work
correctly at 140v. approximately, i.e., 0.28 x 500=
140v. The valve sees, not 1,000 ohms, but a pulse

Text -book References
The following seem to be the two principal works
which give the pulse load as one - quarter (anodeto- anode) load for the Class B push-pull audio frequency amplifier :
Edited by F.
Radio Designer's Handbook.
Langford Smith (Iliffe), p. 17.
Radio Engineering. F. E. Terman (McGraw Hill), p. 311, Eq. (164)-see also footnote to p. 310
giving derivation of this equation.
I hope to consider in detail these and other
formula; in a later article. One thing should be
clear from our present discussion. Both writers
make use of the peak pulse current, denoted by
" Imax." When divided into the peak alternating
volts, this necessarily gives the pulse load value
which is what may be called the " apparent load
each valve sees in relation to voltage and current

!

load of 500 ohms.
But, again, you would have to be careful in
power
using this 500 -ohms figure to estimate thevoltage
output.- If you supposed that a sine -wave
of 140v. peak exists across 500 ohms, you would
of
be quite wrong. You would get an answer
valve
20 watts-exactly twice the mean output our
is supplying- thereby concluding, as some people
-pull
did, that if you used two such valves in push
10w.
each is delivering 20w. The right answer of
load of
is got by making use of the fundamental
1,000 ohms.
the
We have seen that in a single -valve stage In
pulse load is one -half of 1,000 =500 ohms.
be
push -pull, the total anode -to -anode load wouldload
twice 1,000 =2,000 ohms -or the fundamental load.
per valve is one -half of the anode -to -anode
alternately
But, the pulse load which the valves
one see is, 500 ohms =one-half of 1,000 ohms, but
quarter of 2,000 ohms.
The figure becomes one -quarter simply because
one -half is the correct ratio of the fundamental
the
load values in push -pull. As we have isseen,
one -half
B
pulse load with a single -valve in Classresonant
the nominal A.C. tesistance of a that it willtank
be
circuit. It then follows at once
one - quarter of the total A.C. resistance if another
valve is added in push -pull.

-

swings.
An interesting point which arises in this con nection is whether the ratio voltage/current expresses
any real " load resistance " at all, when the waveforms are so different ? Imax is the peak value of
a half-wave pulsating current, whilst the peak
voltage Vmax is the maximum value of a sine wave. Are we entitled to write, Vmax/Imax

!

=R-

a physical resistance -under such conditions ?
As seen, the pulse load value is a direct result of
is
doing this. The equivalent; alternating currentone
only one -half the amplitude of a pulse. It is
of the questions we must defer for further consideration.
It may be thought the thing is too obvious (once
explained !) to warrant any text -book treatment or
article. All I car{ say is that it is by no means
" obvious " if, as actually happened, the pulse
load is used for calculating power output, and the"
fallacious result is described as a " pulse power
Text- books, at least, might be expected to touch
First Harmonic Current
upon fundamental principles of this kind.
fact
of
the
The 500 ohms is a direct consequence
pushed
be
must
that in Class B the peak current
that would
(i.e., must change) by twice the amountoutput.
be necessary in Class A for the same
A
The same 10w. output could be got in Class
instead
by a peak A.C. amplitude of only 140mA.,
conversion
of 280mA.- though at a much pborer
B,
efficiency. To obtain this output fromto Class
RADIO Data Charts," by R. T. Beatty,
280mA.
we must push up the peak current
"
M.A. B.E., D.Sc., revised by J. McG.
Fourth edition,
-exactly twice the amplitudeA.e f the corresponding Sowerby, B.A., Grad.I.E.E.
sine -wave current in Class
Published by Iliffe & Sons,
impression.
second
the
This may be stated another way. Pulsing
93 pages -44 abad. Price 7s. 6d.
is exactly Ltd.
output circuit by a half-wave current
published in 1930, this collection of
First
of
equivalent to energising it by a sine -wave currentour nomograms is a standard work of reference for
fact,
half the amplitude of the pulse current. In
designers professional and amateur.
up of radio receiver
pulsating waveform is a complex type, made
labour of calculation in upwards
the
reduces
It
sine a number of even harmonics, which are pure
design problems and obviates
routine
forty
of
first
waves. One of these, the fundamental, theor peak
of error in the interpretation and
possibilities
harmonic, can be proved to be one -half
" application of formulæ.
valise of the pulse. Thus, to get a " fundamental
The subjects covered range from the design of
from a
of the same peak as the sine -wave obtained
coils and transformers to the calculation of
RF
to
stage
Class A amplifier, we must drive a Class B desired. loudspeaker dividing networks and include problems
a pulse peak of twice the fundamental peak
relating to parallel -wire coaxial and quarter The fundamental (sine -wave) volts are developed
wavelength transmission lines.
solely by the first harmonic current -which sees
Each chart is accompanied by an explanatory
current
the
pulse
as
But
2a.
Fig.
in
ohms
1,000
and worked examples, and the student
introduction
current,
peak
harmonic
first
the
twice
to
up
goes
fmd the charts an invaluable adjunct to the
the pulse load will appear as one -half of 1,000 will
ordinary text -books on radio engineering.
above.
!
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Programme Pointers
In

This Article MAURICE REEVE Discusses

THE B.B.C. has just commenced what promises
to be a memorable event. For the next
three years the Third Programme is going
to put over a " history in sound of European music
from mediæval times to the present day." Three
years, even in these days of kaleidoscopic and world
ranging change, is a long time. And many are the
farmers. industrialists and Cabinet Ministers who
would like to be able to plan, successfully, for
that time ahead. But don't let it deter you ;
after all, I am quite sure that thousands among
my readers have gone so far as to fix their social
and domestic lives for much longer than that,
solely to listen -in to Itma, Twenty Questions or
even Dick Barton at their fixed and immovable
times. If, and there is not the slightest reason
to suppose they won't, the compilers of the venture
have the knowledge, research and initiative called
fir by such an undertaking, then it should be
of outstanding delight apd absorbing interest.
Music is known to have been practised from
time immemorial. All the classic writers tell of
it, whether it he the chanting that accompanied
pagan rites and sacrifices or the single line of notes
performed on a solitary reed in ancient drama.
That none of it has been preserved for us as the
other arts of those times have is our loss. The
important thing to note is that it was there, alive
in seine sort or another, performed and listened to.
Obviously it was not reduced to a language and
made recordable and preservable until long after
the spoken word.
-

Limited Knowledge
Yet the knowledge of all but the pedagogue or

specialist covers little outside and beyond the Last
three hundred years of musical history ; very few
know hardly anything that was-written before 1648
and a large number anything created in the last
twenty -five years, that is, since the major works
of Sibelius, Strauss, Debussy, Ravel and Elgar
were accepted.
It has been proved, conclusively and beyond
n peradventure, that music has not only passed
through many cultural periods based on various
systems of scale and harmony, all resulting in
several and opposing ascetic conceptions, but that
all have passed away and given placo to the new
hideous-music of its day. That the symphonic
diatonic conception of the last two hundred and
fifty years will also go the way of all things is also
generally accepted as being inevitable. Whether
this is to be lamented or otherwio does not come
within the scope of this article.
I have just said that, most of us are only
acquainted 'to any extent with the music of the
last three hundred years. One might limit it to
much less than that and confine it to the period
between the birth of Bach and Handel, both in
1685, to the death of Elgar, in 1934 - 230 years.
That is the period we are regaled with at 99 out of
every 100 concerts and recitals we attend or listen -in
to.
Little bits of Purcell or Monteverdi (pre
1685) or Bartok or Martino (post 1934) make

-

Musical History

no odds. Very broadly and briefly speaking. we
may say that. although our familiar musical
alphabet and grammar were well established before
Bach and Handel, it was these two giants who
clamped down on them and who, in a series of
masterworks, idolised to this day, which took

harmonic (chromatic) and contrapuntal inventiveness beyond anything ever dreamed of before,
moulded our musical thought and speech for the
whole of that great period. Beethoven determined
the forms and shapes of major musical composition
in most branches of the art, notably the symphony.
We do not notice any real desire or effort to seek
new paths or of discontent with what had flourished
for so many generations until Wagner, followed by
Debussy and Ravel, started new trains of thought
and commenced to look forward rather than to
either stand still or look backwards.

Some Landmarks
Tschaikowsky sounds very different from Mozart ;
so does Brahms from I-Iaydn ; but it is only their
handling of the same materials that is so different
they all spring from the saine parent tree. The

-

landmarks of the last three hundred years are
generally admitted to be Bach's St. Matthew
Passion, " Mozart's opera " Don Giovanni, "
Beethoven's 3rd Symphony,Wagner's opera "Tristan
and T1olde" and the works of Debussy. These
works, in the irrespective spheres, took existing
music down channels carvód by the composer and
plus the composer's idiom and personality. Thus, we
say that the symphony to -day is still being fashioned
to the laws laid clown by Beethoven, or that harmony
is still, prior to Wagner and Debussy, largely as
Bach used it. Meaning that the saine language and
rules are being used to -day, as is the case, say-,
between Shaw and Shakespeare. Wagner and
Debussy are among the first to open definitely new
vistas, the one with his music dramas, the other
with his handling of the whole tono scale which,
by the way, he didn't actually invent.
Interest of To-day
To -day -that is to say, this century -we are
witnessing the growth of seeds planted quite
recently, and of the young cuttings and graftings
taken therefrom. As we all know, the reactions on
our nervous systems, sometimes even on our faith
in music itself, startlingly varies. So much so that
I have little doubt that the present overwhelming
box office attraction of the hoary old classics is
largely a reaction therefrom.
But music will
continue in labour for some timo to come yet and
will eventually bring forth someone who will send
her art on as entirely a new path as Bach, Handel
and their immediate predecessors did. For' make
no mistake about it they seemed just as weird.
strange and noisy as their experimenting descendents do to-day. Bach was the Bartok of his day.
Mozart the Martinu and Schubert the Shostokowitch;
the critics of their day are still extant to prove it.
And to cone nearer to our own day. Wagner
was unquestionably the modern Webcrn and

.
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Debussy the devil himself, so contemporary opinion
would have us believe.
this series
It will be the task of the designers ofare
limited
of programmes, which, by the way, to
us what
to half an hour per week, to unfold from,
and
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms came
what two or three of their periodic or stylistic
they
forebears evolved from, the instruments
wrote for, the standard of performance, the atmosphere of the timo and many other enthralling
survey,
topics. The period of time covered by the
to be
and the geographical limitation of the area
Z.
investigated, do not embrace music from A to

But they should be ample to give us at least as
thorough a picture of what any ordinary person
wants to know of the greatest of the arts as, say,
the Promenade Concert programmes do of orchestral
music of the last much maligned two hundred and
fifty years.
Do not miss the future broadcasts of the young
Italian pianist Michelangeli. Still in his twenties,
he combines a technical brilliance with a poetic
insight into the music that places him at the head
of pianists of his age. His popular " Emperor
recording -was wonderful
Concerto " recently

-a

in every way.

-

Limitation of Pea < Loads

plus
THE acute shortage of generating plant,during
increased demands for electric power large the past few years, has necessitatedcausing
scale power shedding all over the country,
and
considerable inconvenience to both industrial
schemes to
Several
alike.
consumers
domestic
relieve this situation have already beeninintroduced,
that they
but *have proved to be unsatisfactory
working
all involve some departure from normal
of -working
hours. The necessity for staggering be
obviated
hours can, however, in largo measure consumption
by the modern method of controlling
by means of a peak load supervisor.
Quite apart from the present -day necessity
for the limitation of peak loads, it is frequentrestrict
ly advantageous to the power user tosupplied
his maximum demand. If power is charge
under a tariff which includes a directdemand,
per kW. or per kVA. of maximum can be
very substantial monetary savings
made by keeping the maximum load within
prescribed limits.
r
A typical example of the type of superviso
G.E.C.
the
in
found
be
may
available
now
which
range of electrical goods. This model,
Messrs.
by
introduced
been
recently
has
capable
Chamberlain and Hookham, Ltd., isconsumer
of giving timely warning to the demand
whenever a pro -selected maximumthe same
target is likely to be exceeded. At
time, the period during which an excessive
load has been maintained is automatically
recorded on a visual type indicator.
How It Works
'

electrical impala -; to the load supervisor at a
rate proportional to the load. Each impulse
moves the index progressively- from its initial
position towards the zero point on the scale, at
which position an insulated pin is located. Assuming
not
that the load is not excessive, the index will
reach the zero point within the five -minute interval
controlled- by the timing clement and at the- end
of this interval the index will be released and
will fly back to its initial position to commence
another excursion. If, however, the load is above
target the index will reach zero before the five
Tima MaTáá.

WARNING Device.

the
Diagram showing the method of arranging
warning device.
minute interval is completed and will make contact

meter
The supervisor comprises an electricity transfitted with a contact -making device, which
operated
mits electrical impulses to an electrically-step at
mechanism, advancing the latter step -by
of the load
a rate proportional to the magnitude
provided with
on the meter: This mechanism is
an adjustable
and
kVA.,
or
kW.
in
a scale graduated
desired point
index which can be hand -set to any incorporated,
on the scale. A timing device is also the step -byand this disconnects the meter from five minutes,
step mechanism at regular intervals of
and restores the mechanism to its initial position.
During a cycle of operatiòns the meter, which
sends
is in series with the load to be controlled,

a
with the insulated pin. This contact completes
circuit and operates a warning device consisting
of a hooter, or lamp or both.
Warning is not given unnecessarily, but in
ample time for effective steps to be taken to reduce
the load to the desired limit without the inconvenience of a complete shut down.
Immediately a warning is given, the consumer
should reduce the load to within the prescribed
limits. The warning continues to operate untilitthe
is
end of the five -minute interval, after which
switched off and another cycle of operations
commences. If necessary, the warning is repeated
during the next five-minute interval, and so on
until the load is reduced.
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Pitman's

-®.

Radio fioo,k .s

Fundamentals of Radar

-

io-

By Stephen A.

Knight, F.R.S.A. This useful book surveys
the principles underlying radar, and is of special interest
to radar operators and students, as well as chose engaged
in the industry. Illustrated, IOs. net.

Radio Receiver
Maintenance

Servicing

-tes

-tea

and

By E. 1. G. Lewis. Gives the radio dealer
and service
engineer up -to -date and reliable assistance in the technical
details of their work. A handy fault- finding summary
is a
feature of the work. 8s. 6d. net.
" Practical, replete with facts, and well arranged."
Wireless World.

-

--

The Cathode Ray Tube Handbook
Lewer, B.Sc. A guide to the basic principles
of design, construction and operation.
Electronic
Engineering says : " An excellent survey of
basic
principles of the tube leading to the completetheoscillograph, with a surprising amount of interesting
allied
information." Second Edition, 6s. net.
By S. K.

CEEESTION LTD.,

--

KINGSTON-ON THAMES.
SURREY

PITMAN, Parker Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

-

-o
C.4

COULPHONE

R.ADO

By Popular Demand

" THE RETURN OF POST MAIL
ORDER SERVICE"
58,

Derby Street Ormskirk,

C.R. TUBE UNIT BARGAIN

Lancs.
New Goods Only- C.O.D. or cash with
order. All orders over 5/- post free.
A few of our lines are listed
below,
send 2td. stamp for latest 24 -page
catalogue and valve list.
Valves.
B.V.A. and Tungsram,

-All

including American.
Eddystone short wave gear. S.W.
Manual, 2,13. Bernards Radio Books.
)iains Transformers. Interleaved
and Impregnated. For 200 /250 v. mains,
with
and
L.
V 19'6 3v3ÓÓ
60 Ac.
6,
350 v. 100 mA., 28/8; 450 v. 200 23
nIA.,
45'-.
Smoothing Chokes.
40
mA., 5/ -;

-

.

-

mA., 8/6: 90 mA., 7. -; 100 mA..
13 8: 204 mA., 22/6.
Speak e r Transformers. Midget
Power /Pen. 40 mA.,
Push-Pull Universal. 5:8. Std. size
Duty
, 226.
Extra
xt3Havy
F.Ú.
100 mA.. 37/6.
.Mains Dropper Resistors, with feet
and two sliders, .2 amp., 48; 3 amp.,
5; -. Resistors _Iw.. gd.; 1w., 9d.
Land Speakers P.M., 2lin.. 27, -; 3'. in.,
29.6; Sin. 20;6:, 8ín. 23,8; 10in., 35 -.
With Trans., Sin. 29'6: 10in., 42/6.
N'e3
t h Tuning Coil Paek. Completely wired. Short,
and
l.ong Wave Buperhet typeMedium
for 465 kc s.
I.F., 38.8. Midget I.F.T.s, 18,9.
Line Cord. 6070 ohms per foot. .3 amp.
2 -way. 2:3; 3 -way, 2/6. 14/36 fie::,
6d.;
60

-

mou

22 36, 9d.

Sleeving,

3d. yd.
Fining Condensers.-Midget

2 -gang

Umlrirlierl spePolished18i6.41unminiuni

Chassis, 3in. deep. 101n. x
10in x
Bin., 8 6; 12in, x Sin., 9/6; gin.,
141n.
9in,
and 16in. x Sin.. 10'6: 20in. x 8in., x12.6,
EXCLUSIVELY MAIL ORDER.

-

Another Delivery of Our

NEW G.P.12
CRYSTAL PICK -UP
with permanent sapphire stylus
-was fully described
World's recent article

"

in

The

Wireless

Crystal Pick -ups

-Basis of Design for Fidelity Reproduction."

'1'DE 182 I'. ('.IL. 'l'L iti: INDICATOR.
Complete with 2 tubes VCR 017
and VCR 39.
Super selection of components
valves : 3 VR65s, 1 6J5G. 4 diodes, including
resistors.
condensers, etc. Suitable for television
or
oscilloscope construction. Brand new and
unused, dispatched in wooden crate in
original packing as from makers. Price
£4 10s. Carriage 5' -, No C.O.D.
No. 3 31K. lLJIEC'h:I%'ERS. Complete with
power pack for 6v. and 90 -250v. A.C., mains
leads, phones, spare fuses, etc. Frequency
range 3.1 -15.5 me /s. (19 -79 metresì. Supplied
brand new in strong metal cabinets,
Price £8 10e. Carriage 41 -, No C.O.D.

This remarkable pick -up, which represents
the ultimate in high -fidelity reproductipn, EX -ARMY
38 TRANS- RECEICER,SEI'F.
is
now available in limited quantities 5 -valve battery
using standard
through your radio dealer, price 961 - 2v. battery valves.superhet
Frequency range 7.49 mc,s. Complete with valves
incl. P.T.
and junction
box. 47 8. Carriage 2.6. Throat
phones complete with lead and jackmicroplug,
brand new, 3;6 each. Earphones, 50 ohms
FREE ILLUSTRATED impedance, brand nest', 7;8 per pair.
FOLDER describing thi+ METERS.-0-50 ma m.c. 2/in. scale ;
-100
m.c. 2..lin. ; 0 -150 ma m.c. 2in.: 00-250
new pick -up may be ob- ma
ma m.o. ijin.
0 -500 ma M. Cr.. 2.!/fn. Brand
tained by returning the new and boxed. all by leading makers.
One price. 12 6 act,. Post
8d.
coupon below.
0 -500 si
n o- v lr r I tats. -2`n. scale.
movin-:
Prig.,' 13 - 'act,. Post 8d.
tr(TC-07st000HD
;

ll

s

LTD

ENFIELD, MIDDX,

flease scud folder of .iCOS Pick -e

'NAME

p'

I
I

..

SA

SONS

SURPLUS

STORES

169-171,

!ADDRESS

L--

-

-J

P.íl.1
_
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O. GREENLICK, LTD.

duty twin resisRESISTANCES. Heavy
slider, 300 ohms. 1
tance with variable
amp.: a compact lob, 25/-. Mains droppers.
0.3 amp.,
e
Potenms. .3á ..
00
b
:
m4/6
tiometers, wire wound. 1,000. 2,000 and
50.000 ohms. 2/6 each.
The " Ruco "
TUNING: UNITS, COILS. wired
all wave,
tuning assembly, completely
6K7G valves. comfor use with a 6K8G andetc.,
factory aligned
plete with dial. I.Fs., " WEYMOUTH,"
all
and tested, £.5. The
with
wave coil pack, comprising chassis
MIL wave
all coil padders, etc., 36'6. High
Gain.
T.R.F. coils with reaction.
Weymouth midget
.
cored
I.F. transs..118 9: 2 Meg. I.F:'.. iron
2 - each.
I .FS.. 15!- pair.
+16
CONDENSERS. 8 mid. 503 V.. 504'- 87:6
mfd. 350 v.. 7 6 420x20 v
's
..
9[1
v..
1
75
e
2 -gang .0003
8'- doz. 0.01 mfd., 8'- doz.:Split
Stator.
mfd.. 11'- .001 mfd.. 6'.00017 mfd.. 6- 3- gang. .0001 mfd.. 7'6.
bridge.
TEST BRIDGE.
values of conA.C. operation, checks'' AIl O'"
densers and resistances, valve voltmeter
indicator, £11.
ESSOR, for the
'MAINS NOISE SU PPILIrons
suppression of all noise etc.,Fluorescent.
each. 18 6.
Motors. Friges, Cleaners,
Minus trans., lin.,
SPEAKERS. P.M.
£6 10.
1718. Goodmans, 12in. T2,1205'15.
Walnut veneered,
('ARINETS, table model.
x 101in. x 71in..
inner dimensions, 211in.
ed ereanl and green,
sprayed

p4i

ap

mid.
:

t

:

t

:

,i

a
Standard. 100 ma.. 8/6 : Heavy
ma..
1216.
Duty. 1,500
in case, 45' -,
TRIMMER KITS,
superhet,
CHASSIS. The W5V for the 5 v.I.Fs..
etc..
fully drilled for valveholders.
chassis
W4V
the
21in.,
7/51in.
x
x
111in.
x 41 in. x 21n. 6' -.
for the 4 v. receiver. Olin.
2
11Vay.
3 pole
SWITCHES. Yaxley type.Pole,
3/8.
er
g ccontains host of
to 21d.
Our list
Whitechapel
Near
lines.
interesting
Station.
E.1.
265, R hit
BISHOPSGATE 5079ndnn,

33m.x Lange
Ultra
.40

:

ó

CALLING AMATEURS

with BUCCLEUCH

Precision Built Equipment
STEEL CHASSIS SMOOTH
BLACK 171' -x 101' x 21' 99.

ir

10'x 2' 8.9.

PANELS-CRACKLE

19' x 31' 41-. 19' x
7' 6/9. 19' x 0,'
7/9. 19' x 101' 8 9.
ANGLE BRACKETS 121' long,pr. 7,6.

(Bright Aluminium, same cost.)
COMPLETE RACK ASSEMBLY
Sit' £2)5s.
4- Pillar)
(Rigid
63'

£3í5s.
CHASSIS, etc., To Order, 1d.
so. inch.
(Include sides when costing.)
PUNCHING CHARGES to l' 2d.
VALVE HOLES 1'. 11' or 11' 6d.
METER HOLES. etc.. 1'8.
SQUARE HOLES 2T-.
BUCCLEUCH RADIO MANUFACTURERS
Terrace, Edinburgh, 9
1 & 2 Melville

PREMIER

RADIO

PI.
465 Kc

MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.
MIDGET TRF. RADIO KIT. Build
your own Receiver. All parts. including
Valves. Speaker, and instructions.
Nothing else to buy, 4-valve, wavebands 200 -557 m. and 700 -2,000 metres
for 200 -250v. A.C.ID.C. mains, or
A.C. only. Please state which is required. Size IOin. x 6in. x 6in. £8/OilI
including Tax.
MIDGET SUPERHET RADIO KIT.
All parts, including Valves, Speaker
and instructions, to build a 5 -valve
Superhet. 16 -50 m. and 200 -257 metres,
200-250v. A.C.ID.C. or A.C. only.
Please state which is required. Size
IOin. x'6in. x 6in. Price £9, including
Tax.
An attractive brown bakelite cabinet
can be supplied for either Kit at 2113.

ALL-WAVE SUPERHET KIT.

A

Kit of Parts to build a 6 -valve (plus

receiver, covering 16 -50
Medium- and Long -wave

Valve line -up 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7,
two 25A6 in push -pull. Metal
Rectifiers are incorporated for H.T.
supply. Output impedance is for 3
and 15 ohms. The latest Wearite Coil
Pack incorporating Iron Dust Coils
used, making construction and
is
alignment extremely simple. A pick -up.
position on the wavechange switch and
A
pick -up terminals are provided.
complete kit, including valves but
Chassis
cabinet.
without speaker or
size, 14in.x 6in. Overall height, 9in.

A

Name

,famous
in Radio

*

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.
Bye Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Tel : RlPpleway 3474 (5 lines).

3"

Price £I111613.

.

2

for Trickle Charging a 2v.
Accumulator. Two Metal Rectifiers are
employed. With Circuit, 351 -.
POWER PACK KIT. input, 200- 250v.,
50 cycles. Output 280v. 80 mA., 6.3v.
Fully smoothed, £211010.
3 -5 amp.

ALL POST ORDERS TO 167,
ROAD,
CLAPTON
LOWER
LONDON, ES. 'Phone : Amherst
ALL CALLERS TO
STREET,
Phone

169,

LONDON,
:

Central

FLEET

E.C.4.

2833.

Send 2.)d. stamp for our list. Terms of
business: cosh with order, or C.O.D.
over El.
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17,6 pr.

"x "x
I

I

".

17'6 pr.

IFM2.
cored. capacity

Iron

Potted

trimmed 465 Kc's.
type.
2" x

High "

1"

Q."

x

Size
18,9 pr.

WEYMOUTH

RADIO

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

LTD.

Crescent Works,
WEYMOUTH.

A

"MONSTER"

BARGAIN PARCEL

Containing many radio and electronic parts and gadgets. A " gold
mine " for the constructor, serviceman and experimenter.

Included in each parcel 320/..
is a BRAND -NEW pair
post free
of headphones.

AMAZING VALUE!
DON'T MISS IT

I

H.T. ELIMINATOR A N D
TRICKLE CHARGER KIT. Consists of a complete Kit of parts to
construct an H.T. Eliminator with an
output of 120v. at 20 mA. and pro-

x

P2.

'..

I

I" square

Permeability trimmed 465
Size
Midget type.
Kc s.

617,

TEST UNIT TYPE 73 consists of a
special. purpose Oscilloscope that
requires only rewiring and the addition
of a few condensers and resistors to
convert into a standard Oscilloscope,
input 230v. 50c. A 3 in. C.R. tube and
5Z4, 3 SP4I,
SU220A, I EB31,
Controls are
2 EA50, are included.
" X Shift,"
Velocity,"
" Brightness," "
Y Shift," Focus Amplifier, " inlout,"
Price
/offtTX."
on
"
" Calibrate,"
Carriage and packing, 201-.
£81810.

Size

s.

high.

bands.

vision

BULGIN

TRANSFORMERS
Iron cored capacity tuned

Co..

rectifier)
metres.

Three Specialised Types of

From

MORTONS

Camden Road, Walthamstow
London E.17.
YOU MAY ORDER BY MAIL
13

WITH CONFIDENCE...
v. 2 amps.. 230 v.
TRANSPORTERS. -40
Paper
50 cps.. with heavy cast shrouds.
High voltage insulation.
interleaved.
charging
as
Ideal
block.
Fitted terminal
with
transformer, etc. Could be rewound
101 lb.
given). Weightbargain
ease (full data gladlyAn
exceptional
Size. 6 x 51 x 51ins.
at 16'- each.
G.E.C. latest
l,OUDSPEAKERS.-5in.
750 ohms field with
type. mains energised,2733
each.
transformer,
output
henry, 120
SMOOTIHING CHOKES.10-10
henry, 80 m /A,
ni. A. Tropicalised, 6'9.

5:6.

('CONDENSERS.-16 mfd., 440 v.w., T.M.C.,
tubular, tag end. 42.
All
for latest List.
,1. for post. 2lOLwstamp
Mail Order only at present.

DUNK & HEALEY

67, OSNABURGH ST., LONDON, N.W.1
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Underneath the Dipole
Television Pick -ups and Reflections.

TELEVISION fan mail is growing. I hear that
the daily post -bag at the Alexandra Palace
steadily expands, not with the overnight
rapidity of the hobby -sox mail of a new filin star
(which, alas, frequently decreases equally rapidly),
but with the less spectacular growth of public
appreciation of work well clone. Occasionally the
post vans arrive crammed full, but qn those days the
B.B.C. staff realise before opening the letters that
they have televised something that was not appreciated. Indeed, on such occasions a goodly
percentage of the correspondence verges upon .the
uncomplimentary, to say the least, and usually
starts with " Dear Sir, If last night's entertainment
is the best you can do
then ..." and so forth.
A discreet veil may be drawn over the later remarks.
The fact is, the highbrows and the ultra lowbrows
are dumb and unresponsive until some innocent
television producer claret to put before them their
pet aversion. They rarely write to the B.B.C.
about the things they- like, and would probably never
take up their pens at all were it not for some
particular items which they simply hate

...

By

"

THE

SCANNER"

by the cinema newsreels during the foggy seasons
when their cameras are " grounded."
At such
times, stock items filmed weeks or months before
are brought out from the vaults, a snappy commentary added to give freshness -and another newsreel edition is " put to bed." Since its commencement, the crew making the B.B.C. newsreel have
learned to keep their cameras steadier, to record
the sound better and to take moro care with the
cutting scissors. There is still a tendency to cut -in
short flashes of close -ups of people's faces in a
haphazard manner which is most disturbing.
In my opinion, the cutting tempo should be slower
than for cinema newsreels, arid the choice of cutting
places from shot to shot much more carefully
made.

Documentary Television
Apart from the usual magazine features, such as
" Picture Page " and " Kaleidoscope, " there has
been an increase in the number of general interest
items. Some of these have been of a blunt documentary type, reminiscent of the more dictatorial
type of Central Office of Information films. The
Close Contact
first edition of " Searchlight " was in this category
Television is a friendly medium, giving close and was chiefly notable for the embarrassing sight
contact between artiste and viewer ; but let the of one of the speakers fainting ; otherwise, it
artiste in front of the Emitron camera become too proved to be a dull collection of propaganda clichés,
tongue -in- the -cheek friendly (as a couple of film served up with a production technique foreign to the
directors did), too objectionably rude (as a newspaper friendly medium of television. Documentary
film critic did), or too dictatorial (as a documentary material requires very careful handling before the
feature was), then a few hundred viewers will television camera to retain the interest and symwield a vitriolic pen. Fortunately, the B.B.C. pathy-of the viewers. I don't think many viewers
television boys are not intimidated, and it is were enthusiastic about the various discussion group
unlikely that such extremes of correspondence will programmes either, of which " Short Coimnons "
reduce the programmes to that common denominator was possibly the least attractive. In this, as in all
of tastes which is itself tasteless.
programmes of this type, the arguments advanced
A well -known impresario recently admitted that are feeble, the chairman has obviously formed his
he was a fairly regular viewer and was asked his opinion before the discussion takes place and the
opinion of the programmes. He said : " Pretty propaganda motive is thinly disguised. And even
dull on the whole, but now and again there is a the B.B.C. must have taken a dislike to the
flash of brilliance which simply cannot be ignored." " Viewers' Viewpoint " series, in which the chairHe still views television, stifling a yawn, no doubt, men encouraged their brains trusts to say what they
but tremendously appreciative when that brilliant dislike about television. Unpleasant remarks were
flash turns up. One man's caviar is another man's passed about personalities who are popular with a
tripe.
large section of viewers. Usually, I hand the B.R.C.
television people bouquets each month in this
The News Reel
article, but this time, and in this paragraph, I have
Before the war the B.B.C. used to televise added a few brickbats to those thrown in " Viewers'
regularly one or two of the cinema trade's newsreels. Viewpoint."
But since the war the filin people have not been
so friendly, for divers reasons, and have banned Bouquets
their products fr<hn television. After a great deal
It is, however, much pleasanter to hand out
of negotiation which proved useless, the B.B.C. bouquets than to throw brickbats, and, though
were forced to organise their own television news- these notes will go to press some time before you
reel and learn the pitfalls and problems of that read them, I think most viewers will remember
highly specialised business themselves. Following the items I mention. The television play is a well a very unpromising start, in which they duly made established and popular feature of the programmes,
all the mistakes, the B.B.C. Television Newsreel and it calls for special qualities in the producer.
has settled down into an interesting magazine filin He must be a man of resource and
invention,
with no great emphasis on the news. This, however, capable of quick decisions. He must have a
is a style of editorial make -up frequently employed
thorough knowledge of the stage, of films anca. of
!

Xi
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the peculiar 'technicalities of television. He must,
indeed, be a walking phenomenon of the arts and
sciences. That is why the regular viewers look first
for the name of the producer when deciding what
plays or other television entertainment they aro
going to see during the week. Anal that is why
George More O'Ferrall's name has become so important in this field. Here is a master of smooth continuity, who punctuates the flow of his story by
cutting from shot -to -shot with a precision which
must be the envy of cinema film editors, who
disdains the use of continuous camera trickery and
yet is not afraid to use such technical trick on
occasion. His " Hamlet " was masterly and, in a
different way, " Quartet " was equally brilliant.

April, 1948

.

-

Cliff Gordon leads in the lighter programmes with
the witty revues he writes. composes and appears
in, and the " Once Upon a Time " and " Twice Upon
a Time " series ties has many enthusiastic followers.
Diana Docker. his leading lady, is a brilliant young
comedienne, thoroughly at Iran before the television cameras. easy to look at and possessing that
delicious sense of hurlesquo which corn?..; over so
well. These are all obvious television enthusiasts,
confident in their approach to that " bloodthirsty
monster," the Emitron camera. These are the
people who will be responsible for doubling the
number of television viewers during tito next six
months-unless the B.B.C. blot their copybooks
with a lot more " Searchlights."

Trade Notes
Stamford Radio Co.
'FROM the above company we have rct- ,-iyed one
of the ex- R.A.F. well -known Tit /9 trartsmitterreceiver.s, which they are offering for £ti. As most
readers will know, this consists of a transmitter
(T.1336) and receiver, the particular combination
we have inspected being the TR19H. The
apparatus is intended for battery operation, and
is, of course, unsuitable for use without Modification, and readers are reminded that transmitting
apparatus must only he acquired by holders of the
P.O. transmitting licence. Most amateurs will
wish-to purchase apparatus of this type merely- for
the components, which in this particular case
include two useful meters, one reading 30 mA, and
the other being a theruno- coupla reading .5 A.
There aro nine valves in the complete equipment.
the receiver section being, of course, usable without
modification except so far as the tuning ranges are
eoncerned. The set is simple to operate and vory
efficient, and this is one of the many ex- Service
bargains which arc' at present obtainable.

Mullard QVO4-7 Valve
A3IATEUR transmitters are now taking greater
interest in time very high frequencies, and the
difficulty is arising, of finding suitable valves for
certain purposes. 'l'he
special Milliard tetrodo
in this group, and which
attracted so much attention
at tito Amateur Radio
Exhibition, is the QVO4 -7,
which may be used as a
master oscillator, buffer
amplifier, doubler or trebler
up to 150 Me/s. In the
QV range there are also the
QV05 -35, which is a direct
equivalent of the 807, two
double -beam tetrodos, the
QVO4-20 (equivalent to tira
815), and the QVO7 -40
(equivalent to the 819B).
The former is capable of
giving a C.V. output of
about 40 watts and functioning up to 200 Mes at
The new Mullard
reduced ratings, and the
QVO7-4o Valve

latter giving about 60 watts C.V. with a top
Further
frequency limit of about 250 Mc; s.
details of these and other useful valves may be
obtained from the Mullard Company.
Teleradio "Space Ranger"
is a kit -set utilising a 5 -valve suporhet
THIS
A.C. operated circuit costing £8 10.s., plus P.I'.,
for tiré kit of parts. We have had a receiver,
constructed from the set of parts, under test for

The Teleradio C° Space Ranger
some tinte, and have found it a very satisfactory
receiver, not to be confused with the average typo
of midget 5-valve superltets. It is a standard
superhet, utilising all -wave coils auch a valve
combination consisting of 61(8, 6Q7, 6K7, OVO and
5Z4, with an I.F. of 470 ice's. Negative feed -back
is incorporated in the output stage (front time
output side of the tra{tsformer), and provision for
the use of a pick -up is made. Tho coil pack and
1.F. transformers are supplied correctly aligned
and trimmed, but in case they lose their setting
during transport, etc., trimming instructions are
provided. The rangos covered are 15 to 50, 200 to
600 and 800 to 2,000 metres. Construction is quite
simple and the efficiency of the receiver is due
mainly to the special coil pack supplied. The
makers can supply suitable cabinets, and the
accompanying illustration shows the receiver in
the satin walnut cabinet, which is supplied for an
extra £3 5s. The chassis may be obtained factory
assembled and tested for 12 guineas, plus P. T.
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PP

RADIO KIT

(MODEL 30)

Designed by Experts for Home Constructors.
This kit is one of a range produced by

Ltd., Hollingbury
Brighton, 6,

Co.,

Kits

Radio

-

Place,

Brief Specification;
wave,

3

valve,

5

superhet

circuit,
complete kit of parts
including valves (618

1

6K7,
6Q7,
25A6,
25Y5). Drilled chassis, and 12 page comprehensive
instruc-

The

tion book with scale
diagrams, etc. Nothing further to buy
except cabinet.
Price £10 19s. 9d.
plus purchase tax
£3

Ils.

5d.
For details of

other kits send for R.K.C. list.
Extract from report given by " Electrical and Radio Trading "
Service Charts, February, 1948:" On test the receiver gave results superior to the average
A.C.ID.C. receivers which we have handled. Reproduction is
very pleasing, being clean and comparatively free from irritating
background interference usually associated with universal

receivers."

Sole distributors to the wholesale and retail

trades

:

Britain) LTD.

LEE PRODUCTS (Great
Radio House, East Street,

Brighton,

and

Branches.

NEW DUALTESTOSCOPPE

un

Ideal for
High and Low
Voltage Test-

ing

:

U<0,

100,850 A.C.

f,INBAKENMANCHESTER/
IN STOCK:

L R S

(Immediate dispatch)

Al (METERS
Avominur D.C.
Avominor A.('.'D.C.
...
Model 7...
., ...
Oscillator, Mains
..
Value l'ester, complete ...
-

£ 4 4
£ 8 10
£19 10
£13 0
£16 10

0
0
0

0
0

Post 1/8 extra.
Morpily Richards Cyldon Door
Chimes. Far more pleasant than the
ordinary doorbell or buzzer:
MURPHY
RICHARDS
AUTOELECTRIC IRONS, superb quality,
351-, postage 1/- extra.
A

few

only 475 SIIAVE3IASTER

comb and cutter sets, C.O.D. 24.8.
(Please do not send cash.)
Any item can he supplied
on Easy Terms if required.

Ia'l,'/

The

of any item on request.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY Co.

BALCOMBE

EW

EDDY

(Est, 1925)

SUSSEX

RADIO UNLIMITED,
16, Carnarvon Road, Leyton
Specialists in the reproduction of Radio
and Records, Electric playing units. Amplifiers, Pickups, Speakers, Cabinets. etc.
Replacement Radiogram chassis, Tuning
units, Car amplifiers.
Example -A.C.
motor and 12ín, turntable, £5 10 0, carriage
2;6. With Pickup, 34'8 extra. 10 watt
mobile amplifier, 12 volt, 8 Ono. S.a.e.
full detailed: list.
:

KEY

This is a most outstanding production.
It is of modern
design and totally enclosed in quickly removable streamlined
diecast housing, finished fine ripple black with chrome relief.
This key possesses a really beautiful movement (trr it at
your Dealer's.) and is fully adjustable to enable the operator
to make full use of the wide range of speeds provided. The
handle has been designed to give equal facility to right or
left hand operators. The base is a heavy diecasting with

rubber feet and holes for screwing down and
short -circuiting switch. £3 Ils. 6d.

is

fitted with

a

No.

619

Unit, £7
No. 690
Write

us

ALSO AVAILABLE
5 gns. ;
No. 687 Vibrator Power
No. 678 Modulation Indicator, £8 ISs. ;
Crystal Calibrator, £12 ; No. 683 Beam Aerial
Kit, £19 10s.

"

S

" Meter,

I7s. 6d.

;

for address of your local retailer. We do not supply
direct.
& CO. LTD., WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

STRATTON

^

and D.C.
Allowance made on old models
Send for interesting leaflet (A04) on Elect ri °al
and Radio Testino, from all Dealers or direct.
'

let

SEMI - AUTOMATIC

11/.B.l.
/FOR
SUOMI'

1

ice

ONSTFtlICTOR

2in. THERMOCOUPLE MOVING
COIL MILLIAMETERS 0 -350 MIA
A bargain al 5

6

e.u9'. £3 red Wizen, post free.

THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES

Ideal for frost warning, etc., with adjusting
screw and circuit diagram. To operate
30 degs.,90 degs. F'., Q.M.B. 5 amps., 3,6 each,

£117/6 per dozen, post free.
Send stamp for bargain list of sleeving,
wire, micro switches, etc.
A. IttOIH.LAN, 5, Oakfield ltd.. Bristol 8

We specialise in supplying complete kits
and individual component parts for all
circuits described in this journal.
H.B.L. I VALVER FOR THE BEGINNER. Ideal kit for the new constructor, complete kit of comporents,
of Unsurpassed Quality for
chassis, valve and full instructions. £2.
Discerning Amateurs
AERIAL AND OSCILLATOR, 'hmt., medium
H.B.L. SUPER S.G.3 BATTERY KIT.
n- long wave, .ice dim. s 6
7/6 pair.
This splendid kit, with its screened grid,
DUAL WAVE COILS, medium and long nave
detector and pentode output circuit,
311 ial
d h.i., 9 6 pair.
covering medium and long waves, is amazI F. TRANSFORMERS,
see ke's,
ridge,,
p-rmvability tone.l, slue din. diau,. s Illy.
ingly simple to build, and when built, even
hi_h, 9 6 each.
by the veriest novice, it will provide its
I.F.
TRANSFORMERS,
standard,
-I"
5
I,
proud owner with a receiver capable of
permeability turned, size 1gin. oluale silr,
providing real entertainment from British
high, 8'6 sash.
and Foreign stations.
Complete kit of
MINIATURE ROTARY SWITCH, 4 pole, ::
-, 3'9 each.
components, chassis, valves and
full
t II ,',,;Is fitted with adjustable iron cores, ;nul
instructions. £5 15s.
''il,i liel with circuit diagram.
TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. on urde, s
H.B.L. 2 VALVE S.W. KIT. A simple
over Cl.
to build and efficient battery 2 valve shortTRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
wave receiver, covering 12 to 80 metres.
MONOCHORD RADIO
Complete kit of components, chassis, toils,
(Established 11.291
valves and full instructions.
£3 í4s. 6d.
17, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.E.
'l'h.me: 'Tulse H0í lull.
Send 2d. scamp for our Brochure of Kits,
Peto -Scott Receivers, Components, etc.
Also details of our Practical How -to- Build -it
`VALVES
Books, complete instructions and designs AZ31, CCH31, CL33,- DF33, DF91, DK91,
ECH21, EBL2I, EF39, F.L32, FC2A, HL2,
for the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
11L231113,
HL13C, KT61, KT63. 1(TW63,
MKT4, MHD4, PM22A, PM12M, Pen.A4,
SP41. TDD2A, TOMB, UCH21. UBL21,
HENBEST BROS., LTD., SP4,
UY21, U14. U31, U50, URIC. V'P2, VP2$,
VMP4G, X65. IC5, IN5, I115, ILA4, I06, ISS,

HIGH "Q" IRON
COILS

CORED

.

26, Green Lanes, London, N.13.
Telephone

:

BOWES PARK 6289.

a

1S4, IRS. 2D13C. 6B8, 6D6. 6F6, 6V6, 6L6,
bd5, 6.77, 61(7, 6X8, 6SK7, 6SN7. 6X5. 121(8,
12Q7, 12SK7, 18, 21A6, 357.4, 43, 77, 80, XL,

XY. XSG, etc.

.1.
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COVENTRY

Component Specialists since

1925

Large stocks of Rola, Goodman,
and Plessey speaker units, 21, .31,
IO and 12 inch P.M., also a good
Energised and Cabinet models.
Latest list 3d. post
details.

COMPLETE SATISFACTION,

COVENTRY
DUNSTABLE

ROAD,

Phone

Celestion
5, 61

8,

range of
Send

for

paid.

PROMPT SERVICE

RADIO
LUTON,

BEDS,

LUTON 2677

:

-RADIO -CRAFT

Elementary Radio Servicing
How to Build Radid Receivers
Plus 2d. postage.

We have the finest stock of British and American
radio books. Complete list on application.

THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY

Praed St., London, W.2

19 -23,

.Veer

and Unused

1 -9 mcs in 3 ranges.
R.F. stage and regenerative I.F.
H.T., 9v. G.B. and 2v.
Muirhead Vernier Dial. Requires 120v.
L.T. In grey finished Wood case. Only £4 15s., plus 10lcarriage and packing.
1250- 0- 1250v. 200 try High Voltage Transformer. 115v. 50 cycle
for 230v. working
Primary. Connect two of these in series
/A. Secondaries in
(Secondaries in parallel 1250- 0- 1250v. 400 m
0- 1250v. 200 m'A) or
serles 2500- 0- 2500v. -200 in/'A tapped 125021 lbs.).
use an auto -transformer. Only 30'- each. (Weightlbs.).
30 Hy. 100 m/A 150 ohm L.F. Chokes, 201- (weight 14
20 Hy. 126 m/A 103 ohm L.F. Chokes, 22/6 (weight 14 lbs.).
30 Hy. 150 m'A 150 ohm L.F. Chokes. 251- (weight 18 lbs.).
can be run at
L.F. Chokes are in cast aluminium " Pots " and
100 per cent, over above ratings in amateur service.
Chokcs for
L.F.
or
for
Transformer
on
orders
Include b'post
carriage. Send S.A.E. for our list No. 6.

het. Receiver.

4S HOLLOWAY HEAD, HIRMINGH.t I, 1.

H.A.C.

Short-H'ave Equipnlealt

Amplifier Builder's Guide
Amateur Radio Builder's Guide

(Dept. P.2),

Government
All Brand

R1224A 5 V. Battery Sup
2 VP23s, FC2A, HL2 and L4'2.

LIBRARY

Handy Kinks and Short Cuts
Radio Questions and Answers

316 each.

LIMITED
RADIOMAIfT
Surplus Bargains

M. & J. PEARSON, 373 Eglington St.,
Glasgow, C.5,
Make Special Ex- Government Offers,
as follows

:-

Ileceive *s, R 1224, 5 valve batt. S'hets, cover 30 to 300 metres, New.
in original wrappers, £5110'0 each. 30 ma., new. 40'- each.
A.C. Eliminators, output 120 v. D.C.
A.C. Output, 15 volts at 5 amps.,
Battery Chargers. input. 230 -250
with Ammeter and Variable Resistor: Size 16in. x 13m. x 81in.
Price £4'4/- each.
amps. weight 90 lbs.. New in
Larger size, output 24 volts at 10Limited
number only.
wooden crates, £1N30'- each.
301- each.
H.306ì, 12 valve I.F.F. units, with Rotary Trans..
complete. New and
MÌCoil Microphone, M Coil Headset. 12'8
instruction chart. 2 spare
boxed. Wave -meter W1117. in case. with
Sets of Valves, and Ferranti 500 Micro -Ammeter. Covers 150 Ec's.
to 20 Mc,s. Only £4 4- each. (Gt. Britain only) and cash with
Terms. -We Pay All Carriage
order please.
-

!

Noted for over 15 years for
Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality
Price 20'..
One Valve Kit, Model "C"
..
43/"E"
Two
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering send stamped, addressed envelope
for descriptive catalogue.
Note new sole address
"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH) 66 New Bond Street, London, W.1

:-

CHARLES AMPLIFIERS, LTD.,
be happy to demonstrate their famous
Model Concerto -the ideal Amplifier for
record reproduction and their new model
watts at 3/4 of I per cent, distorthe KI
tion. The KI is now available as a kit for
home constructors (Blue prints 2,6). Also on
demonstration, all the leading makes of
Pick -ups and Loudspeakers. Send stamp for
fully illustrated catalogue with helpful,advice

will

-

-5

on high quality reproduction.

Charles Amplifiers, Ltd., IE, Palace Gate,
Kensington, W.8. WEStern 3350.

No Lists available.

HENRY'S

You're SURE to get it at

RADIO COMPONENTS SPECIALISTS

32 mfd. 350v., ultra
SPECIAL OFFER. Electrolytics.
midget, can size only 1 :in. x lin. Leading make. 4 :6 each.
We have a
COIL PACKS AND TUNING HEARTS.
Wearite,' Atkins,
large selection in stock. includingthe" new
midget " Q "
Weymouth. RUCO, etc. etc.. and
pack.
ICI, 1H5.
VALVES. Large selection including IA7, INS,
and GT
TP23. VP23, HL23DD, PEN25. QP2I. 65L7, 6C8,
valves 35L6, 12K7, 12E8. 12SA7, 35Z5. etc. etc. All at
current controlled prices.

Cash with order, or C.O.D. (over £1).
Curren! List.

5, HARROW ROAD,
LONDON . . W.2.

STERN'S OF FLEET STREET
Customers congratulate us upon having
the most. comprehensive Catalogue in
the trade, which contains very many
hundreds of interesting lines including
bargains.
and other
Ex- Government

Have YOU had yours yet
send 2 0. stamp to:-

Send stamp Ior

PADdington
1008!9.

-RADIO --

?

STERN RADIO LTD
115,

FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
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the Wax

Review .of the Latest Gramophone Records
NE of the highlights of the latest releases is
Elgar's " Enigma Variations, Op. 36,"
recorded by the Halle Orchestra, conducted
by John Bàrbirolli, on four 12in. records-H.M.V.
(73692 -5. The Variations are dedicated to ' ` my
friends pictured within," and these friends are
referred to by initials and pseudonyms. Who these
people are, or were, is of neglible importance in the
enjoyment of Elgar's score ; their identity can
presumably be traced in biographies of the composer. " Enigma " had an immediate success at it3
production at the end of the last century, and no
amount of repetition has worn it thin.
Rachmaninoff's " Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini, for Piano and Orchestra, Op. 43," also
received a special mention this month and has
!been recorded by that famous pianist, Artur

Rubinstein, with the Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by Walter Susskind, on H.M.V.
DB6556 -8.
This Rhapsody, which consists of
twenty -four variations upon the melody of the same
Paganini caprice that Brahms used for his Variations, is extremely characteristic of Rachmaninoff's
strong personal idiom. It begins with a lively
introduction in which the theme is foreshadowed.
But before the actual theme appears the orchestra
plays, staccato, a skeleton version of it which is in
itself a variation of it. Then the first violins, accompanied rhythmically by the piano, give the theme in
fall. In the twenty -three variations that follow,
the composer exploits the resources. of the modern
orchestra with great skill and, as one would expect,
the solo pianoforte part is treated with the mastery
of a great-pianist.
Vocal Recordings

This month James Johnston selects two arias that
have warmed the hearts of countless opera- goers.
They are ' Your Tiny Hand is Frozen," from
" La Bohème " (Puccini), Act 1, and " All Hail
Thou Dwelling," from Gounod's " Faust,' Act 3.
James Johnston's wide experience of operatic singing enables him to handle these songs in the way
established by the tradition of the best opera houses
and he is ably backed up by the Covent Garden
Opera Orchestra under the subtle directorship of
Lawrence Collingwood- Columbia DX 145.5.
" Behold Titania " is the polonaise in Act II
of " Mignon," and joins with the gavotte, the
air " Know'st Thou the Land," and the overture
being the popular survivals of an opera seldom
given nowadays.
The polonaise is sung by an
actress who has just been playing in the " Midsummer Night's Dream." A brilliant thing, it
shows off Gwen Catley's technique to great advantage. The Seraglio aria, " I Was Heedless in my
Rapture," is also sung by Gwen Catley on the
reverse side of H.M.V. 3696.
Peter Dawson's new record -and who has a
longer and more popular list of recording achievement behind him 't`-is well in line with the kind of
thing he does best, and he sings, " Gentleman
Jim " and" Whalin' Up the Lochlan," with exhilara`

;

!

ting gusto on H.M.V. B9618. " %1'halin' Up the
Lochfan " is his own composition, under the
pseudonym of " J. P. McCall."
Finally, I can recommend a new Webster Booth
recording of " My Dreams " and " Nirvana " on
H.M.V. B9617, and a delightful recording of the
popular " Clair De Lurie," sung in French by
Maggie Teyte, on H.M.V. DA 1876. Gerald Moore is
at the piano.
Light Music
I start off this section with a recording by Charles
Shadwell and his Orchestra of " The Spice of Life "
and " Without a Song " on H.M.V. B9619. This
popular orchestral leader has formed an organisation specifically designed to deal with music to
suit all tastes and moods, from the classical through
light entertainment numbers to out -and -out swing.
He has a full complement of strings, guitar, saxophones, flute, oboe, brass, piano and drums.
" Spice of Life " is, of courre, the signature tune
used by Charles Shadwell with the B.B.C., and
now taken over for use with his own orchestra.
The orchestral version of " Hora Stacato "
(Dinicu- Heifetz) was scored by an American,
Adolf Schmidt, and here, under the able leadership of Sidney Torch, receives a spirited treatment
that is entirely in keeping with the tone of the
original gipsy piece on Parlophone R3084. The concert treatment of'" Intermezzo " on the reverse
side will make an immediate appeal to those who
are familiar with the film success " Escape to
Happiness." This new orchestration is noteworthy
for its intriguing harmonic structure, and the
beautiful performance by the solo violin.
Harry 'Davidson, expert conductor of dances
of an older clay, has given a generous selection of
truly " evergreen quadrilles " on Columbia DX145960. He fills the last side of his two records with the
attractive " Chrysanthemum Waltz," of Lehar,
which carries on the atmosphere and exists happily
in harmony with the quadrilles.
Dance Music

This month, Britain's leading " sweet " band has
appropriately enough chosen to record a leading
tune, for " Near You " is already established as the
number one song in America's Honour Roll of
Hits. The orchestration, by Geraldo's talented
young alto player, Wally Stott, offsets the voice of
Archie Lewis, and is taken at slow fox -trot tempo.
Soft, muted brass and delicate playing by the sax
ensemble are a distinguished feature throughout
this recording by Geraldo and his Orchestra on
Parlophone. b'2271. " If This Isn't Love," which
comes from the recent West End stage show
" Finian's Rainbow." is on the reverse side and
Denny Vaughan sings the lyric to his own orchestral
arrangement.
Yet another melodic composition from the
fluent pen of Billy Reid is " A Tree in the Meadow,"
and this month Joe Loss and his Orchestra have
recorded it on H.M.V. BD5997.
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7OL7GT

3, Goldhawk Road,
Telephone

advert. on Page 82. February
"PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
or ask for our Free List.
And here is a selection of mise. types ,vo,, may
have been searching for in vain : 1120, 11112,

D E L A7o

:ein, 1911. 1920. l'.'o.

1 :501,

1usy,4511',

11626. 710:1.

1'6.í1,

551,1

41 m1`,

4101.
.

oil.

:..16,

PudL1i.

APP441,

H2i0.
4; IN. x111!. LSSB, LSS,I, 04:15,
Tat. I')1,1. \1':'.!11. 110101, PV495, Lt.!S,
1)112, 1.211, 1')5_151., 21'!9íío W21:1, DLT49,
1'1.6E; (1 112. Al'. I., Ill 51300, D1810.

And 101 more Types by
MOLLARD. BRIMAR, COSSOR, EVER- READY,
FERRANTI, MARCONI, OSRAM, MAZDA,
PHILIPS, TUNGSRAM, DARIO, EKCO, OSTAR
GANZ. HIVAC, LISSES. PHILCO, SIX-SIXTY.
TRIOTRON, RAYTHEON, R.C.A., and many

others.

Order C.O.D. above listed or equivalents (subject to stock). Please emluhe for any valve
you require, even if not listed in Feb. We
may have it. Old and new types no lying
daily.
Old stock at pre -Increased and pre Budget prices.
Iasi in :
325. 057, 6ÁB7, 6J7, 11K7, 60.17, 60R7, 11115,

A.C. MAINS R.G. CHASSIS,
6-valve
200 -600, 540-2,000 Metres with
15 -50,

TUNING INDICATOR, TONE CONTROL.
14

gns. plus

P.

X555. CY:12. Elen. EF1I0. 15X52,
FUSA. LPS, MS10, TT35 (Pen 560).

Tax.

12.15, 351.6,

tuning unit feeding
Blueprints can be
push -pull amplifier.
supplied for home construction if desired.
Send 21d. stamp for full illustrated lists to
Also

available

as

TELEVISION
Baird's " GARRICK " Model.
(Radio-Combined), 12 inch 'Dube, giving brilliant picture, 101 by SI. Delivery and demon-

stration free.
EXCERPTS from our Stock List :
£8 S
Taylor Junior 120A..
.. £11 11
Taylor Multirange Universal

THE TELERADIO Cb .
157,

Fore Street, London, N.IS
Tel.: Toct.

3386.

Export enquiries for full range of .Kits
and Chassis invited.

a the Complete Rouge ou easy Terms.
Aro Minor Universal (at old prices) LS 10
..
.. £12 0
Aro Battery Oscillator
£4 ,0
Avo Minor D.C. Model
Also all other models at old prices.
Instruments of leading makes in stork.
Service Sheets, 2 dozen, British and
.

Atuei Ivan, our selection, good value £1

" Radio Upkeep and Repairs "
"Radio Craft," American Library,

YOU

..
10 Hooks
,E.M.I. Fisk " Salariseope," a novel
instrument, shows night and day
areas of a or Id for any time of

can become
a fÌISi-class

year or hum

Ex-A.M. BATTERIES, inert,
Midget tin. Speakers, evils

0
0
0

0

8

E. 16

0

£1

1

O

10

9

7

(3

15

0

£18

.

0

Tool+ at old price

..

0.5 mA. Lzminous l lip. Meters,
ode by \" itoria Instruments
" Unifiex " Scratch Remover Kit,
..
for mat atin g cabinets

Speaker Fabric,

NORTH ROAD, PARKSTONE, DORSET.

Ì
1

I

modern

cave,

5) -).

Peak Electrolytic
guaranteed.- Metal
x tin. With fixing

mf. 350 v.
Condensers. Fully
cased, size 3)in. x Mn.
feet and terminals on
16 -/ -16

base.

613

(postage,

6d.).

our new illustrated
Hundreds of bargains.

Send 3d. in stamps 1òr

catalogue.

PItATTS RADIO

Harrow Road. London, 15.8-.10

1070.

(Nr. Scrubs Lane) 'Phone : L.4Dbrotce 1734
AMPLIFIERS. ' College 10 watt. A.C.,
4 -va ve, m ke stage, twin input and faders :
£81.8/8. Similar, only A.C. D.C. 5 -valve
P.P. output, 10 watt, £9 19 6. A.C. /D.C.

P.P. output, 10 watts, with heavy
duty case, £12 120. S -watt A.C. record player amplifier. push- pull output (2, 6V6),
ALL above amplifiers
5 valve. £10110 O.
match 3, S and 15 ohm speakers.

SPEAKERS. P.M. L /T.; 2818: 3lin
29'6 :5in..15'- :611n.,181- :8in., 20: -: 12in.
Goodmans. 135' -' P.M. with universal
transformer. Sin.. 20'9 61in., 22;'0.
TRANSFORMERS.
Maths 350- 0- 350v.,
5v. 6v. or 4v.; 4v. C.T. shrouded, 27,8:
250- 0- 250v.. 70 mA., 6v.. 6v. C.T., 21 9. Out-

6

standard
put, midget universal, 5!6
Pentode (3 ratios). 5.9 5 watt multi ratio, 7,6: 30 watt (20 -1 to 140 -1). 23/9;
midget intervalve,
;

;

class

78:

Driver.

B

83 5 -1, 6.6 mike transformers, 5;8.
2 -gang,
VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
.0005. W!Trimmers. 12'8 L /Trans., 12'single gang, .0005, 4 6. Differential reaction
3-1,

;

:

:

£3 15

0

£1 11

0

12

8

5

8

10

..

Used,

;

3
4

lnin

Trimmer Tool Kits, improved,

(carriage,

6- valve,

Also
l
most other valves nit), and less suite
4
..
Pliers, Mu., insulated
4
Hunts 8 mfd. 500 v. Condensers ..
6
B.I. 8-8 mid. 500 v. Condensers ..
.. £2 5
Celestioa lOfo. Speakers ..
10
..
£6
Goodman 12ín. Speakers
Vidor Portable Cookers, with oven
..
..
.. £2 2
(no Tax) ..
Wall Telephone, complete installation
of ^- hut, uments and 1000t.
wire and insulating staples

351-

con., .0003. 4'- ; .0005, 5/3: Dielectric. .0003
or N115, 3 9 presets, 30 pf., 7t1.: 50 Pf.,
10d..; .0001. 1/3 .00025, 21- .0005. 213.
LINE('ORD. 3 amp. (60 ohms ft.) : 2 -way.
7(1. ft.. 3 -way, 8d. ft. Vol. Droppers..2 amp,
1.000 ohm or .3 amp. 800 ohm, with feet,
sliders. etc.. 5.6 midget, .2 amp., 4 6.
CONDENSERS. 450-500v.. 8 mid., 4'4 mfd.. 3 6 ' 2 mfd. (350v.), 2,9 1 mfd.. 2.3
.5 mfd., 1!10
.25 mfd.,.1.6 16 mfd.. 46
32 mfd. (350v.). 5 6 8x 16 mfd., 7'6 ;16x16
mid.. 7 9 clips, 4d. .0001 to .0005, Cd. :
.001 to .005. 80.:.006 to .1 mfd., 9d.
COILS, PiTC. Dual range coil with reaction,
-earite, l'AI.23. PIIF123, P012 3,
4111
etc., 3'- each L. and M.W., with reaction,
New 3 -wave, midget coil packs,
S 3 pair
465 ke.s. 33 - I.F. Transformers, 465 kc. %s ;
standard, 139 pair Wearlte. standard,
£1 pair - ultra midget, 21 / -pair.
1_ALVES 25A6, PEN 36C, CL9, CL33. EBLI,
:

;

;

:

:

3 6
..
coupon free, 5 sq. -ft.
7 6
Fhb " O "Disk ohms Law Calculator
EXPORT --We ore fully equipped fur ea le

Fucking and Despatch froti the smallest
All orders bnmediately
Beni to bmlk.
despatched 911,1 folly insured.
STOP PRESS : Thermo Relay 7/8
Please write immediately to (P.W.)

:

;

1

;

;

:

t

;

;

;

:

RADIO

i

28ft. Pazolin Aerial Masts. Comprises -4 sections, each 7ft. with metal ferrules.
Easily assembled and can be raised single-handed. 421- (carriage, 41 -).

ItCl,

able, in Booksf man

T. & C. RADIO COLLEGE

ADDRESS

but good condition.

0

7

" Amplion " Delegate, AC; DC, All.. £19
wave Midget Receiver
" Barletta " Adhesive Thread, stead
Dagole D.P. Volume Controls, :.
..
Wilk switch

employment or profitable
spare -time work.

LT-

In metal cases, 12ín. x 12ín. x Sin.

£13 17 9
Universal 4 -valo ltrseis r
Personal Miniature
Receiver, 4 -valve Superbel, port

We are specialists in Home-.
Study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well-paid

Post in unsealed envelope Id. postagePlease send me free details of your
I Home -Study Mathematics and Radio
I Courses.
I NAME

I.F.F. Trans-receivers (Type R3003).
(4 -VR65A
valves
10
Complete with
2- VT6IA) and 24 v. input
motor -generator with output of 480 v.
at 40 ma.
Contains much useful material.
including relays, tuning condensers, etc.

-I -EF50, 3 -VR78,

" Hermes,"

ENGINI:F:li,

I

51

Tannoy Power Hand Microphones
with pair of moving -coil headphones.
New and complete with flex and plug.
These microphones will, with suitable
transformer and 12 v. energising battery,
operate a loudspeaker directly without
any amplifier. 1516 (postage 116).

0

1

also as extensions or mikes, only
New and Nixed
Sin. Speakers.
" Peter Pan " Kit, 474U, tor

RADIO

r

voila

120

BARGAINS

SURPLUS

1111111,

529. X.17. 074, PIORB,

'l1'1í94,

Shepherds Bush 1729

OUTSTANDING GOVT.

4:r2. 1926, 2050,

aSP1'B, 41MRC,

:

W.12

Bush,

Shepherds

Also about following rare types: 12A7, 25A7,
:ti' 5:1 44, 61,3, 12F5, 6N 6. 61'55, 1_Zú, 15D1,
Sn Ll;.
Por full Li -t of all rare and popular
Valve Types at B.O.T: prices, see out

f-IO

44*

LYONS RADIO

Full

BULLS

CHASSIS
Pi

be brimarized by you.
particulars on request from

can

BU-US VALVES

196.HIGH St: HARLESOfB.11llo.
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Open to Discussion

N

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

Cathode Follower Amplifier
SIR,
the February issue Mr. J. Porter
(Colindale) states that he brrlt an amplifier
given
December and January issues Cif PRACTICAL with the output taken from the cathode circuit
WIRELESS.
of the push-pull output valves without success and
Results so far have been fairly satisfactory would like to hear from readers who have experiexcept that I have had some difficulty in modifying mented on these lines.
the coils as suggested.
I have such an amplifier in use which gives great
I wonder whether I could get in touch with any satisfaction when coupled to a three-valve superhet.
of your readers who have constructed this set so also of my own construction. It hasn't been used
that I can exchange experiences on this matter. as a gramophone amplifier yet, as I haven't been
-N. BOUCHIER, Clifton Restaurant, 16, Regent able to obtain a turntable.
Street, Clifton, Bristol.
The valves used are as follows : A 6.J5 as
cathode follower input coupled via a bass and
treble tone control. to a 6J7 connected as a L.F.
Valve Data
amplifier. The volume control is between this
sIR,- Regarding F. L. Medhurst's letter, in your
valve and another 6J5 as a " phase -splitter,"
February issue, about Telefunken 612GW the followed by two 6J7s as L.F. amplifiers driving two
valve line up is surely CY1 or CY2 not AZ1 and 6V6s in push -pull with the output transformer in
would be for 230 volt A.C. mains. CF7 with 13 volt their cathode circuits.
The mains transformer
,2a heater, CL4 33 volt .2a, CY1 20 volts .2a gives 350 -0 -350 at.100 m/A 6 v. 3A., 5 V. 1 A. Nothing
or CY2 30 volt .2a and the barretter would be special about that
EUVI.
The special transformer which Mr. Porter's
The EUVI could be replaced by a dropper friends recommend is required only when the
resistance of 770 ohms wired to a valve base.
output valves used are directly-heated triodes,
A. SUTCLIFFE (Bradford).
then each valve will require its own C.T. heater
winding.
The 6V6s being indirectly heated can use a
SIR,
hope the following data and notes will be
helpful to Mr. Medhurst, who wanted informa- common heater winding, the cathodes being
connected to either side of the O/P transformer
tion on valves of a Telefunken set.
primary.
Starting with barretters first.
The speaker used is a 12ín. Vitavox
at
The replacement barretter, valvo CIO, IP20 are the top of a piece of 4ft. X 18ín. ;c mounted
din. hoard
the correct equivalents of EUVI and EUVII standing in a corner of the room. Not an acoustically
respectively. But since some pins of valvo barretter perfect arrangement perhaps but the best that
are internally connected together, precautions have can be done with present shortage of timber
to be taken to see that nothing else is connected
If Mr. Porter or any other reader would care for
to the rest of the barretter base, as is often the case. a copy of the circuit I shall be pleased to oblige.
The AZ1 is a full-wave directly heated rectifier. J. JENKINS (Cwrtrfelinfach, Mon.).
Mullard, Phillips and Tungsram manufacture the
saure type of valve under the same codo number, [ire thank all those readers who supplied details of
i.e., " AZ1." No change of base is required.
this particular type of amplifier. All others harè teen,
The CL4 is an output pentode. Mullard and passed
on to Mr. Porter -Ed.]
Phillips equivalents are CL4 and Tungsram PP34s.
Also no change in base connection is required.
Ex- Service Apparatus
The CF7 is a H.F. pentode. Equivalents are
Phillips. Tungsram SPI3A. Again no chango in base s1R,
endorse the statements put forward by
is required. -K. COHN (St. Albans).
K. A. Roosenburk that amateurs should attend
ex- Government radio parts surplus sales besides
dealers.
" Bond -tester "
As most of these dealers are of the " shop in the
hack street," variety and usually charge according
S` IR,- Having recently obtained a " Bond- tester "
as used by the R.A.F. during the war, and to standing and dress of the potential customer.
which is made by " Record," I have been unable to I think it's about time amateurs themselves found
obtain any information about this even from the out where to get what the dealers can buy. I
makers. I wonder if any reader of PRACTICAL suggest that Government surplus supplies be listed
WIRELESS could give me this information, or if and sold through various Army Air Force centres
there was any way of modifying this instrument where from time to time a sale he advertised, then
so that it could be made useful. It is a moving -coil amateurs can " go- to -it," and the profits of the
type instrument with a. free swinging pointer and is sale be given to Soldier _Airmen funds.
very well made.-Wm. M. MARSHALL 17, Corporation
There must be tons of radio surplus lying idle in
St., Clitheroe, Lanes.
Government stores and ex- factory stock that could

Shoulder -strap Five

-I have just completed the " Shoulderin-strap
Five," details of which were
the

s1R,

-ln

!

-

-I

!

-I
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be used by the. amateur rather than the- dealers'
financial. use.
A firm I worked for have made quite a profit on
GoVtirnment scrap, buying so much scrap by
weight and sorting out the usable stuff, patching
up and selling sometimes at original new prices or
making £25 on a £5 expenditure, in this case, air
compressors up to 2001bs. per sq. in.
Yet I have bought from the same source as my
firm or even from the firm by the simple method
of buying £1 or £2 of scrap iron with (pre -selected)
usable parts comprising it. I am not working for
this firm now, but I can still buy scrap iron, so
what now, amateurs, you too can get things done if
you keep your eyes skinned. -Z. M. E. PREECE
(Middlesboro').

fairest in town (and, at many times, lower than
outside). WILLIAM A. BENSON (Liverpool).

-

Cathode -ray Tube Data

-I would like to add some information
SIR,to February issue on C. R. Tubes.

V.C.R.97. There are three anodes in this tube
instead of two shown.
These three anodes are all brought out to base
contacts ; Al and A3 are not internally. connected,
neither is the screen. The missing information is,
therefore,
Pin 5 Al. Pin 7 screen. Pin 10 A.3, not Al.
It is essential to provide push -pull deflection
on x and X plates in order to avoid trapezium
distortion and defocusing. It is advisable to couple
x and y plates direct to anodes of paraphase
A Dealer Replies
amplifier, and to obtain shift by variation of cathode
A.
.
With reference to the letter of
on one of these valves, thus avoiding difSIR,Roosenburk (Liverpool), February issue of bias
ferentiation due to coupling condensers when used,
of
letter
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, and the confirming
which is bad practice. -W. 'G. WOOD (Bristol).
A. W. Mann, March issue, may I beg your space
_'
side
wish to point out two errors in " Cathode -'
for my comments from the " other
Because of the many fallacies contained in SIR,ray Tube Data," of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Mr. Roosenburk's letter, it is evident that dealers February, 1948.
did not offer a reply, but now that one of your
The first is in diagram 2 -the cathode of the
contributors backs him up, then it is time 'for one 3 BP1 should be joined to the positive end of the
of the accused to reply.
brilliance control.
Mr. Roosenburk's ideas on business, are, to say
The second error, which is rather more misleading,
article
an
that
supposes
He
the least, quaint.
that the V.C.R.97 has a long afterglow.
states
bought at, say, 3s. nets a profit of 3s. if sold at It should read -All cathode -ray tubes, except
6s. He does not take into consideration time spent the V.C.R.517 mentioned in the table o n page 56,
at sale; cost of removal of goods from site to shop,
short afterglow. The V.C.R.5I7 has a long
up, have
sorting of usable items from useless, cleaning with
afterglow.
along with the normal overheads associated
I would be very interested to hear of others'
tho running of a. business. All goods purchased experience with the circuits in Figs. 3 and 4 of
C. TIIWAITES
ex- M.O.S. are not in resaleable condition and the " Cathode -ray Tubo Data. "
(Whitstable).
loss sustained must be redeemed on the saleable
items.
Many ex- M.O.S. items are offered at different
Readers' Thanks
prices by different firms, but the higher price
thank you for publishing my letter
to
wish
SIR,
profit;
highest
the
making
Necessarily
not
are
firms
edition of PRTICAL
February
in
the
at
but
item
same
the
bought
have
may
they
Because of this publication, I received
different sales and at different prices. Again. a WIRELESS.
of letters, containing many bits of informalarge majority of M.O.S. material is bought by dozenscircuits,
etc. One letter came from a friend
" job line 'merchants " for pure speculation and the tion,
who, I believe, was an original member of
genuine trader must pay their prices if he requires in France
gallant body of men-the " resistance." I_
items they have purchased. Often these merchants, that written
to him, and the others, thanking them.
with pockets full of money, will overbid genuine haveI thank you
for your part in assisting me to get
Sir,
radio dealers.
fixed up. I am ready to help any
On other occasions " lots " are too big for the my little set with
Model 3 Mk. II (B.2) troubles.
smaller trader (as myself) ; then of necessity purchase other reader
(Enfield).
must be made, via the original buyer, who may be, ,- -PETER P. SKIVINGTON
to my knowledge, a timber merchant, builder,
allow me to tender my thanks to
poultryman, scrap merchant, ex -car wrecker, SIR,-Please
all your readers who so readily responded to
etc., with idle cash to speculate.
month's PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Mr. Roosenburk is wrong in assuming that the my appeal in last
19 and 58.- THOMAS WILLS
public do not get a chance to buy direct from re connections for sets
M.O.S. Entry to a salo is normally obtained by (Sheffield).
purchase of a catalogue. The purchase by indiany
viduals is restricted by the numbers offered initem;
OUR COVER SUBJECT
particular " lot." He may require one of an
made some time ago a film
Government
50 may be offered or 500.
THE
Drive." This showed
Production
"
entitled
"
bidding
"
if
lower
Prices would, perhaps, be
in various industries, and
made
being
the
progress
items
if
the
or
trade
was confined to the particular
among the various factories which were filmed
were offered by M.O.S. to bona -fida dealers in the was that of the Philips Company at Mitcham.
be
would
that
a
headache
particular item, but what
Our cover illustration this month shows one of
for M.O.S. and auctioneer
the cameras at work filming one of' the Philips
"
"hams,
local
the
of
most
My shop is visited by
operatives wiring a standard radio receiver.
the
are
my
prices
that
and I have their assurance

-I

-

-J.

-I

!
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HATES : 3 ;- per line or part
thereof, average five Words
line,
minimum 2 lints. Box No. 6d.toextra.
Advertisements must be prepaid
and addressed to Advertisement
Manager,
" Practical
Wireless,"
Toner House. Southampton
St.,
Strand, London, W.C,2.

SPECIAL OFFERS

:

;

11.8

'

details,
A7,READY readers in four countries are
using my complete details and drawings
for building an Electric Hawaiian Guitar,
7.6. -C. W. Cragg, 48, High St., Oakham,
Rutland.

RECEIVERS

&

COMPONENTS

TILE LAST WORD in radio Kit and
Component Bargains
Really. detailed
instructional manuscript how
to build best
"type 3 -valve plus rect. A.C: or
Universal
receiver, 26d. Absolutely complete
kit,
incl. valves. speaker and cabinet, £8. Also
5 -valve high gain 3 -wave superhet assembly,
A.C., £6'17'6d.: A.C,'D.C.. £8. Postage for
full specifications. Selenium metal rectifiers, vere compact, 250v.. 45 m!a., 5.350v., 70 m a. 8 -6d. Filament transformers.
ideal converting midgets to A.C., output
6.3v: 1.5 amp., 12 -6d.
Standard shrouded
mains transformers, input 110- 250v.,
output
:300-0-300, 6.3V., 5v., 2716d. Quality permeability -tuned iron -cored I,F.'s, 465 kc, s,
13.8 pr. lllgh Flux P.M. Speakers,
less trans 17.6d. 6l in., with 24'6d.: Bin.
R. and A., less, 2L- ; with 27.6d. Gov.
!

;

Surplus

\hlves

(guaranteed), EBC33,
NE50, 7í6d. ; UU4 -5, 6J7, 6E6,
SV6, 25L6, 3525. 10,6d. ; U52. 13 8d, New
commercial valves still pre -budget, 6K8.
6K7, 6Q7, 6V6. 5Z4, 25A6. 25Z6. Revolutionary
6F5. 5.6i1.

175

BOUrHEItN
RADIO :S
)\7ItELESS
BAR6.\1NS
LA'T'EST RADIO Yt'BLI('ATIONS.Radio \'aloe Manual, British and American
valves. alternatives and egnivalents, 3.6.
Uost 3d.

11.1, l'UBLI('A'l'IONS
IIEADPILONES. WLead and Jack Plug, ADVERTISED
STILL
5,'- pair (boxed 2 pairs). 54:'- doz. pairs

4 LWAYS SURE of a good reception.
Radio -Craft, 21:6: C,Q., 18'6: Radio
News,
25'- Q.S.T., 216
Life (International),
; Look. 25'Saturday Ev. Post, 55'-,
etc. For full list of all other
American
magazines, send s.a.e. to Willen, Ltd.
(Dept.
58). 120, St. Georges Road, London,
E.10.
WHY BUY TEST GEAR ?- Nuplans offer
a series of constructors plans. Do you need
a Signal Tracer, Mains Signal Generator,
Calibrator ; 11 -3in.
Oscilloscope ' Audio
Oscillator, Valve Voltmeter,
Range Test -set or the newWobbulator,
miniature
Tracette," a pocket
? Each
plan, 2,1, from E. N. faultfinder
Bradley, Whinnie
Knowe," Sennen, Cornwall.
S.A.E. for
:

WIRELESS

¿iQIUE/MATT4as,'f

ADVERTISEMENTS

'

high" Q "3 -wave iron -cored coil
unusually Compact, 83' -, Immediate,packs,
safe
despatch all Avo Instruments, Pullin
ten thousand o.p.v. multimeters, A.C.'D.C.ohms. £1010' -. Polar 2 -gang cond.. .0005.
S 6d. Eleetrolyt ies, 24 plus l(ì, 350v.. 8'6d.
8 plus 16, 350v., 725 plus 25, 200v. (ideal
for midgets), 7: 6d.: 25 mfd. 25v. bias,
2'3d. Latest P. W. Bargain List, 2 /d.
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.. postage strictly
extra under £5. N.R.S., 66, Parkhill Rd.,
London, N.W.3. Gulliver 1453.
RADIO CONSÌ'1ZUCTORS again oiler
unbeatable bargains in surplus gear. All
brand new including 1,481 receivers at
£10176. Nationall -10 receivers with power
pack, £18. Headphones, boxed. 2 pairs 6
Super Morse keys, 4:6. EF50, RL16, CV188
valves, 6 each. 2 volt batt. Triodes, 2 6.
Slow motion communications dials, complete, 59, etc. etc. Hundreds of bargains
2.1d. stamp for lists from Radio Constructors. 28, Spital Hill, Sheffield 4. Trade
supplied.
L. l'. DI DIOlt E. Oldchurch Laboratories'
Now ready. Modification details T.S.73'
Instruction Booklet and Four Blueprints'
covering complete conversion of Test Set 73
to First Class Scope. Post free, £1. More
Instrument oilers. Avo Model 40, as new,
£13. Sangamo Western Analyser E.772,
100ua movement.
Resistance readings
0.2 ohm to 10 melts. on internal batteries.
2.5v, to 1,000v. A.C. and D.C., 100ua to 500 mA,
D.C., 0.5 to 5a. A.C. Complete in carrying
ease, one month old. Spotless condition.
Maker's Ylet price, £22/10!0. Our price,
£18 10 0 (plus carriage). Evershed Wee
Megger In leather ease. Perfect condition,
88!1D!0. If it's instruments. consult us.
Sale, exchange, repair, calibration. We are
Oscilloscope Specialists.
See our last
month's Ad. for Coil Packs, I.F. Transformers, etc. All designed and manufactured
throughout by us. For noisy mains, Four stage fully screened Static Suppressors,
Post free, 8!6 each. -52c, Oldchurch Rd.,
Chingford, E,4. Phones Sil 4987, Mar 1988.

PREVIOUSLY
AVAILABLE.

Send 2.d. for complete list.
SII,VEIt MICA CONDENSERS.-Asstd, A.('. MOTIIRS, 200,'250 volts, one -eighth
h.p., one -third amp. Ideal for light work,
values. 2'- doz, 20 :- gross lots.
£215'- each, plus 5'- carriage.
FIXED CONDENSERS. METAL BLOCK etc..
MI('ROPHONIES, Brand
TYPE, .03,1.5, 2 and 4 mfd., 200 -400 v. wkg TlllRO:1'l'
with 3ft. lea:! and plug, 46. post 6d. New,
'rWO THROAT MI('ROPHIONI: IN3 6. post free.
C''ONDENSERS. -.002. 2 6 doz. 0003. 3,- SERTS.
doz. 1, .01. 9!- doz. 8 mid.. 4 -6. 8 -8 PERMANENT ('RYSTAl, D) °IT1C'TORS,
6, post 4d.
canned. O6. 16 -8 canned, 8; -. 75 mid. 12 v. R.A,F,
It 'l' 'rl :s'l'i;1i S, 2.50(16.700 kc s,
wkg., 2- each. 4 +4 block, 3 -.
45120 metres.
with two valves.
SPEAKERS, -P.M. (less trans.). 5in., ln aluminium complete
carrying case with leather
14 - 6in., 24'- 8in., 27/6. Trans. to match, handles, 16in. x 1(lin. a Sin.. 20 -, post free,
Multi Ratio Do 7r6.
5-6.
R.. \.F. ]TORSE KEYS, 2/6 each, poet 40.
T1tANSFORMERS. Ratio :50
VOI., CONTROLS. -All values (Centralab), INPUT
mumetal, 4gì6. post 1' -. Ratio 1 :7 1 muL;S, 3 :6; W,S. 4.9.
nietal. 4,6, post i
LINE CORI).-.3, SO ohms per ft., 2 -way, CONDENSEIt5..1 plus .1 plus .1. 2 6, post
3d.
Oil Filled-.1 mfd. 7,500 v.d.c., 7'6.
L6 Yd. ; 3 -way, 2 yd.
1 -.
5 mfd. 7,000 v.d.c.. 7 8. post 1 -.
TUNING CONDENSI?RS, -,0005 POLAR post
LLTBR_k " AL).1l'S'l' :\Itl.i:
11111.1:
MIDGET, 11.8. .0005 Standard, 5.6.
('UTTERS. Foc use on wood, metal or
SOLDEIRING IRONS. STANEL('O. -12 6 plastic. 5 -. post 6d.
MIDGET
TWIN
(i.
\Nh
('ONDENSI:ItS.
each.
'5 pf.. 5' -, post 6 d.
MALNS TRANS.- 350:3.50 80 m.a. 4 v.. )IID(:15T SINGLE G.\NG CONDENSERS
27'6 6 v., 28'6.
2:6, post 6d.
VIY HE: \DSI:TS. Carbon mikes
LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF VALVES and moving coil earphones. 12.6. post free.
'i'ANNOY
CARBON MIKE INSERTS,
ALWAlS IN STOCK.
2B. post 3d.
\L('.R.I. BA'l "I l(lt11(5. ît ,-olts L,T. and
LET US HAVE YOUR ENQUIRIES.
90 volts H.T., 6 6. post 92.
R.A.F. ('ODIPI "FER. UNITS, ill 19
4 comprising gvrascana with spirit level,
two 27-volt motors, rev. counters, gear
I-MATTRADIO`SE
ICE
wheels and hundreds of components. A
great
bargain fcr experimenters and model
Kingston 8353,
New, £3 carriage paid.
29, Castle Shret. Kingston -on- Thames, makers.
WESTE("FORS.
W. %.6 and W.I12, New,
Surre >.
1 - each, post 2)2.
21
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SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPI-Y. I.TD..
46, LISLE STREET. LONDON, Vi.('.2.
CFRa.rd 6653.

WEARI'fl

A FIáI:E IiOOK

on Jáorae Code Tra.ining
Thera are Candler Morse

Code Courses for

new

Beginners and
Operators.
this Free
" BOOK OF FACTS"
It gives full details con.
cerning all Courses.
Send

;

:

for

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (5.L.0.)
121, Kingeway, London, W.C.2.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

-,

%-

P Coils, all types. 3- each.
Dubiiier Drilitics. can types, 8 mfd., 46.
8 x 8, 6'8,
8 x 16. 8.6. Post extra. Large
steck of components for the home constructor, Mains transformers, Driver
transformers, Smoothing choices. Volume
controls, Fixed and variable condensers,
Copper wire. Co -axial cable. valves. etc.
Prompt Mail Order Service, Enquiries
invited.- Weathencead's Radio, Bletchley,
Bucks.
FIt ITII It ADIOCItAFT, 1 :1'D,. The
Leicester Specialists, offer from their
comprehensive stocks
Bendix radin
compass receivers. Model MN26C. 3 bands
.covering 150 -325, 325 -695, 695 -1,50(1 k'cs,
2R.F. stages, with 12 metal valves and rotary
converter for operation on 24 v. D.C. Bendix
receiver, RA10. 4 bands covering 150 -400.
400 -1,100 kcs, 2-5, 5 -10 m;c R.F. stage. with
7 valves and rotary converter for 24 v. D.C.
Price fo either model, £10. complete with
full instructions for converting to A.C.
operation. R.C.A. filament transformers,
210830 250, 4060 cycles, 2 s 5 v. 10 a.. 5 v.
20 a.. 2.6 v. 10 a.. all centre tapned, unrepeatable at £3. Standard " U " c.hannel
steel racks (for 19in. panels), 4ft. 10in high
with base plates, £2. Jones plugs and
sockets, 12 way, 5- per pair. 20, 40 and 80
Eddystone 4 -pin coils. 5,- set of 3. Woden
de luxe potted mains transformers 300 -0 -310'
120 m.a. 6.3 v. and 5 v. L.T.. 396 : potted
output transformers, 7,000f!C.T.. 3 -159
sec.. 25 w 29'6 : potted smoothing chokes
to match. 25 -. Set of 3, £4 10. -. Tuning
condensers, 160 pF 3 gang, ceramic insulation. Wingrove and Rogers, 7:6: do
.0005 3 gang, 7' 8. Meters. lin. flush type
-0-100 microamps (11.1(0002v.), 21 :0 -20
A.C.. 12!61 10 -0 -10 m.a. U.C., 12 -6:
-1 m.a. D.C., 12 6
0 -20 a. D.C., 5:rJ -0--350 millivolts Í).C., 15 :0-500 micro nmps D.C.. 25 lin. square flush type
-0-1 m.a.. 25 - : 50 -0 -50 a.. 7 6 : 0 -20 V.
D.C.. 126 : 0 -.5 a. R.F., 7.6 : 0 -3 a R.F
7.6. Bargain valve kits, new and guaranteed
" A " SP61. 6SN7. 6L6, í6L6. 5U4G,
" Tx." 6J5, 2x6L6, 2x807, ^x5U4G,
50.- set
" Rs," 6K8, 6K7, 6Q7. 6V6, 5Z4.
70. - set
50'- set. Bargain parcels
Service type
multi -way plugs and sockets, 12 asstd.,
5.' -. Systoflex, 72 yds. asstd., 5'new
resistors and condensers, 25 asstd.. 5.8:
5(1 asstd., 10:6:
100 asstd.. £1. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded without
question. Latest lists free on request
Trade supplied. Frith Ratliocraft, Ltd.'
Lelee ter. 'Phone: 58927.
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Powerful, Inexpensive and Simple to Build.
2/6
3i Watts. Good response
THE" CADET" A.('.it).C. AMPLIFIER.
The youngest addition to my famous range
of Amplifiers. A full 34 Watts Output. Vol.
and Tone Controls. Good Quality. Ideal
..
26
for P,U.
THE " ('HALLENGER" PORTAtLE.
An Amazing A.C,ID,O. Portable. 3 -Valve
plus Rect. M.L Waves. Fine Power and
.. 2.9
Quality. No. A or E. needed ...
MANY OTHER DESIGNS for Sets and
Amplifiers available. Send S.A.E. for latest
List and please include stamp with order.
Prompt Service. Components supplied.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
9 Phoebeth Road, Brockley, S.E.4.
Ladywell. S,R.)
(Nearest Station
('Phone Lee Gt'een 0220)'
.

:

:

270,
HARRY JAMES PRODUCTIONS,Order
Leith Walk, Edinburgh. Mail C.O.D.
Soecialists. Cash with order or
Electrolytics B.I. 500 v. Blocks 6 mfds.,
16 -6 mfds,. 6.9
8 -8 mfds.. 5 6
38
16 mfds.. 56. Bias, 25 v. 2.5 'Tads.. 2'2.
8d. each
'

:

:

:

Condensers, .1, .05. 01, 500 v.,
small variable 2 -gang .0005.
25 mfds., 2 12 -, with trimmers, 13.6. T.R.F. chassis
9.4 x 5, drilled, 4 6. T.R.F. Coils. M. and L.,
with circuit. 8;6 pair. Speakers. 5in. P.M.,
energised, 1,000 ohms, 29/6.
198: 64in. watt.
64. 1 watt, 911. Volume
Resistors,
Controls, standard values L'S., 3'6.:
Mains Transformers, 350-0 -350
W S. 56.
small
80 m.a.. 4 v. or 6.3 v. heaters
pentode output transformers, 5.6. Valve 9d.
holders. 5.7 octal, 7d. amphenol type.
Enquire about
Send S.A.E. for lists.
difficult items. Valves sent C.O.D. Large
types.
all
stocks
;

;

;

%

:

:

OFFERS.
SPEI'IAL EX- GOVERNMENT
only. complete
-18 -valve Sets for salvage
mains types), 50'- ea.

with valves (6 v.
Power Units, type 332. 230 v. A,C.. 50 c,'s,
600 v., 120 m.a., smoothed.output, £3 5s.
patt. P.A.
as new. 20 watt Admiralty
25 -. VCR97units, less horn, 3 ohm coil.
short
C.R. tubes, 6in. elec.. guaranteed Packs
delay and unused, £5 ea. Vibrator
also used
12 v., 230 V. 70 ma., new, 35 m.a.,
ea.
v.
100
30'types. 8 and 12 v., 200
110 m.a.,
Rotary Transformers, 12 v.,or275in v.case
with
500 v. 50 m.a.. 12'6 ea
smoothing, £1. Rola 6in, Speakers, 21/-.
5'6
Standard Speaker Transformers,
45 m.a. type, 4 6. Miniature type to match
120 m.a. L.F.
45 ohm M.C. earphone, 3.6 v,
40 m.a. midget, 3,chokes, 6 v. 40 m,a., 5'vibrator transformers. 150
12 v. 250 v. 80 m.a.. 9 6. Mallory 6 and 12 v.
Compasses,
Vibrators, N.S., 8 6. Radiocomplete
with
new, 10' -. Aerial C.O. relays,
CO -AX sockets, 7 6. Magnetic mikes. 2/6.
M.C. type, 66. M.C. earphone, 4'6. Reed
6/6.
type 'phones. complete with plug, m,a.
100
L.R. 'phones, 4'- ' 2i in. flush, zero,
50 a.,
meters, M,C., 12'6 : 2in., centre 5 m.a.,
51 -.
Rectifiers,
40 v., 7,6. Meter
5.- v. 1 a. for charging, 10/6 transformer
12
of 5 S.W. coils,
to suit for 230 v., 9 6. Setwith
miniature
small, dust -tuned type
ceramic airspaced trimmers. range approx.
3 -80 meters, 7,6 per set or 2'- ea, IFT5,
12 mcis. screened with trimmers, 51- ea,
200 kc /s midgets, dust- tuned, 5,- ea. TubuMidget.
lars, .1 mfd., 350 v., 3 -doz. ditto,
150 v., 2'6 doz.: assorted lots up to .5 mfd.,
750 v., 72 for 18 -. D.C. to A.C. converters,
or in case
12 v.. 230v. 50 c, s, 100 w., £3 l Os.
with control gear, £5. Rustproof wire
size
netting, lin, mesh for screening,
approx. 4ft. x lift.. 2 6 per sheet. Valves
v.,
all guaranteed perfect. LSP41, 6VU39,
4v.. 416: EF50. 5'3 B ea.
EA50,
equiv. UUS, etc., 9 ;- PEN 46. 10'- BBC
33,
9001, 6AK5, 10'- ea.
4 or 6 v.. 3'7 6
VU111, H.V. rec.. 10' -. 100,000 ohms
VCs, long spindles. 1:9 Coloured knobs.
iin fitting blue, white, red, yellow, various
engravings, 2; - doz., £4 per 1,000. HRO
Six various H.F. chokes. 3) -.
drives, 15.
12/-Six L.F. chokes. 12, -. Six L.F. tranys.brand
Uniselector switches, 25 w., 8 bank. terms
new and complete, 27/6 ea. Trade
for quantities. S.A.E. for complete Lists.
ENGLISH. THE MALTINGS,
II.
RAYLEIGH RD., HUTTON, ESSEX
;
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SPARKS' DATA SHEETS Provide detailed descriptive matter and Full-size Constructional Print of Designs Tested and
Guaranteed by
L ORMOND SPARKS
.
NEW DESIGNS
THE " OLD FOLK'S TR'O."
An A.C. ;D.C. 2- Valver Plus Rect. for those
who cannot he bothered with tuning. 3
Station Selection by Switch. LIM Waves.
Pre -set Tuning and
31 Watts G Put.
..
2!9
Reaction
THE " ('(Il." A Fine little A.C. /D.C.
2- Valver. Plus Rect. ML Wave receiver.

;

MODIFICATIONS and repairs to all types
of receivers and amplifiers. Rewinds of all
descriptions:
Send equipment for free
estimate. Kit sets assembled, wired, tested.
151- carr. paid, -H. bowler, 54, High Street,
Pershore. Worcestershire.
REWINDING. Mains transformers, auto transformers, chokes, etc.. rewound or
altered to specification, Send card or letterhead for trade rates.-Regent Rewinding
Co., 36, Rosslyn Hill, N.W.3.
KITS of Radio Receivers from £713/0.
4 and 5 valve. All new materials. Table
Our latest Kit
Models, Semi- Midget.
Wylwyn Star 1948 -has connections for
Gramophone Pick -up and extensions to
Loudspeaker, A.V.C. 6 hours average time
for constructing. Full details and diagrams
with each kit. C.W.O. or C,O.D.- lsherwooda,
Reme House, 81, Plungin °ton Road, Preston,
Lanes. Tel.: 3348. Estd. 1936.
J. V. NEWSON, G3GY, 28, Market Place.
North Walsham, Norfolk. everything for
transmitter, receiver and test gear.
Stockists of equipment by Eddystone.
Hamrad, Raymart, Labgear, Woden, Denen.
Wearite and other well -known makers.
Stamped envelope with enquiries, please.
Rapid postal service. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
SOUTH-WEST London amateurs, for you';
Denco stockists. and all other constructors
Servid Radio. 150.
components, call at
Merton Rd., Wimbledon. 'Phone LIB 6525.
COPPER wires, enamelled, tinned. Litz,
cotton, silk covered. All gauges. B.A.
screws, nuts, washers, soldering tags.
eyelets. Ebonite and laminated bakelite
panels, tubes, coil formers. Tufnol rod.
Flexes, crystals, permanent detectors,
headphones, etc. List S.A.E. Trade supplied, -Post Radio Supplies, 33, Bourne
Gardens. London. E.4.
BRAND NEW Goods. -Chokes, 6H 300
m.a_ super job, shrouded, wt. 61b.. 8,3.
post 1 3. Amphenol Co -ax. 3 -piece plugs/
sockets. 9d. Pye Co -ax. Tops, 4d., plus
postage. Chassis containing approx. 60
radio items, 8/6, plus postage 1 4.-Austen,
28, Valebridge Road, Burgess Hill,
Apparatus conKIT SETS WIRED.
structed to your design. Any receiver
serviced. Send diagram or set for quotaSons,
53, Weedington
Sharp
&
tion, to F. A.
'Phone :
Road. Kentish Town, N.W.S.

BARGAINS. -4790 B. 10v. superhet, 1%
meter receiver, useful for FM. or telev.
conversion, in sealed cartons (usually
7 gns.)
Only 5 D's., with 10 new Mazda
valves. Admlty M58 VHF Amp. Unit, using
grounded grid triode CV53 with power unit
.12 H.T. metal recta.), in sealed cases, 26' -,
packing, etc., 10/-. Meters, moving coil.
5'mA. .75 mA., 500 mA., 8v.. 20v., new and
boxed, 6 9. Miniature inset 'phones (U.S.A.),
West. Electr., useful for deaf aid or midget
ree.. 15'- pair w,headband or 8'- single.
1 mA. meter rects.
Westinghouse (bridge
type), 6 11. 3 -gang .0005 mfd., var. w,trimmers, 13 9. Few only U.S. Auto -pilot Amplifiers, w' 4 valves (U.S. GT type), in sealed
boxes, 29 6 only, C.W.O. Tiny for Radio.
--36a,Dalston Lane, London, E.B.
SHORT-WAVI. FANS, -Here is an opportunity to obtain an ex -Naval Communication Receiver at a really attractive price.
For the mains user we offer the B.50, a
7 -valve superhet covering 13 -575 metres,
Made by A. C. Cossor in 1944, these sets have
never been used. Uses standard 4 -volt mains
valves, heated by built -in filament transOur
formers
230 volt 50 cycle input,
-Special Bargain Price, £10. Weight 1161ós.
Also the B,13, a 3 -valve Battery Receiver,
tuning from 20- 20000 metres (10 wavebands),
Made by A. C. Cossor in 1942 to the same
high standard as the 5.50. Our price, £7 10s.
Total weight, 56 Ibs. These sets have been
built for conditions where performance is
the only consideration and where weight
and cost are of secondary importance.
Note valves are not included. If ordering
by post. please include 10.'- extra to cover
cost of packing and a non -returnable
wooden crate. -Our latest Lists of exGovernment bargains is now available.
Send stamo to -day for your copy.
Walton's Wireless Stores, 203, Staveley
;

;

-
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Road, Wolverhampton, Tel.: 22039.
ELECTRIC Hand Drilling Machines Independent of Mains, 576. Operates from any
6 -volt or 12-volt battery, 1,250 r.p.m. on
6 volt and 2.000 r.p.m. on 12 volts, Can be
used for drilling or easily screwed to bench
and used with standard chuck attachments
(rotary wire brush, grinder, polishing mop,
etc.). Fitted with Reliance chuck. 0 to iin.
capacity. ex- Government ball -race motor,
stout leads and quickgrip clips, weight
74 lbs. Numerous testimonials available
for inspection. carriage 1 /8. -E. A. Mason, GUL 1759.
153. Manchester Drive, Leigh -on-Sea, Essex, EVERYTHING for the wireless conSend stamp for price list.
20 YEARS' EXPERIEN('E. -The Quality structor.
Amplifier built to Mr. Williamson's design H. Tabner, 118, Nightingale Road, Hitchin,
and backed by G.E.C. is undoubtedly the Herts.
finest amplifier so far produced. Wearre METERS, 0 -1 ma., M.C., square flange, tin.
pioneers in the manufacture of this ampli- New ex -AM, tested. 18 6 each, c.w.o. -A. C.
fier and at the price quoted it is the finest Steadman, 230, Chellaston Road, Shelton
product on the market to -day. Special cir- Lock. Derby.
cuit. special output transformer, hand EX-A.M. BATTERY units, inert. 60 V.
built by experts. Tested and guaranteed, 5 9 : 120v., 10,9 : post free,-BULLS
7 valves. The real job for quality, Price (P.W.), 246, High St.. Harlesden. N,W,10,
Laurel House, 141,
£25.- R.T.M.C., Ltd.:
BARGAIN, amateur selling up offers :
Little Ealing Lane, 114.5.
valves, condensers, resistances, books,
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO), LTD. new
Putney 1006,
etc. 'Phone
Boxed
with
circuit,
T.R.E. ('OILS, M. and L.
5v.
7;6 pr, Midget iron cored LF. transformers, M.C.R.1, ex -Govt. midget all wave
pack, 'phones,
465 k es, /iin. high by lin, square. Fixed superhet. A,C, /D.C. powerBox
99. Gloster,
tuned, 9 6 pr. Philco- 465, with trimmers, new, 9 gns.- Greenslade,
air core. 86 pr. 2 -gang condensers. .0005 WANTED, Telsen 0.5.4 transformer. Full
with feet. long spindle and trims., 1e'-: particulars to Pinkham, 10, Kent Street,
.0002, less trims 6,6 : .0001 midget. ceramic Lincoln.
ins., 4.6 ; .N45 single, 2-. Morganite WANTED, Telefunken valves RV 12P2000
V,Cs. i meg, with switch, 5,' -. Raymart and RV 12P2001.- Thompson. 17, Welbeck
knobs. l(in. dia., 1/- ea.
Mansfield,
NEW VALVES. Ex -Govt. Type 807, 5U4G, Street.
Goodman 12in, 15 ohm speaker,
12.6 ; HVR2A, 6X5, 10;- ; E,F,50, 6 -; SALE,
unused, £6. Carriage and packing
less
trans.,
Mains
954,
ea.
955
and
6'types
Acorn
transformers, 350-0 -350 v. 80 m.a, 6 v. and paid,-Box 153.
perfect, £5.
5 v. 200 v. to 250 v. Primary. Brand new TAYLORMETER, 120 A.,
-Box 154.
G.E.C. Drop through type. 19/6.
P.M. SPEAKERS. All brand new. Less SALE, R. 208 and R 1116A. S.A.E, -Box
Rola,
10in.
8ín,
£1 ;
trans.. 5in., 14/6 ;
Rola, 30, -. (We regret this inadvertently 155.'
WANTED, R,1155 complete tuning dial,
appeared at £1 in previous advert.)
VIBRATOR PACK. 6 volts D.C. in, 250 v. 75 /cc's-18 Mc's. -Box 156.
crackle
case
in
black
out,
at
m.a.
A.C.
80
TUITION
size Tin, x 31n. x 24in. Employs a Stratosil
vibrator, and is complete with filters. .AMATEUR
Transmitting
RADIO
Brand new and unused, 27,6, plus 1/6 post. Licence,-Complete postal course of inSPECIAL OFFERS
to
meet
requirements
in
theory
struction
complete
type
127,
Class B battery amplifier,
the examination syllabus. -Apply :
post of
with valve type 220B, and circuit, 7 6.headBritish School of Telegraphy. Ltd., 179,
Combined moving coil mike and
11 -.
Road, London, S.W.9. (Estd. 40
set (3 moving coil inserts with Aim mag- Clapham
nets), ON /OFF switch on mike, 96, post years.)
Ili
AR ETTI:S per day or Associate
FOUR
l'
these
free. Small chassis containing volume
Which would
Membership of the I.E.E.
components, 2 valveholders, midget
rather have '? Expert and successful
control, I.F. transformer, and tag panel you
of the British National Radio School
with condensers, resistors, etc. Only 3- tutors
and
for
Brit.I.R.E.,
you
I.E.E.
will
coach
ea., or 2 different for 5 /-.
for
We regret the delay in sending out " P, W," a whole series of C. & G. examinationsfree
Write to -day for our
Please 841. per day
Lists. New ones are now available.(Radio),
booklet and unequalled guarantee. Studies
send 2(d. stamp.(Charles Britain
B.Sc.. A.M.I.E.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.,
Ltd., Radio House, 2: Wilson Street, Director,
66, Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.
EC'.2. Tel. : BIS 2966.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
.\'o. of

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprints, is. each.
1927 ('rystnl Receiver
The " Junior " Crystal Set

Blueprint.

--

..

..

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One -Valve : Blueprints, 2). each.
A II. \\-av: Irniprrt i Pentode)
..
lieginneta Ove -valver
..
The " Pyramid " One- valver (HF
Peu)
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Tao (U & I F)
Three-vulva : Blueprints, 2e. each.
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LF

PW93

PWS(
PI\-IO

PW):7
PW48

Tarp

PW49
PIN

P\161

All -Wave Three (D,

PW'72

.

Píl'82

.

M

Nucleon Class il

PW78

P\V84
I'W87
PW'89

-

PW92
PW17

(SGP

Four

.

(HP l'en), Pen)

Experimenter's Short -wave 'Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D,

2 LF (RC and
Trans))
The Baud-spread S.1V. Three
..
(HF l'en, D (Pen), Peu)

PORTABLES
Three -valve : Blueprints, Ss. each,
F. J. Caitlin's ELF 'Three -valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)

l'arvo Flyweight Midget Portable
..
(SG, D, Pen)

roar -valve : Blueprint,
"

Lnp " Portable

Peul

4

..

2s.
(D, LF, LF,

..

..

MISCELLANEOUS

P W.-i:i

The Monitor HIV Pen, D, l'en) ..

Í

51

P)313IB
PW34C

Fury Pour Super (SO, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Ball -Mark 4 (HF, Pen,
le, Push -Pull)
" Acute " All-Wave (HF Pen, D
(Pen), LI', CI. B)
The " Admiral " Four (11F l'en
HF.Pen, D, l'en (RC))..

rW'4G

.

--

PW'39

- -

P\V00

-

73

-

SHORT-WAVE SETS. Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
(Serple S.W. Ooe- v-:dver
Pw88
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
P11'38A
Midget- Short-wave Toot 1r, Pen)
The "Fleet" Short-wave 'l'un
(1)

PWS5

!Tall-Mark Cadet (I), LF, l'en (RC))
F. J. C:uum's Silver Souvenir (HF
(Pei)), Pen) (All -Wave
Three)
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LF
(Trans)) ..
19:10 Sonatone Three -Pour (I1F
l'en, Hl' I'en, IVe.steetor, Pen)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LF

21.P (RC & Trans))
Tue " Rapide " Straight 3 (D,
2 LF (RC h Trans))
F. J. Canon's Oracle All -Wave
Three (HF, Del, Pen...
1935 " Triband " All -Wave Three
(HP Pen, I), Pen)
F. J. Comme "Sprite" Three
(HF, Pen, I), Tel)
The" Hurricane " All -Wave Three
(.SOD, l'en, Pen)
F. J. Cano's " Push-Button"
'three (HP l'en, 11 (Pen), Tot)..
Four -valve : Blueprints, 2; each
lieta Universal Four (SU, D, LF

.

PW31A Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each,

Summit Three MI' Pen. D, Pen)

"Colt"

P\\"94'

Operated

.

The

P\5'71

::nPer)ret 4
F. J. C';u,,:o',
J. C'm,o,l', CLiver.ul £4 Super.
het 4
..
" t¿nalitene " Universal Four ..

F'.

Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter- Adapter (t valve)

-

-

Two-valve :
Selrotnne A.C. Radiogram Tao

(l, l'on)

PW39

Three-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Double-Diode-Triode Three (LIP
..
..
l'es., DOT. l'en)
D.C. lee (.iG, D, l'on) ..
..

PW'O_3

PW

u. Three (SC, D, pea) '. leader (11 1, Pen, 1), l'on') ..
I.. Premier (HF Pon, 1), Peu)
Leon, (11F Pen, D(Pen), l'en).
l'. J Canin :s A.C. All -W'ave Silver
Souvenir Three (1111 Pen, 1), l'en)
".\ II-Wave " A:C. T'lave (0, 2
1.b' (tIC))
AA. 193h6 Sonatone (111' l'en, HF
Pen, Wrstectnr, Pen)
Mains It -eurd AllD'av'e 3 (HF
Pen, I), Pen)
Four -valve : Blueprints, 21. each.
A42, Puny Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Super (SU, SG,

P\V3.,C
PW3511

P1V34

l'W'Sü

.

10/

UPu -Stark

(11F

P\V70

PW63

PW63

SUPERHETS
Battery Sete : Blueprints, 3s. each.
'Varsity Four
The Request All -Waver ..
..

PW77

Maine Sete

PW86

PORTABLES
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
('lass 11) ..
Family Portable ((1F', D, RC,

PW48A

-

Ecoñomy l'entoile 'Three (SG, D,
W M337

WM:t51
W'M354

£3 3e. 'Three (SG, D, Trans)
.
1935 £0 ri., Battery Three (SG,

Lucerne Straight Pour (S(1, D,
5.1 ",

W'M:189

\VM393
W'M400

-

\\'513:)1
1\'bf33rr

\\'M341
11'51:181

W'M404

Blueprints, 3s. each.
Super-quality Five ('2 III", D, 1:(',
o

W'M'.20

Class B Quadradyne (2 SU, D, T.F,

PW75"

PW47

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : Blueprints,223. each.
..
£5 Superhet (Three- v.1S1)
F. J. t'onno's 2 -valve Superhet..
Mains Sets : Blueprints 2s. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..
D.C. £5 Superhet (Three -valve) ..

-

l'W40
11452.

-

I'W'43

PW42

'Trans)

SHORT-WAVE SETS.

Roma Short -waver
..
,.
:
Blueprints, 25. each.
Cllr. -ahott Battery Two (Sul, der

Two -valve

-

Home -trade Coll Two (D, Pen) ..
Three-valve : Blueprints, Is. each.
Experimenter's 3-metre Set (D,
Trans, Saper- regen)
The c'an'ner Short -nacre (S(:,

Four -valve : Blueprints, 35. each.
4.11' Sbort -nave Workl'b_ntrr
(11F Pen, Il, RC, Transi
Standard Four-t elver Short-c aver
Superhet : Blueprint, Ss.
Simplified Shot t -e are Super

..

Mains Operated
Two -valve
Blueprints, 25. each,
Two-tape Mains Shorbeav er (D,
Per:), A.O.
..
..
..

Four-valve
Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four-valve .A.C. Short waver (5(1, D, RC, Trans)
,.
S.\1'.

New Class B Five (2 SG, D, L1',

\\'M340

D Pen)
£L) ]3s. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
(Ht-', D Pen)
Four -vrlvi : Blueprint:, Ss, each
All -Metal Four (2 SG, D, Yeu)..
Han'i. Jubilee Radiogram, (HF,
..
Pen, D, I.P, 1')..
..
.

--

1

B.1..D.L.('. Short-wave Converter

A\í'403

1',1390

11 M

507

\Vnxx()

A\V::9'3
A

IV1.17

3V.A13674

AW'470'

A\1'452

1\'\!404
,hl(i lo
A1V438

1135990

-

A117:,0
WM38:4

WM397

A\í-453

W51391
A

11'399

WM347
W313(r2<

WM30J

WM390

-

1A'M40:i

\\'31394

1'31402
111406

WM408

IIINTS COUPON

I

This coupon is available until April
5th, 1949, and must accompany all

I

Practical Hints.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS. April 1f48.

W1I101
\VM3'29

---

-valve Converter (Price 13.)

Radio Unit (2v.) for W 51:t92 (2 -)
Harris Eleetrogranr battery amplifier
De Luxe Concert A.C. Eleetrigrarn (2'-)
New Style Short -wave Adapter

I

-

--

Enthusiast's Power A.4nplil)er (10
Watts) (3/-)
Listener'. 3 -watt A.C. .Amplifier

W 1120(1

\jrM374

-

\1'11:::.:,

MISCELLANEOUS

1Vilson Tone Master t2 J
The W.M. A.C. Short-wave Con-

Main, Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 25, each.
('on.oeleetrie 'Two (I), l'en), A.l.'
Economy A.C. Tao (D, Trans), A C.
Three -valve : Blueprints. 2s. each,
Mantovani A.0 Three (HF, l'en,

--

Battery Operated

WM344

l'W''-'0

Push-Pull)
Universal hall -Mark (HF Pen, D,
..
..
..
Push-Pull)

2

One -valve : Blueprints, 25, each.
S, W. One- valve, for A

AW370

l'\V34D

Pen, D,

Tyers Portable (Sul, D,

o

'Trans)

Five -valve

Blueprints, 2s. each.
lleptode Super 'Three :VC.
:

:

W'M371

PT'P Three (Pen, I1, Pen)
,.
Certainty 'Three (SG, D, Pen)
All-wave Winning 'Throe (SG, D,

l'eu)
Four-valve : Blueprints, Ca. each,
ri.,-s. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans)
Self-contained lour (SG, D, IF,

W.C.2.

PW88e

_

5s. Battery Pour (HF, D, 211')
P\í'36A £5
'l'he H.E. Four (SG, SG, D, l'eut
The Auto Straight Four (111' Peu,
l'1130
HI' Pen, le h'l', Pen)

f

A.C.

2)

PW'_ 9

,

PW30A

--

P1V4:; " W.11." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, l'en)
..

Mains Operated
Blueprints, 2,. each.

PW91

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, la. each,
Four- station Crystal Set ..
AW427
Lucerne Tuning Coil for A \\'427
le.
1,931 Crystal Sot
AW444
..
..
A \1'450
150-mile Crystal Set
..
..
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated,
One -valve : Blueprint, 2v
B.B.C. Special One -valver
Á\V387
Two-valve : Blueprints, Si, each,
Foil- volume Tao (SG der, Pen)..
A W392
W M 109
A nrpoern 'rio- vruver
Three -valve : Blueprints, 25. each.
15 5s. 3.0. 3 (SG, 11, Trans)
.
A1\-112
A\V422
Lucerne Banger (SG, D, Trans) ..
£5 5s. Three De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
AW435
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM'271

.1

Pw90

THESE blul'prints are drawn frill
size.
The issues con tai Hint;
des, riptìons of those sets are now out
of print, but an asterttle beside the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available. free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, IA,W: to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Nircless Magazine.
Send (preferably) n postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d, unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
(louse, Southampton Street, Strand,

I
1

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS. LTD., Exmoor Street. London. W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand :
GORDON & GOTCH (A'sia ), LTD. South Africa
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rates including postage :
Inland 10s. 6d. per annum Abroad lbs. per annum. Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
CONDITIONS OF SALE AND SUPPLY This periodical is sold subject to' the fodlocving conditions, namely. that It shall not, without
the written consent of the publishers first given, be lent, re -sold. hired out or otherwise disposed of by way of Trade except at the full
retail price of 9d. and that it shall not to lent. rc -sold, bleed out' or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any
unauthorised cover by way'of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter, whatsoever.
:

:

:

:
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AFFORD

CAN

YOU

EQUIPMENT!

TAYLOR TEST

Model

70A
UNIVERSAL
TAYLORMETER. 50 Ranges,

Sensitivity 1.007 ohms per
vol: on A.C. and

a. c.

ranges.

UNIVERSAL TAYLOR METER
MODEL 70A

PRICE

I I

.

I I

H.P. TERMS

UNIVERSAL

. U.

50 Ranges. Sensitivity 20,000 ohms
per volt on A.C. and D.C. ranges.
PRICE £14 -14 -0. H.P.
Terms :
£1 -8-3
Deposit and II monthly
payments of LI -8 -2.

EI -2 -9

monthiy

Deposit and II
payments of £1 -2 -I

TAYLOR METER

MODEL 75A

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FOR MOST MODELS
TAYLOR PRODUCTS INCLUDE

MULTIRANGE AC DC TEST METERS

VALVE TESTERS

GENERATORS

5 HIGH

CATHODE RAY OSCILLOGRAPHS

INSULATION TESTERS

OUTPUT METERS

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD is
r

1

9

.

4

1

e

M O

N

T

R

O

S

AVENUE.

E

SLOUGH.

BRIDGES

A C

BUCKS, ENGLAND

SIGNAL

CIRCUIT ANALYSERS

AND LOW RANGE OHMMETERS.
MOVING COIL INSTRUMENTS

Telephom

SLOUGH

21381

((

1

rts)

TAYLINS" SLOUGH

Grams & Cables

LEARN to EARN
Leave the overcrowded ranks of the poorly paid

-let

The

Bennett College help you to the top where there is alwaysplenty of room for the well trained. Just choose your career
or let us advise you. The Bennett College, with its proud
tradition of friendly personal tuition and its long record of
triumphs, is the most progressive, most successful Correspondence College in the World. We teach nearly all the
Trades and Professions by post all over the Globe. DISTANCE
MAKES NO DIFFERENCE.

WILL SEE YOU THROUGH

CHOOSE YOUR CAREER AND

WE

\,.enplltancy Exams.
Id, erlinul:
and
Sales
ll:ena!:rm,nl
Aer!ruliur,
A.H.I. Fil r C. IZ-.:sons,
-\Pplhd Hrr!uenir.
Anrliunrr: :sold Rstah'
Asp, -.
Aci:rtluu 11:ugiucrring and
S1ir0Ie.a
ItanlJnc
11111r 1.1-in I,.
n01101.
itnal[-I:rOpin_.
Areounl111101 aul llndesIi Itu..htt's.

11111- Engineering

l'h:lui.1,...

I is il
I n i1

I

u

r.,.r_ei,r

nod
County
Engineers
Nasal Arehilrrlure

Municipal

r2n_

.VI 11,u,n,vial Suh,lecls
rn
ivi \rt
l',aa,nnel !rAire. Ii.d.EL[t.
('unrrrle and Sirurtur:il
l'.I1_itl,e1'in_
All
Drnuelll.tnan.ldP.
Irnnrhr.
P:n_inr:riug. All branches,
.111001I:1101
rx:uin
General 1! bleat ion
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71,1000!

11rilillg.

liai STit inst.
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:

\aip..

Sher1 Alrloel 1t 0ró
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Shorthand l'i hn:tn'.
Plastics Sh1.rt -.tore SS riling
1

Pl11nlhing Snr!al 1 \l1 l'are
ilralsing in Ihehlic
Pulicl'. Spcei:d ('1111rs0
SI 1'111.1111111 FogineeIing
Preceptors, ('sill,:; of
ry ing
Press 'soul S1'arls
-Sure
Teachers of ¡Isaiah-rat' Is
l'rOduellou Iirlgi111elillg
Tr!eru nnionira lions
(Ally
Pump.
and
l'utnping
Alarhinerc
and (:1111ás1
Telos i.inn
Q111110 i'. Survey !ragTransport Inst. Exams.
loi -l. of (i,inntil)
son, es ors' (:.1101..
S"!e ss'r., (;auger.,
Itlspeclin gin)II'ing
lors
11a0110
Short
SFcig11 is
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Measures
Radin
15;tcr
Inspector
Itoad Slalsiag and SlainIt
/Conner
Salesmanship, I.S.:11.A.
%%'leek.. Telegraphy
and
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/ ,rlilieatc
1:nginAlining. l:lrrtrir!d
nettoil ! 100á1100C Oltìrer
SS'nrlc.. Managers
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rel'ill2
u' on any subject. lull narjeo fors free.
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